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EXPERIENCE - INNOVATION - EXCELLENCE
Vulcan has for more than 60 years been a proud manufacturer and supplier of quality commercial and industrial catering
equipment and accessories to the South African and Sub-Saharan food service equipment markets, consistently developing,
innovating and adapting to meet ever changing market trends, all for food sake!
Vulcan is equipped to undertake projects of all sizes - highly skilled, experienced and professional teams combine their
expertise with the comprehensive range of equipment offered by Vulcan, to meet client’s needs across diverse market sectors
including:
•
•
•
•

Retail & Franchising
Hotels & Restaurants
Stadia & Conference Facilities
Commercial & Industrial Institutions

•
•
•
•

Government & Parastatal Facilities
Bakery
Export
Contract Caterers

•
•

Healthcare
Container Kitchens

COMMITMENT - ENHANCING CUSTOMER PROFITABILITY
The Vulcan brand is synonymous with reliability, service and quality, which contributes significantly to our clients’ profitability.
Vulcan represents numerous, world-leading, international brands which compliment locally manufactured Vulcan equipment.
This wide, readily available range of reputable equipment includes storage solutions, food preparation equipment, refrigeration,
extraction, cooking equipment, food distribution, point-of-sale display, ware-washing, bakery, bespoke units and more.
All equipment carries the manufacturers’ warranty and Vulcan guarantees availability of essential spares for a minimum period
of 10 years after a product has been discontinued.
Vulcan remains steadfast in its commitment to supply a cost-effective, nationwide, one-stop service to clients, from brief
inception to design, project planning, manufacture, sourcing, installation and after-sales service and maintenance.

MAKING IT HAPPEN
Vulcan offers clients professional and experienced assistance in making the best and most cost-effective choices. All advice is
supported by an underlying resolve that “quality is remembered long after the price is forgotten”.
Design and planning expertise sets Vulcan apart in the food service industry. The company is renowned for designing and
installing commercial kitchens that operate at peak efficiency. Ongoing equipment innovation focused on specific market
sectors allows for customer needs to be met.
The
design tool is yet another Vulcan innovation which allows both professionals and amateurs to design their
own kitchens using a vast range of software capabilities. (Please refer to our inside back cover for more information).
Vulcan offers Project Management support, including liaising with clients, architects, consultants and mechanical engineers
from budget management to delivery and installation.
Vulcan has Test Kitchen facilities available to the industry in Johannesburg, Cape Town as well as Durban for product
development and training. Representation in Sub-Saharan Africa meets the needs of clients beyond South Africa’s immediate
borders. An after sales service call center ensures quick response times and attention by highly qualified technical teams.

An ISO 9001:2015
Accredited Company

OUR RELATIONSHIP WAY
Growing solid sustainable relationships with our clients/business partners is at the core of our business. As a proudly Bidvest
company, Vulcan subscribe to an unwavering philosophy of transparency, accountability and integrity in all our business
affiliations.

PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN DESIGN & PLANNING
Vulcan’s experience and expertise in the field of kitchen design and catering engineering sets us apart in the food service
industry. Our design and planning departments are focused on meeting clients’ requirements by designing modern functional
kitchens; the idea with creating custom designs is to last the test of time while serving their present and future needs. Our team
prepares turnkey packages and provides project management support, from budget management to delivery and installation.
Our team works closely with the client and architect from stage one of a project, advising on the overall area and cost, through
to specification and tender – including:
•
•
•
•

Cooking equipment
Preparation
Refrigeration
Service

• Ware-washing equipment
• Ventilation
• Turnkey design packages

We also offer a design tool that allows the professional, amateur or hobbyist to design their very own kitchen. Refer to our
inside back cover for more detail on
.

OUR CLIENTELE INCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail and franchising
Hotels
Restaurants
Healthcare
Financial institutions
Corporate facilities
Government and parastatal institutions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial and commercial institutions
Stadia and conference facilities
Contract caterers
Bakery
Export
Fast food
Coffee shops

With a team of highly skilled and experienced professionals, we are equipped to undertake projects of any size. From small
scale remodeling to large-scale renovations, our focus is always on quality.

KITCHEN TESTING & TRAINING
We also provide a Test Kitchen facility, where products manufactured by Vulcan are tested and demonstrated.
Through the Test Kitchen facility we are able to provide training to staff and customers, giving them the knowledge and
familiarity they need to use their purchased products with confidence.

DISCLAIMER
Copyright subsists on all work published in this catalogue and may not be reproduced or adapted, in whole or in part, without written permission of
Vulcan Catering Equipment (Pty) Limited. Whilst every effort has been taken in the preparation of this catalogue to ensure the accuracy and relevance of
the contents, Vulcan Catering Equipment (Pty) Limited cannot be held responsible for any omissions or errors or from damages resulting from the use of the
information contained herein. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Popular Sandton steakhouse chooses
Vulcan for their kitchen upgrade
All changes had to take place within the existing building
envelope. As no previous design plans were available, once the
site had been stripped, the Vulcan team re-measured the area
to ensure that the envisaged design would be a perfect fit.
At the heart of the new kitchen area Vulcan installed a large
cooking island – the Berto’s S900 series cooking suite imported
from Italy. This master cooking suite offers a solid range of
features and functionalities. Its three lava rock grillers ensure
excellent heat retention as does its flat top griller. Its French
top is made of heavy flat cast iron with a high-powered gas
burner underneath, and it has an electric oven as well as bainmaries for sauce holding.

Vulcan Catering Equipment has recently
completed an extensive refurbishment of
The Bull Run restaurant in Gauteng.
This well-established steakhouse, located opposite the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange and a short walk from the
Sandton CBD, has built an excellent reputation and a loyal
following since it opened in 2000.
Vulcan was selected to bring its high-end kitchen design
and equipment expertise to the redesign of The Bull Run’s
kitchen. The client’s broad brief was the redesign of the kitchen
according to the chef’s requirements, the installation of the
latest kitchen technology and the introduction of a new area
to be known as the Dollar Bar. Vulcan needed to preserve the
restaurant’s ambience while opening up the kitchen to diners,
giving them a taste of the excitement and drama of the “food
theatre” experience.

Other equipment features included the Rational Combimaster,
with its highly effective performance capabilities as well as its
impressive cost/benefit feature, the oven is a coveted piece of
equipment. In addition, because The Bull Run is renowned for
its steaks, the product of a finely tuned, in-house dry-ageing
process, a custom-designed cold room was installed.
The Bull Run needed to meet stringent health and safety
regulations. With this in mind, the ANSUL® R-102 Restaurant
Fire Suppression System was installed for optimum safety. This
highly regarded fire suppression solution, which is used in food
service kitchens worldwide, quickly knocks down flames and
cools hot surfaces while generating a tough vapour-securing
blanket that helps prevent reflash.
Vulcan’s highly successful completion of the project has secured
The Bull Run’s positioning as a fine dining establishment with
a world-class kitchen.

Vulcan brings 21st Century food technology
to rural KZN
When a small rural grocery store decided to
expand, Vulcan was called to assist.
Aheers Supermarket, situated on the edge of the Tugela River
Valley in Kranskop, wanted to expand its store into a 2400m²
supermarket. It needed to cater to a much larger audience,
operate according to modern food safety standards and meet
the needs of increasingly food-savvy customers.
Vulcan has been a supplier and advisor to Aheers
Supermarket for over 20 years and is therefore attuned to its
ethos of “doing whatever it does properly”. Arvin Aheers says,
“Preggie Govender of Vulcan listened intently to our brief. He
understood that we wanted a turn-key solution which provided
us with modern, energy-efficient food service technology
which showcased the latest designs. We wanted as few hassles
as possible and there could be no downtime.”
The brief to Vulcan covered a range of project requirements
with the primary focus being refrigeration in the extensive
butchery and bakery areas. In addition, the retail sales areas
for dairy products and frozen goods also needed to be equipped
with suitable glass-door chiller and freezer units which had to
be easily accessed by customers as well as visually appealing.
The Vulcan team worked closely with Arvin to ensure that
the supermarket’s unique product needs were met and
that Aheers’ retail staff were fully trained on all aspects of
stocking, operating and cleaning the new refrigeration units.

The importance of avoiding unnecessary maintenance due
to incorrect operating procedures was heavily stressed as
refrigeration downtime needed to be kept to an absolute
minimum.
The food services area, consisting of bulk refrigeration
stores, cold rooms, freezer rooms and food sales floorspace,
was designed for optimal capacity as well as easy access,
egress and flexibility under pressurised retail conditions.
Brands supplied and installed alongside Vulcan manufactured
equipment included Rational, Milano and Optyma. Twelve
glass-door units alone were supplied for the dairy and frozen
goods on the shop floor. These units were carefully chosen for
reliability under retail conditions, compactness and prices in
line with the project budget.
“The priority of Aheers Supermarket is to grow its business
and market share through innovative methods,” says Arvin.
“Though the Kranskop market is emerging and rural, we believe
in making an investment that will benefit a new generation
that appreciates modern standards and demands a high level
of food safety.”
Aheers Supermarket in partnership with Vulcan is now
providing the Kranskop community with a vastly improved and
extended food retail offering that fully meets 21st century food
health and safety standards.

Vulcan brings kitchen expertise to new
Seychelles Hotel

Vulcan Catering Equipment is no stranger to
the design and installation of hotel kitchens.
The company has provided comprehensive
catering design and equipment solutions to
a range of clients over many decades. Its
latest hotel project however presented a
unique challenge.
Vulcan was tasked with setting up the catering facilities for four
main dining areas at a new luxury Seychelles hotel. The Four
Seasons Resort Seychelles at Desroches Island opened
in April 2018 The client’s brief stipulated world-class kitchen
design backed by the latest innovations in catering equipment.

However, Vulcan would need to seamlessly manage the
logistics of working on a project at a distance of 4,500km from
South Africa, a 35-minute flight from the main island of Mahé
and oversee the ferrying of the equipment to the island. It was
also critical that the project be completed on schedule with all
the necessary materials and equipment shipped timeously to
Desroches Island.
The new Four Seasons resort prides itself on its dining options.
There is a casual all-day restaurant, Claudine, with a dining
room and a seating area on the pool terrace. The Lighthouse
borders on the ocean and only opens for dinner. It too has
indoor and outdoor seating. Then there is a poolside bar and a
delicatessen suitable for breakfasts or picnic fare.

Vulcan designed customised kitchens for these varied facilities,
procuring or manufacturing all materials and necessary
equipment. In addition, support kitchens were developed for
the airport lounge on the island, the staff canteen and the
island clinic, as well as self-catering units. The design and setup of main stores and a full-service, main production kitchen
also formed part of the extensive brief.
Due to the remote nature of the island, Vulcan ensured that
the main kitchen could be self-sufficient for longer periods of
time than would normally be necessary. Carefully planned dry
and refrigerated storage areas were constructed, providing
adequate capacity for both dry and fresh goods. A bakery was
also designed and fully installed by Vulcan.

Alongside Vulcan manufactured equipment they were
supported by their internationally renowned principles,
including Comenda, Bertos, Desmon, Cambro, Rational and
Hallde in supplying state-of-the-art solutions for specific needs.
With back-up from the design and procurement team at Vulcan
South Africa, two Vulcan team members installed the kitchens
and all related facilities in the course of four visits to the
island. The R14 million Four Seasons Resort Seychelles at
Desroches Island project was completed ahead of schedule.
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BMHC 1130E Bain Marie Hot Cupboard
Product Features:
• Bain Marie well manufactured from AISI type 304 CR-NI 		
stainless steel
• Surround and closure panels 430 stainless steel
• Thermostatically controlled immersion element 0˚C - 110˚C with
low water cut-out
• Swivel waste with gate valve fitted
• Capacity 3 x 1/1 GN pans (pans optional extra)
• Insulation – 15mm doors only
• Pre-set thermostat 70˚C (hot closet)
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3018973 A
1105 x 750 x 910mm (H)
5.5kW, 230/400V, 2 Phase, Neutral 		
and Earth
134kg
1200 x 820 x 1150mm – 174kg

Optional Extra:
Tubular tray slide, riser shelves and combination riser sneeze guard,
Bain Marie inserts

BMHC 1800E Bain Marie Hot Cupboard
Product Features:
• Bain Marie well manufactured from AISI type 304 CR-NI
stainless steel
• Surround and closure panels 430 stainless steel
• Thermostatically controlled immersion element 0˚C - 110°C with
low water cut-out
• Swivel waste with gate valve fitted
• Capacity 5 x 1/1 GN pans (pans optional extra)
• Insulation – 15mm doors only
• Pre-set thermostat 70˚C (hot closet)

Shown with GN inserts

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3018922 A
1785 x 750 x 910mm (H)
5.5kW, 230/400V, 2 Phase, Neutral 		
and Earth
190kg
1870 x 820 x 1150mm – 252kg

Optional Extra:
Tubular tray slide, riser shelves and combination riser sneeze guard,
Bain Marie inserts
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Gastronorm© Bain Marie

Product Features:
• Stainless steel casing and tubular legs
• Bain Marie well manufactured from AISI type 304 CR-NI
stainless steel
• Surround and closure panels 430 stainless steel
• Thermostatically controlled immersion element 0˚C - 110˚C with low
water cut-out
• Full bore drain valve
• Shelf for utensils
GN2 Gastronorm© Bain Marie (2 division)
Product Code:
3018564
Dimensions:
754 x 775 x 910mm (H)
Electrical Load:
2.5kW, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
Weight:
29kg
Crated Size & Weight:
850 x 845 x 1150mm - 61kg

Model GN 3 - shown without GN inserts

GN3 Gastronorm© Bain Marie (3 division)
Product Code:
3018566
Dimensions:
1104 x 775 x 910mm (H)
Electrical Load:
2.5kW, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
Weight:
35kg
Crated Size & Weight:
1174 x 845 x 1150mm - 63kg
GN5 Gastronorm© Bain Marie (5 division)
Product Code:
3018698
Dimensions:
1785 x 775 x 910mm (H)
Electrical Load:
2.5kW, 230V, 1 Phase Neutral and Earth
Weight:
48kg
Crated Size & Weight:
1855 x 845 x 1150mm - 80kg
Optional Extra:
Stainless steel riser shelf, combination riser shelf sneeze guard,
galvanised under shelf, swivel castors, tubular stainless steel tray slide

Counters Unheated
Product Features:
• Manufactured from type 430 stainless steel with single skin
uninsulated side and rear panels
C1105 (Illustrated)
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3018914 A
1105 x 750 x 910mm (H)
94kg
1200 x 820 x 1150mm - 134kg

C1800 (Not illustrated)
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3018957 A
1785 x 750 x 910mm (H)
134kg
1870 x 820 x 1150mm - 196kg

Optional Extra:
Tubular tray slide, riser shelves and combination riser sneeze guard,
stainless steel doors

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Hot Cupboard Model HC 1800E

HC 1800E shown

Product Features:
• Manufactured from type 430 stainless steel including side panels
and doors
• Insulation – 15mm doors only
• Pre-set thermostat 70˚C (hot closet)
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3018949 A
1785 x 750 x 910mm (H)
3kW, 230V, 1 Phase Neutral and Earth
186kg
1870 x 820 x 1150mm – 248kg

Also Available:
Product Code:
Dimensions:

HC1130E
3018950 A
1105 x 750 x 910mm (H)

Optional Extra:
Tubular tray slide, riser shelves and combination riser sneeze guard

Bain Marie Insert Configurations

3 DIVISION
The above two diagrams illustrate the combination
of Gastronorm© food service containers which
could be supplied for a standard 1105mm long
and 1785mm long Bain Marie Hot Cupboard.

5 DIVISION

The Gastronorm© is an international standard series of food containers
and can be utilised in food transport trolleys, storage in refrigerators,
Bain Marie servery line-up and combination steam/convection ovens,
where the Gastronorm© standard dimensions have been used in the
manufacture of the original equipment. You have the option to change
the configuration of inserts to suit your requirements.

Curve Line Drop-in 3 / 5 Solid Plate
Y
ENERGNT
IE
EFFIC

Product Features:
• Ideal for display of hot food in porcelain dishes
• Designed for “drop in” into granite counter top
• Mounted over the hot plates, a warmer light box with 3 x 150W 		
halogen lamps with toggle switch
• A crescent shaped curved glass is fitted over the unit
• Hot plates heated by 1 x 600W and 2 x 600W heating elements
respectively
• Unit supplied with remote control panel housing power toggle
switch, power light and adjustable energy regulator
Curve Line Drop-in 3 Solid Plate
Product Code:		 3017200
Dimensions: 		 1150 x 760mm (H)
Electrical Load: 		 0.95kW, 230V, 1 Phase (dedicated)
Optional Extra:
1150 x 32mm deep polar top		
1800 x 32mm deep polar top		

Product Code: 3027219
Product Code: 3027220

Curve Line Drop-in 5 Solid Plate
Product Code:		 3017205
Dimensions: 		 1810 x 700mm (H)
Electrical Load: 		 1.650kW, 230/400V, 3 Phase (dedicated)
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Curve Line Cold Well

Product Features:
•
Ideal for display of cold food
•
Designed for “drop in” into granite counter top
•
Manufactured in 304 stainless steel
Mounted over cold well is a fluorescent lamp
•
A crescent shaped curved glass is fitted over the unit
•
•
Supplied with remote control panel housing power toggle switch

Y
ENERGNT
IE
IC
F
F
E

1150 Cold Well
Product Code:
Dimension:
Electrical Load:

3017215
1150 x 690mm (H)
1kW, 230V, 1 Phase

1800 Cold Well
Product Code:
Dimension:
Electrical Load:

3017217
1810 x 690mm (H)
1kW, 230V, 1 Phase

Curve Line Hot Top
Product Features:
Ideal for display of hot food
•
•
Designed for “drop in” into granite counter top
Manufactured in 304 stainless steel
•
Mounted over hot top is a fluorescent lamp
•
A crescent shaped curved glass is fitted over the unit
•
Supplied with remote control panel housing power toggle switch
•

New!
Y
ENERGNT
IE
EFFIC

Product Code: 			
Dimension: 			
Electrical Load: 			

3017208
820 x 690mm (H)
750kW

Product Code: 			
Dimension: 			
Electrical Load: 			
With Hot Closet (Code):			

3017200
1150 x 690mm (H)
950kW
3017207

Product Code: 			
Dimension: 			
Electrical Load: 			
With Hot Closet (Code: 3017204A):

3017205
1800 x 690mm (H)
1.650kW
3.650kW, 2 Phase, Neutral

Alto-Shaam Drop-in Wells

300-CW

200-HW
100-HW

1100-RW

Alto-Shaam’s range of drop-in food wells includes hot and cold food,
with many size configurations to choose from. First, the drop-in hot
food wells combine a thermal base and an adjustable temperature
module. With seven different options for pan capacity - there’s a food
well for every buffet or prep station. Simple thermostat controls ensure
that food stays at the right, consistent temperature for full service,
while the product’s stainless steel construction is built for heavy use.
Meanwhile, our round hot food wells are perfect for serving soups and
gravy. Optional individual well controls provide maximum control over
temperature. The waterless technology allows for safer, easier and less
costly holding.
Alto-Shaam invented the gentle, precise Halo Heat technology, which
has been perfected in today’s hot wells. By embedding the surface
with a gentle thermal cable, food is held at consistent temperatures
that are ideal for serving. This also guarantees that nutrition, flavour,
and moisture are preserved, while meat enzymes are retained for
their tenderising benefits. All in all, the radiant properties of Halo Heat
reduce energy usage, meat shrinkage and the need for additional
equipment, saving time and money on a busy buffet line. On the chillier
end of the spectrum, our drop-in refrigerated cold food wells are truly
effective at preserving freshness in food. Using a conductive cooling
process, temperature is regulated from the bottom of the pan, instead
of simply blowing cold air over the entree.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Hot Carving Station
Product Features:
• The heated carving shelf is constructed with 18 gauge nonmagnetic stainless steel. This heated shelf base is controlled
by one adjustable thermostat with a range of 1 through 10, and
includes one On/Off switch and one indicator light
• Shelf surface controlled by an adjustable thermostat and
On/Off switch
• Proper and safe serving temperatures maintained without
additional cooking
• Recessed shelf surface to catch dripping
• Low energy usage
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical:
Crated Weight:

2617013
990 x 714 x 765mm (H)
31.7kg
230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
32kg

900 Glass Top Warming Unit
Product Features:
• Tough glass top – 10mm
• Stick on elements
• Low energy usage
• Pre-set thermostat with safety cut-out
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

1044083
900 x 500 x 71mm (H)
600W, 240V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Optional Extra:
Curved Riser

Frosted Top
Product Features:
• Ideal for display of cold foods, cakes, pastry, etc.
• Designed for “drop-in” into granite counter top
• Compressor (Hp): ¼
• Refrigerant: 134A
• Ceaserstone: 2000 x 500 x 20mm

OC100 Soup Kettle 9 Litre
Product Features:
• Outside body painted with electrostatical paint
• Easy to clean
• Control panel on outside surface
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

14
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2618028
305 (D) x 410mm (H)
0.5kW, 220 - 240V, 1 Phase, Neutral 		
and Earth

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Food Warming & Display E uipment

Oti 4478 Two Tube Mobile Heated
Product Features:
• 100 plate double cartridge with heated dispenser
• Stainless steel body
• Easy to clean
• Ergonomic design
• Long life
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

2618014
440 x 780 x 850mm (H)
3kW, 220 - 240V, 1 Phase, Neutral
and Earth

Otdn 4478 Two Tube Mobile Unheated
Product Features:
• 100 plate double cartridge
• Stainless steel body
• Easy to clean
• Ergonomic design
• Long life
Product Code:
Dimensions:

2618013
440 x 780 x 850mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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OTKN 43 Plate Dispenser Unheated
Product Features:
• 50 plate dispenser cartridge
Product Code:
Dimensions:

2618017
Ø430 x 850mm (H)

Oti 43 Plate Dispenser Heated
Product Features:
• 50 plate dispenser cartridge with heater
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

2618015
Ø430 x 850mm (H)
1 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Mobile Food Warming Cabinet MFWC
Product Features:
• All stainless steel construction – inner AISI 304 CR-NI stainless
steel, outer 430 stainless steel
• Insulated body and doors
• Recirculating hot air blower and humidifier
• Thermostatically controlled 0˚C - 110˚C
• Heavy duty 125mm Ø castors
• Removable racks for easy cleaning
• Capacity 16 x 2/1 x 25mm Gastronorm© trays (trays and wire grids
optional extra)
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3018868
660 x 840 x 1725mm (H)
16 x 2/1GN x 25mm deep
Gastronorm© trays or 32 x 1/1GN pans or
wire grids
2kW, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
175kg
700 x 910 x 2070mm – 240kg

Optional Extra:
Trays/pans/grids

16
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Food Warming & Display E uipment
Vulcan Holda

Product Features:
• Inner body AISI 430 CR-NI stainless steel, outer 430 stainless steel
• Controlled humidity and temperature eliminates drying and reduces
shrinkage, keeping food hot, moist and fresh
• Fitted with constant visual temperature display
• Hygienic stainless steel construction
• Capacity of 8 x 1/1 GN x 55mm pans
• Humidified – hot humid air circulated by blower fan
• Heavy duty castors – two with brakes
• Easy clean construction, with removable interior fittings
• Pans optional extra
• Thermostatically controlled
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3024523
561 (W) x 651 (D) x 1037mm (H)
1.25kW, 230V, 1 Phase
60kg
700 x 680 x 1240mm – 89kg

Optional Extra:
The 1/1 GN pans and grids are an optional extra

1200-UP Double Compartment Hot Holding Cabinet
Product Features:
• Two individually controlled holding cabinets encased with Halo
Heat technology and enclosed in heavy-duty stainless steel
exterior and doors
• Each compartment has one simple control
• Digital control senses temperature drop faster, providing quick heat
recovery time
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Pan Capacity:
Electrical Load:

2617010
636 x 817 x 1924mm (H)
87kg
16 full size or GN1/1 pans
16 full size sheet pans
230V, 1 Phase

Product Features:
• Stainless steel exterior with two Dutch doors and a horizontal
transport handle on each end of the cart
• Cabinet is controlled with an On/Off power switch, adjustable,
electronic thermostat which includes a heat indicator light,
temperature set button, and temperature increase and decrease
buttons
• The thermostat has a temperature range of 200°F (93°C) to 60°F
(16°C) and includes a digital display indicating the air temperature
within the cabinet
• Four (4) chrome plated wire shelves are included
• A full-perimeter, wall-friendly bumper is included, along with four (4)
6” (154mm) heavy duty casters, 2 rigid and 2 swivel with brake
• Flexible choice of preplated meal service: This banquet cart will
also hold covered meals without plate carriers
• Additional shelves will equip cart to hold preplated meals without
covers, trays, and bulk food items in pans
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Crated Weight:

2617015
954 x 773 x 1714mm (H)
190kg
230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
164kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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1000-BQ2/96 Hot Holding Banquet Carts
Product Features:
• Stainless steel exterior with two Dutch doors and a horizontal
transport handle on each end of the cart
• Cabinet is controlled with an On/Off power switch, adjustable,
electronic thermostat which includes a heat indicator light,
temperature set button, and temperature increase and decrease
buttons
• The thermostat has a temperature range of 200°F (93°C) to 60°F
(16°C) and includes a digital display indicating the air temperature
within the cabinet
• Four (4) chrome plated wire shelves are included
• A full-perimeter, wall-friendly bumper is included, along with four (4)
6” (154mm) heavy duty casters, 2 rigid and 2 swivel with brake
• Flexible choice of preplated meal service: This banquet cart will
also hold covered meals without plate carriers
• Additional shelves will equip cart to hold preplated meals without
covers, trays, and bulk food items in pans
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Crated Weight:

2617015
954 x 773 x 1714mm (H)
190kg
230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
164kg

Upright Holding Cabinet
Product Features:
• High holding temperature (max. 99°C) forbids bacteria survival and
keeps food fresh and hygienic, meeting HAACP requirements
• Humidity compensation – food can be maintained fresh and moist
for longer periods
• Forced convection ensures thermal balance within the cabinet
• Glass door option available

Model
UHC9MB
UHC9MBD
UHC9GN
UHC9GND
UHC5MB
UHC5MBD
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Door
Front & back
Front
Front & back
Front
Front & back
Front

Pan		
9 sheet pan
9 sheet pan
9 GN pan
9 GN pan
5 sheet pan
5 sheet pan

Electrical		
220V, 2.4kW, 50Hz
220V, 2.4kW, 50Hz
220V, 2.4kW, 50Hz
220V, 2.4kW, 50Hz
220V, 2.4kW, 50Hz
220V, 2.4kW, 50Hz

Dimensions (mm)
738 x 911 x 1810 (H)
738 x 911 x 1810 (H)
738 x 911 x 1810 (H)
738 x 911 x 1810 (H)
738 x 911 x 1070 (H)
738 x 911 x 1070 (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Global Display Cabinet and Global Heated Display
Global CD

Model:		
Length with Ends (mm):
Length without Ends (mm):
Working Temperature (ºC):
Horizontal Display Surface (m²):
Power Consumption (W):
Weight (kg): 		

Global VD

Model:
Length with Ends (mm):
Length without Ends (mm):
Working Temperature (ºC):
Horizontal Display Surface (m²):
Power Consumption (W):
Weight (kg):		

Global CHD

Model:		
Length with Ends (mm):
Length without Ends (mm):
Working Temperature (ºC):
Horizontal Display Surface (m²):
Power Consumption (W):
Weight (kg):		

Global VHD

CD and VD self-serve units on order only
CHD and VHD self-serve units on order only

Model:		
Length with Ends (mm):
Length without Ends (mm):
Working Temperature (ºC):
Horizontal Display Surface (m²):
Power Consumption (W):
Weight (kg):		

900 CD
970
936
2/8
1.32
728
146

1300 CD
1380
1346
2/8
1.93
1007
195

900 VD
970
936
2/8
1.32
700
146

1300 VD
1380
1346
2/8
1.93
1007
195

900 CHD
970
936
35 - 70
1.32
728
146

1300 CHD
1380
1346
35 - 70
1.93
1007
195

900 VHD
970
936
35 - 70
1.32
700
146

1300 VHD
1380
1346
35 - 70
1.93
1007
195

Heated Shelf Merchandiser
Product Features:
• The multi-shelf merchandiser includes heavy-duty, non-magnetic
stainless steel construction throughout. Each of the five shelves
are controlled by one adjustable thermostat with a range of 0 to 10,
and includes one heat-on indicator light. The controls are protected
by a sliding panel on the front of the merchandiser. Four shelves
are angled at 8 degrees for visibility, and include two warm-light
fluorescents above each shelf
• The bottom shelf is flat. Front mounted heat-guards provide
customer protection. Solar cool, bronze side glass reflects heat
back into the product area and mirrors the display to enhance the
merchandising effect. Four heavy duty 3” (76mm) swivel with brake
casters are included. Stainless steel front panel and black laminate
end panels are standard
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical:
Capacity:
Crated Weight:

2617004
1226 x 692 x 1915mm
230V, 1 Phase (dedicated), Neutral
and Earth
68kg
438kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Warming Drawer

Product Features:
• Digital temperature display with built in thermostat and pre-set
temperature to 75°C
• Built from 1.2mm 430 stainless steel
• High quality bearing with flexi door closing for shutting
• Wire element
• Available in two and three drawer

Vulcan Induction

2610202

2610636

Two Drawer
Product Code:
Dimensions:

3018872
619 x 578 x 475mm (H)

Three Drawer
Product Code:
Dimensions:

3018870
619 x 578 x 660mm (H)

Drop-in Series
Product Features:
• High temperature resistance, high-intensity crystallite glass
• Intelligent display and automatic alarm
• Intelligent fuzzy logic control technology
• Quiet design – improves the kitchen working environment
• Overheat protection and automatic power cut-out
Product Code:
Description:
Rating:
Voltage:
Dimensions:
Installation Dimensions:

2610636
Vulcan C Induction Cooker QP2.5
2.5kW
220V, 1 Phase
403 x 403 x 200mm
Inner: 385 x 385mm
Outer: 405 x 405mm

Product Code:
Description:
Rating:
Voltage:
Dimensions:
Installation Dimensions:

2610202
Vulcan C Induction Cooker QP3.5
3.5kW
220V, 1 Phase
403 x 403 x 200mm
Inner: 385 x 385mm
Outer: 405 x 405mm

Counter Top Series
Product Features:
• Compact and flexible design
• Intelligent fuzzy logic control technology
• Intelligent display and automatic alarm
• Temperature adjustment of 10 levels

2610638

2610637
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Product Code:
Description:
Rating:
Voltage:
Dimensions:

2610638
Vulcan C Induction Cooker TP2500
2.5kW
220V, 1 Phase
350 x 420 x 110mm

Product Code:
Description:
Rating:
Voltage:
Dimensions:

2610637
Vulcan C Induction Wok TA3.5
3.5kW
220V, 1 Phase
380 x 440 x 200mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Buffet Induction Warmer

IHT0001

IHT0001
Product Code:
Rating:
Frequency:
Dimensions:
IHS1001
Dimensions:

Vulcan Induction
2701851
1000W
50Hz
355 x 355 x 625mm
417 x 459 x 85mm

IHS1001

Standard Drop-in Induction Wok
The classic CookTek® MWDG series drop-in induction wok offers
outstanding performance and value for your money. Designed and built
in the USA to survive and thrive in the world’s toughest commercial
food service operating environments, these commercial induction woks
feature simple single knob control and many other benefits for more
precise, consistent and quality cooking.
Product Features:
• Four models/four levels of power over two voltages to choose from
• 100-120VAC and 200-240VAC versions
• Worldwide plug options for 200-240VAC models
• 0-20 power settings
• Simple, familiar-feel control via single rotary knob
• Crisp, clean red LED display shows power level
• Faster than gas – induction heats the pan, not the air or the unit
itself
• Safer – no flames, hot coil or other radiant heat source
• Cleaner – because the surface remains cool, spills don’t burn on
• Cooler – no flame or radiant heat means a much cooler cooking
environment
• Cheaper – induction cooking is over 90% efficient. Heat the food,
not the kitchen!
• Entela certified, NSF and CE approved
Full Unit Height: 		
Full Unit Width: 		
Housing Width: 		
Full Unit Depth: 		
Housing Depth: 		
Bowl Width: 		
Bowl Vertical Depth: 		
Cutout Width: 		
Cutout Height: 		
Weight: 		
Max. Ambient Temperature:

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

156mm
419mm
391mm
419mm
391mm
288mm ø
68mm
400mm
400mm
9.98kg
50°C
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Apogee Countertop Induction Wok
The state of the art CookTek® Apogee™ MWxx00G series countertop
induction wok is part of our flagship line of portable induction burners.
These countertop induction woks offer enhancements such as
finer resolution control via 0-100 power settings, an intuitive touch
sensitive control panel, digital timer (with alarm only or auto-power off
functionality), and keypad lockout to temporarily prevent others from
changing cook settings.
The front panel is made of smooth, easy-to-clean wipe down tempered
glass, with no knobs or buttons to lose or break. Beautiful, bright black
and white backlit LCD information centre display shows power setting
or target temperature, heating or at temp status, the timer (when in use),
plus a pan indicator showing whether an induction compatible pan is
present.
Product Features:
• Four models/four levels of power over two voltages to choose from
• 100-120VAC and 200-240VAC versions
• Worldwide plug options for 200-240VAC models
• 0-100 power settings
• Simple, familiar-feel control via single rotary knob
• Crisp, clean red LED display shows power level
• Faster than gas – induction heats the pan, not the air or the unit
itself
• Safer – no flames, hot coil or other radiant heat source
• Cleaner – because the surface remains cool, spills don’t burn on
• Cooler – no flame or radiant heat means a much cooler cooking
environment
• Cheaper – induction cooking is over 90% efficient. Heat the food,
not the kitchen!
• Entela certified, NSF and CE approved
Full Unit Height: 		
Housing Height: 		
Full Unit Width: 		
Full Unit Depth: 		
Bowl Width: 		
Bowl Vertical Depth: 		
Feet Height: 		
Weight: 		
Max. Ambient Temperature:

187mm
156mm
392mm
494mm
298mm ø
66mm
32mm
10.6kg
50°C

Notes
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Vulcan Induction

Incogneeto™ Under-Stone-Counter Induction Buffet Warmer

Out of the box the unit offers four selectable temperature settings:
65°C/70°C/80°C and 85°C. A broader range, down to 30°C for
chocolate is accessible via the keypad (using a hidden service mode
which is described in the owner’s manual). The unit offers a number
of selections from a range of 30°C to 85°C. The Magneeto™ 2 also
acts as a trivet – protecting the top surface of the stone from direct
contact with a hot dish.

The Magneeto™ 2 can also be programmed or “flashed” with a
desired temperature (via the keypad). A flashed disk will set the
desired temperature automatically when placed on the stone (control
panel is overidden). Disks can easily be reset or reprogrammed easily
at any time via a hidden service mode (less than 10 button presses to
accomplish).
Any dish up to a diameter of approximately 305mm, with an induction
compatible base, can be used on top of a Magneeto™ 2. Use
beautiful enamel cast ironware or traditional chafers to create the
right look and ambience for the buffet dining experience.
Prepare to be amazed! See your stone countertop “magically”
become a heated buffet table with induction buffet warmers by
CookTek®.
The CookTek® Incogneeto™ induction buffet warmer is designed to
be mounted directly under stone or engineered stone countertops.
Like magic, a beautiful piece of stone topped furniture can transform
into a buffet warmer, capable of holding food accurately to within
+/-1.2°C.
The unit mounts in a square ring (supplied) underneath the counter.
The ring is screwed into plywood, or narrow plywood strips, which
are glued onto the stone, or stone’s backing. No drilling or cutting of
the stone is required.
The real key to the system is the patent pending Magneeto™ 2. This
trivet-like device is used on the upper surface of the countertop to
locate the heat zone (a red LED flashes).
Then, once an induction compatible dish is placed on top, and a
temperature selected on the control panel (which can be hidden away
under the counter, or on the reverse side), the Magneeto™ 2 acts
as a temperature sensor and wireless communicator. Temperature
information is relayed to the unit below the stone top, in order to first
attain and then maintain a desired temperature.

The stone itself is not heated so long as it contains no magnetic
material. For assistance selecting a countertop surface, please
read the Installations Best Practices document. The patent pending
Incogneeto™ system is the only sure way to heat through stone
safely without damaging the material itself in any way.
Product Features:
• Heat buffet dishes directly through solid stone
• No cut-outs or holes required in the stone
• Invisible outside of service
• Just a “trivet” and dish are visible during service
• Accurate to within +/-1.2°C
• Patent pending
• Turn any induction compatible dish into a precise temperature
buffet warmer
• 650 watts provides electrical convenience
• 100-130VAC or 200-240VAC models available
Unit Height: 		
Unit Width: 		
Unit Depth: 		
Interior Surface Width: 		
Interior Surface Depth: 		
Weight: 		
Max. Ambient Temperature:

114mm
445mm
445mm
394mm
387mm
6.8kg
50°C

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Induction

Induction Chafing Dishes
Our induction chafing dishes are available in various sizes. They
have glass top and come with an undivided stainless steel insert, as
standard. Porcelain inserts are available as optional extras, as are
additional stainless inserts.
The lids feature an ingenious slow-release clutch mechanism. The lids
can be made to stay open in the 90° position, close slowly from 90° to
about 45°, then accelerate from 45° down to the fully closed position.
A convenient lifter button allows for easy removal of inserts.

Casserole Pots
Product Code:
Description:
		
Product Code:
Description:
		
Product Code:
Description:
		
Product Code:
Description:
		
Product Code:
Description:
		

2618142
S/S satin finish 4.25L
c/w 24cm dome lid
Induction ready
2618143
S/S satin finish 7L
c/w 28cm dome lid
Induction ready
2618144
S/S satin finish 11L
c/w 32cm dome lid
Induction ready
2618145
S/S satin finish 22L
c/w 40cm dome lid
Induction ready
2618146
S/S satin finish 32.5L
c/w 45cm dome lid
Induction ready

Frying Pans
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Product Code:
Description:
		

2618147
20cm S/S frying pan
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:

2618148
26cm S/S frying pan
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:

2618149
32cm S/S frying pan
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		

2618150
40cm S/S frying pan
Induction ready

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Sauce Pots
Product Code:
Description:
		
		

Vulcan Induction
2618136
S/S satin finish 3.75L
c/w 20cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618137
S/S satin finish 6L
c/w 24cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618138
S/S satin finish 10L
c/w 28cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618139
S/S satin finish 14.5L
c/w 32cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618140
S/S satin finish 29.5L
c/w 40cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618141
S/S satin finish 54.5L
c/w 50cm dome lid
Induction ready

Stock Pots
Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618130
S/S satin finish 8.5L
c/w 24cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618131
S/S satin finish 10.5L
c/w 24cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618132
S/S satin finish 17L
c/w 28cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618133
S/S satin finish 21.5L
c/w 32cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618134
S/S satin finish 36L
c/w 36cm dome lid
Induction ready

Product Code:
Description:
		
		

2618135
S/S satin finish 47.5L
c/w 40cm dome lid
Induction ready

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Electric Ranges

Electric Ranges
Product Features:
• Heavy duty
• External finish 430 stainless steel
• Large 145L capacity aluminised steel oven with two grid shelves
and three position runners (where applicable)
• Stainless steel drop-down door, dead weight counter balanced
(where applicable)
• Oven thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 300˚C (where
applicable)
• Top controlled by three heat switches (where applicable)
• Top thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 250˚C (where
applicable)
Optional Extra:
Range mount for Salamander
High backguard with double shelf
Capping strip for joining Vulcan gas
and electrical ranges into a suite
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Product Code: 3305685
Product Code: 3305693
Product Code: 3305723

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Electric Ranges

R-E3 3 Solid Top Electrical Range with Oven

Product Features:
• Top plate controlled by heavy duty three position switches
• R-E3-T without oven also available
Product Code: 3005820

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005561
1000 x 850 x 910mm (H)
18kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
270kg
1130 x 990 x 1320mm – 332kg

R-E/GT Griddle Top Electrical Range with Oven
Product Features:
• Top thermostatically controlled from 50°C - 250˚C
• R-E/GT-T without oven also available
Product Code: 3005847
or
HP
2/3

FULL

Plain or ribbed tops
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005758
1000 x 850 x 910mm (H)
16kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
275kg
1130 x 990 x 1320mm – 317kg

R-E2/2 2 Solid Top – 2 Solid Round Electrical Range with Oven
Product Features:
• 2 solid tops controlled by heavy duty three position switches
• 2 solid round tops controlled by energy regulator
• R-E2/2T without oven also available
Product Code: 3005839

Modular options can be joined together to make up
composite suites to custom specifications

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005626
1000 x 850 x 910mm (H)
18kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
253kg
1130 x 990 x 1320mm – 315kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Gas Ranges

Gas Ranges
Product Features:
• Heavy duty
• External finish 430 stainless steel
• Large 145L capacity aluminised steel oven with 2 grid racks and 3
position runners (where applicable)
• Stainless steel drop-down door, dead weight counterbalanced
• Oven burner with pilot flame and flame failure safety device
(where applicable)
• Oven thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 300˚C
(where applicable)
• Top burners hi-low gas valve
Optional Extra:
Range mount for Salamander		
High backguard (single unit)
with double shelf
		
High backguard (double unit)
with double shelf			

Product Code: 3305685
Product Code: 3305693
Product Code: 3305715

R-G6 – 6 Open Burner Gas Range with Oven
Product Features:
• Top and oven burner with pilot and
flame failure safety device
• R-G6-T without oven also available

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:
Gas Pressure:
Natural Gas:
Gas Connection:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005670
1000 x 850 x 910mm (H)
192 000kJ/hr
LPG 2.7kPa
2kPa
20mm BSP
223kg
1130 x 990 x 1320mm – 285kg

R-G4 – 4 Open Burner Gas Range with Oven
Product Features:
• R-G4-T without oven also available
Product Code: 3005855

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:
Gas Pressure:
Natural Gas:
Gas Connection:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:
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3005669
1000 x 850 x 910mm (H)
118 000kJ/hr
LPG 2.7kPa
2kPa
20mm BSP
223kg
1130 x 990 x 1320mm – 285kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

R-G3 – 3 Solid Top Gas Range with Oven
Product Features:
• R-G3-T without oven also available
Product Code: 3005863
• Top and oven burner with pilot and
flame failure safety device

Gas Ranges
HP/HP
1/3

Plain or ribbed tops

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:
Gas Pressure:
Natural Gas:
Gas Connection:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005707
1000 x 850 x 910mm (H)
120 000kJ/hr
LPG 2.7kPa
2kPa
20mm BSP
260kg
1130 x 990 x 1320mm – 322kg

Optional Extra:
Rear mounted gas Salamander

BR-90-6 – Economy Range
Product Features:
• Modular design
• Oven thermostatically controlled from 100°C - 340°C
• Piezo ignition for concealed burners. Easily accessible oven pilot
• Individual pilot and thermocouples for each burner
• Flame failure safety device
• Gas ratings:
Open burner: 22.800Btu/hr
Oven burner: 28.400Btu/hr
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Open Burners:
Griddle Plate Length:
Weight:
Crated Weight:
Crated Size:

2610665
900 x 803 x 1125mm (H)
6
n/a
204kg
242kg
1020 x 940 x 1250mm (H)

BR-90-4-30G – Economy Range
Product Features:
• Modular design
• Oven thermostatically controlled from 100°C - 340°C
• Piezo ignition for concealed burners. Easily accessible oven pilot
• Individual pilot and thermocouples for each burner
• Flame failure safety device
• Gas ratings:
Open burner: 22.800Btu/hr
Griddle burner: 21.300Btu/hr
Oven burner: 28.400Btu/hr
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Open Burners:
Griddle Plate Length:
Weight:
Crated Weight:
Crated Size:

2610666
900 x 803 x 1125mm (H)
4
300mm
179kg
220kg
1020 x 940 x 1250mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Gas Ranges

BB90L and BB60L Barbeque Charbroiler – Economy Range
Product Features:
• Sturdy die cast radiant hood
• Piezo igniter for all concealed burners
• Open barbeque grill sections (removable for cleaning) which can be placed either
flat, or be rotated to be tilted and sloping towards the front
• Installation – counter top or floor type (flat packed stand is optional with the unit)
• High burner ratings which increases your efficiency – per burner LPG – 27MJ/hr
(25.600Btu/hr)
• Operating gas pressure – LPG (2.75kPa)
• Deluxe stainless steel – front and sides, valve panel, front rail, backguard, grease
trough, adjustable feet
• Heavy duty open burner throttle
• Individual pilot for each burner
• Thermocouples
• Flame failure safety device for all burners
Product Code:
Open Burner:
Width of BBQ Plate:
Width:
Depth:
Height with Stand:
Gross Weight:
Nett Weight:
Crated Dimensions:

2613503 (BB60L)
2
550mm
600mm
803mm
1125mm
127kg
110kg
930 x 730 x 770mm (H)

Product Code:
Open Burner:
Width of BBQ Plate:
Width:
Depth:
Height with Stand:
Gross Weight:
Nett Weight:
Crated Dimensions:

2613504 (BB90L)
3
825mm
900mm
803mm
1125mm
177kg
150kg
1030 x 940 x 770mm (H)

BT60-4 and BT90-6L Open Burner – Economy Range
Product Features:
• Installation – counter top or floor type (flat packed stand is optional with the unit)
• High burner ratings which increases your efficiency – 6.7kW (22.800 Btu/Hr) – N.G
• Deluxe stainless steel – front and sides, valve panel, front rail, backguard, grease
trough, adjustable feet
• Adjustable burner flame
• Individual pilot for each burner
• Thermocouples
• Flame failure safety device for all burners
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Product Code:
Number of burners:
Width:
Depth:
Height with Stand:
Gross Weight:
Nett Weight:
Crated Dimensions :

2613501 – BT60-4
4
600mm
803mm
1125mm
77kg
69kg
940 x 730 x 590mm (H)

Product Code:
Number of burners:
Width:
Depth:
Height with Stand:
Gross Weight:
Nett Weight:
Crated Dimensions :

2613502 – BT90-6L
6
900mm
803mm
1125mm
121kg
100kg
1020 x 940 x 590mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Gas Ranges

BT60-0-60G and BT90-0-90GL Griddle – Economy Range

Product Features:
• Installation – counter top or floor type (flat packed stand is optional
with the unit)
• High burner ratings which increases your efficiency – 22.5MJ/hr
(21.300Btu/hr) – N.G
• Operating gas pressure – LPG (2.75kPa)
• Deluxe stainless steel – front and sides, valve panel, front rail,
backguard, grease trough, adjustable feet
• Heavy duty open burner throttle
• Individual pilot for each burner
• Thermocouples
• Flame failure safety device for all burners
Product Code:
Width of Grill:
Width:
Depth:
Height with Stand:
Gross Weight:
Nett Weight:
Crated Dimensions :

2613505 (BT60-0-60G)
600mm
600mm
803mm
1125mm
81kg
69kg
940 x 730 x 590mm (H)

Product Code:
Width of Grill:
Width:
Depth:
Height with Stand:
Gross Weight:
Nett Weight:
Crated Dimensions :

2613506 (BT90-0-90GL)
900mm
900mm
803mm
1125mm
121kg
100kg
1020 x 940 x 590mm (H)

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Kopa Professional Charcoal Grill Oven

Kopa Professional Charcoal Grill Oven

Kopa is the perfect combination of grill and oven. Controlled
smouldering of the charcoal inside the grill oven prevents flames from
breaking out, which is why the surface of the food isn’t scorched,
and the high-quality insulation system allows you to prepare
succulent dishes quickly with a unique BBQ aroma. These products
are the end result of a highly technological process, with economical
energy use and an elegant design at an affordable price. Various
optional extras are available to help you adapt your Kopa to meet
your demands and combine with other high-end kitchen equipment
to form the complete image of a modern kitchen.
Efficient
Compared to other ovens with the same capacity, the Kopa grill
oven has an important advantage – it saves on energy and operating
costs. If you use e.g. an outdoor grill, you would use 45% more
charcoal. Furthermore, using high-quality charcoal makes Kopa grill
ovens more efficient than comparable electric or gas ovens.
Speed
We made sure that grilling in the Kopa grill oven saves you at least
30% of time compared to grilling on an open charcoal grill.
A medium-rare 4 centimetre beef steak weighing 350g will take you
only 4 minutes to prepare.
An all-rounder
Kopa combines a grill with an oven to make it possible to prepare
many different dishes. The temperature is kept constantly high,
helping you quickly cook meat, fish and vegetables that taste
excellent. It is also suitable for pizzas, flatbread and dishes in pans.
Quality manufacture
The steady radiation in the oven interior makes the charcoal
distribute heat quickly and evenly, which gives the dish substantial
consistency. The quality of the Kopa grill oven’s innovative
construction is seen in all its products through distinct texture,
tempting aroma and excellent taste.

Easy to operate
When starting a fire in the Kopa grill oven, the heat is regulated with
two hatches. Open both when igniting the kindling; after you reach
the desired temperature, close the bottom hatch and regulate the
heat with the top hatch. It’s as easy as that. You can constantly
monitor the temperature with the gauge on the oven door.
Ergonomically friendly
In a busy kitchen with long working hours, opening and closing the
oven door is just not ideal. We developed a special system that
allows you to open and close the door safely with only one finger.
The insulation not only significantly reduces heat risk, but it also
prevents heating of the surrounding area.
Elegantly functional
The modern and elegant design of the Kopa grill oven is reason
enough to proudly show it to your guests. Stainless steel and the
enamelled colour front guarantee the shine and durability of the
paint despite the high temperatures. Its exterior is not only beautiful
- it’s also functional. We focused on simplicity of design, which
allows you to use the oven without spending a lot of time installing
it and breaking it in. The oven does not require a special chimney.
Just place it under a kitchen vent, because it has an anti-spark
attachment, which also absorbs most of the soot.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outer shell made of stainless steel
Enamelled front cover
600°C Kopa analogue thermometer
Built-in ash tray
Removable drip tray for fat
Highly efficient insulation for low charcoal consumption
Fire break as standard equipment
Fully adjustable air vents
Type 400 and Type 500 with two grill racks as standard
equipment

Type 300
Kopa Type 300 is the base model of the grill oven, designed especially
for kitchens with limited space. Thanks to the compact design you
can place the oven under low extraction hoods. Type 300 is especially
suitable for smaller fast-food restaurants, food trucks, smaller
“à la carte” restaurants and restaurants with up to 50 seats.
Type 400
Kopa Type 400 is the middle and most popular Kopa model and is
intended for middle-sized restaurants that base their menu on grilled
food. Type 400 offers enough space for two grill racks and allows for
different dishes to be simultaneously prepared on two levels.
Suitable for restaurants with up to 90 seats.
Type 500
Kopa Type 500 is the latest and biggest model in Kopa range. This
oven is suitable for bigger restaurants that base their menu on
grilled foods. Type 500 also offers comfort of grilling on two levels
simultaneously and its spacious grill rack offers enough space to serve
larger groups of people at the same time. Suitable for restaurants with
up to 110 seats.
Three grill ovens are available in four different door colour variations.
You can also choose from a wide variety of optional equipment and
accessories and adapt your grill oven model to your wishes and
demands.
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

SPF 20 Electric

Deep Fryers

Product Features:
• Stainless steel front, door and side panels
• Pan and surround manufactured from type 430 stainless steel
• Large surge area and effective cold zone
• 20L pan fitted with 15kW stainless steel tubular sheathed element
protected by a perforated stainless steel fish plate
• Pan thermostatically controlled 100ºC - 185ºC with overriding
thermostat pre-set 220ºC
• Pan fitted with draincock and unit supplied with oil receivers
• Pan stainless steel bead-blasted
• Oil level indicator

Dimensions:		
510 x 600 x 915mm (H)
Pan Capacity:		 20L
Electrical Load:		 15kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
Weight:		
46kg
Crated Size & Weight:		 570 x 680 x 1110mm – 68kg

Shown with optional baskets

Optional Extra:
Fryer Basket 100 x 280mm		
Fryer Basket 175 x 280mm		
Fryer Basket 394 x 280mm		
Filter Paper (50)		
Filtration Unit
Filter Holder		

Product Code: 2715401
Product Code: 2715402
Product Code: 2715403
Product Code: 2715504
Product Code: 3024612
Product Code: 2715404

DPF 2/10 Electric
Product Features:
• Stainless steel front, door and side panels
• Pan and surround manufactured from type 430 stainless steel
• Large surge area and effective cold zone
• Each 10L pan fitted with 7.5kW stainless steel tubular sheathed   	
element protected by a perforated stainless steel fish plate
• Pan thermostatically controlled 100˚C - 185ºC with overriding
thermostat pre-set 220ºC
• Pan fitted with draincock and unit supplied with oil receivers
• Pan stainless steel bead-blasted
• Oil level indicator
Product Code:		 3024027
Dimensions:		
510 x 600 x 915mm (H)
Pan Capacity:		 2 x 10L
Electrical Load:		 15kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
Weight:		
48kg
Crated Size & Weight:		 570 x 680 x 1110mm – 70kg

Shown with optional baskets

Optional Extra:
Fryer Basket 100 x 280mm		
Fryer Basket 175 x 280mm
Filter Paper (50)
Filtration Unit		
Filter Holder		

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Product Code: 2715401
Product Code: 2715402
Product Code: 2715504
Product Code: 3024612
Product Code: 2715404
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Deep Fryers

DPF 2/20 Electric
Product Features:
• Stainless steel front, door and side panels
• Pan and surround manufactured from type 430 stainless steel
• Large surge area and effective cold zone
• Each 20L pan fitted with 15kW stainless steel tubular steel sheathed
elements protected by a perforated stainless steel fish plate
• Each pan thermostatically controlled 100˚C - 185˚C with overriding
thermostat pre-set 220˚C
• Pans fitted with draincocks and unit supplied with oil receivers
• Oil level indicator
• Pan stainless steel bead-blasted

Shown with optional baskets

Optional Extra:
Fryer Basket 100 x 280mm		
Fryer Basket 175 x 280mm		
Fryer Basket 394 x 280mm		

Product Code: 2715401
Product Code: 2715402
Product Code: 2715403

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3024043
1015 x 600 x 915mm (H)
2 x 20L
30kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
78kg
1080 x 680 x 1110mm – 100kg

Filter Paper (50)
Filtration Unit
Filter Holder

Product Code: 2715504
Product Code: 3024612
Product Code: 2715404

Vulcan Gas Fryer 20 Litre
Product Features:
• Single Pan: floor standing model 20L capacity
• All welded type 304 stainless steel pan with sides clad in type
430 stainless steel
• Hinged stainless steel door to front
• Fitted with adjustable foot pieces for levelling purposes
• Safety thermostat fitted to cut gas supply in the event of
temperature “over-run”
• Push button ignitor provided inside the cabinet
• Provided with flame failure device
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:
Pressure LP Gas:
Natural Gas:

3024060
380 x 760 x 1150mm (H)
85.500 Kj/Hr
280mm H20 (2.8 Kpa)
75mm H20 (0.75 Kpa)

DPF 2/20 with Tilt-up Elements
Product Features:
• Ensures food safety and quality
• Energy savings – controller automatically lowers the temperature
during inactive periods
• Easily programmable
• Secure operation – separate pass codes for store managers and
employees to prevent unauthorised reprogramming
• Stainless steel front, door and side panels
• Pan and surround manufactured from type 430 stainless steel
• Large surge area and effective cold zone
• Pans fitted with draincock and unit supplied with oil receivers
• Pans stainless steel bead-blasted
• Oil level indicator
• With safety thermostat pre-set at 220˚C
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:
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1015 x 600 x 915mm (H)
2 x 20L
78kg
1080 x 680 x 1110mm – 100kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Electronic Programmable Fryer

Deep Fryers

Product Features:
• Ensures food safety and quality
• Energy savings – controller automatically lowers the temperature
during inactive periods
• Easily programmable
• Secure operation – separate pass codes for store managers and
employees to prevent unauthorised reprogramming
• Stainless steel front, door and side panels
• Pan and surround manufactured from type 430 stainless steel
• Large surge area and effective cold zone
• Pans fitted with draincock and unit supplied with oil receivers
• Pans stainless steel bead-blasted
• Oil level indicator
• With safety thermostat pre-set at 220˚C
• 12 programmes
VFF 2/10
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

510 x 600 x 915mm (H)
2 x 10L
48kg
570 x 680 x 1110mm – 70kg

VFF 2/20
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

1015 x 600 x 915mm (H)
2 x 20L
78kg
1080 x 680 x 1110mm – 100kg

Solstice Series
Product Features:
• Tube fired fryers require no extra insulation on the outside of the
tank, making them easier to service and eliminating the chance of
capturing grease
• Fry tanks are completely pressure blasted to clean and relive stress
at weld points, while smoothing surfaces for easier cleaning
• Large cool zone minimises costly oil breakdowns, carbonisation and
taste transfer
• 3.2cm Fullport drain valves drains quickly without clogging
• Solid State Control Standard
• Universal control harness – mix and match controls to fit your needs
• Mix and match cabinets
• Safe fixed element design
• Mercury free relays
• Front serviceable
Model:
Dimensions:
Oil Capacity:
Power:

SE14
397 x 875 x 1010mm (H)
18-23kg
17kW

Solstice Supreme – ROV (Reduced Oil Volume)
Product Features:
• By eliminating the cold zone of the standard tank we’re able to
achieve an approximate 30% reduction in volume
• Automatic filtration
• Automatic oil top off
• JIB Management – Jib sensors warn operators when oil is
below 20%
• Fully modular systems
• 12 Button computer control, keeps track of:
- Number of cooks
- Filtration cycle warnings
- Filter time cycles
- Oil hours in use
Model:
Dimensions:
Oil Capacity:
Power:

SELV14
397 x 791 x 1190mm (H)
14.6L
17kW

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Deep Fryers

Pressure Fryers – 1600, 1800 and 2400 Series

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Oil Capacity:
Crated Weight:

Product Features:
• Saves you on labour – easy to operate
• Energy saving
• Increased productivity
• Easy clean up and maintenance
• Built-in system to aid quick and easy filtering
• Patented “quick closing” single action sealing
• “O” ring for positive pressure seal
• Oil level indicator
• Less oil surface to lose heat
• Safety release valve
• High temperature level control
• Built-in filtration
• Heavy stainless steel construction

2614602 – model 1800E
457 x 889 x 1168mm (H)
±36 pieces
19kg
98.4kg with filter

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Oil Capacity:
Crated Weight:

2614601 – model 1600E
406 x 737 x 1066mm (H)
±18 pieces
9.5kg
95.2kg with filter

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Oil Capacity:
Crated Weight:

2614604 – model 2400E
610 x 1016 x 1200mm (H)
±70 pieces
28kg
131kg with filter

Frytender
Product Features:
• The Vulcan Frytender is a mobile oil filtration unit designed for use
with all Vulcan Deep Fat Fryers. Regular filtration extends the life of
the frying medium and improves the quality of fried products
• Hygienic stainless steel construction
• Simple to operate – gravity drain with pump return
• Large capacity drain pan
• High volume pump
• Easily dismantled and cleaned
• Eliminates risk in handling hot oil
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electric Load:

3024612
786 (L) x 470 (W) x 902mm (H)
0.25kW, 220V

Chip Storage Table Plain Top
Product Features:
• Manufactured from stainless steel throughout with plain top
• Runners below to accommodate three chip storage boxes
• Supported on legs with adjustable foot pieces for levelling and
floor fixing
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Product Code:
Dimensions:

3043382
600 x 600 x 915mm (H)

Optional Extra:
Storage Boxes:

Product Code: 2715301

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Deep Fryers

Chip Storage Table with Recessed Top and Warmer Lamp (Electric)

Product Features:
• Manufactured from stainless steel throughout with recessed top
fitted with removable chip drain grid
• The recessed section would be fitted with warmer lamp over with
toggle switch
• Underside with runners to accommodate three chip storage boxes
• Supported on legs with adjustable foot pieces for levelling and
floor fixing
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3043383
600 x 600 x 915mm (H)
0.5kW, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Optional Extra:
Storage Boxes:

Product Code: 2715301

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Tilt Pans & Boiling Pans

Tilt Pan TS-40
Product Features:
• Pan manufactured from AISI 304 CR-NI stainless steel
• Sides integrally welded to a 10mm boiler plate base (mild steel)
• Heating by means of three incaloy sheathed elements
• Thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 250˚C
• Excludes a GN pan for discharge/drain
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Pan Interior:
Pan Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3077171
865 x 740 x 1290mm (H)
630 x 450 x 180mm deep
40L
7.5kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
83kg
940 x 810 x 1500mm – 114kg

Tilt Pan TS-40 – Gas
Product Features:
• Heavy duty
• External finish stainless steel
• Mounted on stainless steel closed pedestal
• Pan manufactured from 304 stainless steel
• Sides integrally welded to a 10mm boiler plate base (mild steel)
• Heating by means of gas nickel-plated steel burners
• Thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 250ºC
• Spring-balanced lid with heat-resistant handle
• Snap-acting thermostat has a (50˚C - 250ºC) temperature range
• Electronic igniter
• Safety feature flame failure device
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Gas Pressure:
Natural Gas:
Heating Burner:
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3077174 (Gas)
865 x 740 x 1290mm (H)
40L
LPG 280mm H20 (2.8kPa)
200mm H20 (2kPa)
Heated by two tube burner 28 000kJ/hr

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Tilt Pans & Boiling Pans

Tilt Pan TP – 80

Product Features:
• Pedestal mounted tilting frypan
• Pan manufactured from 2mm type AISI 304 CR-NI stainless steel
sides integrally welded to a 10mm boiler plate base (mild steel)
• Heating by means of 6 incaloy sheathed elements clamped to the
underside of the pan
• Thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 250˚C
• Pan suspended on trunnions with bushes providing smooth tilt
operation by means of a worm and wheel mechanism
• Spring-balanced lid with heat-resistant handle
• Tilt-up element for easy cleaning
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Pan Interior:
Pan Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3077120
1310 x 785 x 915mm (H)
765 x 590 x 200mm deep
80L
15kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
155kg
1380 x 860 x 1240mm - 218kg

Optional Extra:
Side-mounted swivel water filler tap

Tilt Pan FGT80 – Gas
Product Features:
• Suitable for deep and shallow frying of meat, poultry, fish
and potatoes
• Used for braising, searing, boiling and steaming
• Stainless steel, 1.2mm thick lid with a cast iron pan between
heavy duty
• U-shaped pedestal which is self supporting
• Stainless steel cladded enclosed pedestal prevents dirt
from entering
• Tilt-up element for easy cleaning
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

FET80 electric 2704102 (optional)
1350 x 900 x 900mm (H)
14.7kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Roasting Surface:
Pan Depth:
Gas Rating:
Gas Pressure:
Natural Gas:
Gas Connection:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

FGT80 Gas 2704103
1350 x 900 x 900mm (H)
755 x 565mm
160mm
58 600kJ/hr
LPG 2.7kPa (280mm H2O)
200mm H20 (2kPa)
20mm BSP
210kg
1500 x 1100 x 1150mm (H) – 234kg

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Tilt Pans & Boiling Pans

BP-135 (Electric)
Product Features:
• Oil jacketed boiling pan
• Inner pan, base and curb manufactured from 2mm type AISI 304
CR-NI stainless steel
• 40mm fibreglass insulation
• Spring-balanced lid with safety handle
• Fitted with breather tube, oil filler pipe, oil drain valve and chrome
plated draw-off cock
• Stainless steel clad immersion elements
• Thermostatically controlled 50˚C - 160˚C – pre-set overriding
thermostat 180˚C
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Oil Jacket Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3003321
3003449 (Gas model)
920 x 947 x 880mm (H)
135L
36L
9kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
100kg
1190 x 990 x 1200mm – 162kg

Optional Extra:
Thermia oil per 20 litre			
Side-mounted swivel water filler tap

Product Code: 2715601
Product Code: 3303860

BP-225 (Electric)
Product Features:
• Oil jacketed boiling pan
• Inner pan, base and curb manufactured from 2mm type AISI 304
CR-NI stainless steel
• 40mm fibreglass insulation
• Spring-balanced lid with safety handle
• Fitted with breather tube, oil filler pipe, oil drain valve and chrome
plated draw-off cock
• Stainless steel clad immersion elements
• Thermostatically controlled 50˚C - 160˚C - pre-set overriding
thermostat 180˚C
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Pan Capacity:
Oil Jacket Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3003372
3003450 (Gas model)
1009 x 1037 x 1000mm (H)
225L
60L
18kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
125kg
1280 x 1100 x 1320mm – 185kg

Optional Extra:
Thermia oil per 20L			
Side-mounted swivel water filler tap

Product Code: 2715601
Product Code: 3303860

Notes
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Tilt Pans & Boiling Pans

Steam Generated Combi Kettles
Metos Viking

New!

Product Features:
• Material stainless steel, inner surface against food – acid proof
stainless steel (EN 1.4432)
• Surrounded by an isolated steam jacket
• Electric tilting
• Stainless steel lid
• Maximum working pressure 1.0 bar (+120ºC)
• Numerical temperature display with one degree accuracy
• Tilts only when key is pressed – safety regulations
Standard Equipment: Separate loose lid, water faucet (cold water),
volume stick, hook for accessories on both pillar sides (single kettle).
Product Name:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Weight:
Electrical:
Product Name:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Weight:
Electrical:

Metos Viking 100E
2630005
1154 x 805 x 1020mm
Volume – 111L, Net Volume – 100L,
Boiling Spare – 11L
126kg
400V/230V, 25A, 16kW, 3NPE, 50Hz
Metos Viking 200E
2630007
1360 x 940 x 1040mm
Volume – 219L, Net Volume – 200L,
Boiling Spare – 19L
200kg
400V/230V, 50A, 30kW, 3NPE, 50Hz

Metos Viking Combi
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material stainless steel, inner surface against food – acid proof
stainless steel (EN 1.4432)
Surrounded by an isolated steam jacket
Electric tilting
Stainless steel lid
Maximum working pressure 1.0 bar (+120ºC)
Stepless mixing speed 20-110 rpm
Autoreverse mixing programme
Two extra preset mixing programmes

Standard Equipment: Removable hinged lid with safety grid, water
faucet (cold water), volume stick, hook for accessories on both pillar
sides (single kettle), mixing tool with removable scrapers.
Product Name:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Capacity:
Electrical:
Product Name:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Weight:
Electrical:

Metos Viking Combi 100E
2630001
1154 x 805 x 1020mm
162kg
Volume – 111L, Net Volume – 100L,
Boiling Spare – 11L
400V, 35A, 16,75kW, 3NPE, 50Hz
Metos Viking Combi 200E
2630003
1360 x 940 x 1040mm
Volume – 219L, Net Volume – 200L,
Boiling Spare – 19L
303kg
400V, 63A, 31.5kW, 3NPE, 50Hz

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Frytop Griddles

FTG-10
Product Features:
• Heavy duty 430 stainless steel construction
• 16mm griddle plate integrally welded to mild steel back and
side skirt
• Fat trough and catch pan fitted
• Tubular incaloy sheathed elements
• Thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 250˚C
• FTG-5 also available. Product Code: 2525182
Product Code:
External Dimensions:
Griddle:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:
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3028200
915 x 735 x 910mm (H)
910 x 590mm
10kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
128kg
980 x 810 x 1040mm – 168kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Frytop Griddles

FTG-10 Ribbed Griller (Also Available in Gas)

Product Features:
• Full or half-ribbed-half-plain as an option
• Heavy duty 430 stainless steel construction
• 16mm griddle plate integrally welded to mild steel back and
side skirt
• Fat trough and catch pan fitted
• Tubular incaloy sheathed elements
• Thermostatically controlled from 50˚C - 250˚C
Product Code:
External Dimensions:
Griddle:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3028202
915 x 735 x 910mm (H)
910 x 590mm
10kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
128kg
980 x 810 x 1040mm – 168kg

RGB-6 Chargrill/Broiler – Gas
Product Features:
• 6 burner radiant
Product Code:
External Dimensions:
Griddle:
Gas Rating:
Weight:
Crated Size:

3005879
800 x 750 x 940mm (H)
0.452m2
95 400kJ/hr LPG
92kg
980 x 810 x 1200mm

Optional Extra:
The sauce holder shown is an option

RGB-8 Chargrill/Broiler – Gas
Product Features:
• 8 burner radiant
Product Code:
External Dimensions:
Griddle:
Gas Rating:
Weight:
Crated Size:

3005878
1050 x 750 x 940mm (H)
0.567m2
127 000kJ/hr LPG
128kg
1180 x 840 x 1200mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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salamanders

SG-1 Electric
Product Features:
• 430 stainless steel construction
• Five position rack
• Large grilling area
• Heavy duty, three position switches
• Available for counter use, wall mounting, table or Vulcan
range mounting
• Stainless steel drip tray
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Grill Area:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005804
895 x 420 x 415mm (H)
700 x 390mm
6kW, 400V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth
44kg
970 x 490 x 640mm – 64kg

Optional Extra:
Range mount for Salamander		
Wall mount brackets			
Floor stand for Salamander			

Product Code: 3305685
Product Code: 3005812
Product Code: 3044397

SG-G Gas
Product Features:
• All stainless steel construction
• High performance radiant ceramic burner
• Controls – pilot with hi-low valve
• Large grilling area
• Adjustable rack
• Available for counter use, wall mounting, table mounting or Vulcan
range mounting
• Suitable for LP or natural gas
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Pressure LPG:
Natural Gas:
Gas Rating:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3005806
895 x 420 x 420mm (H)
2.7kPa
2kPa
26 500kJ/hour
42kg
970 x 490 x 640mm – 59kg

Optional Extra:
Range mount for Salamander		
Wall mount brackets			
Floor stand for Salamander			

Product Code: 3305685
Product Code: 3005812
Product Code: 3044397

VC “O” Salamander Electric
Product Features:
• All stainless steel construction
• Grill height adjustable
• Separate left-hand and right-hand side element controls
• Ergonomic design
• Easy to clean
• Long life
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
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2618003
600 x 580 x 580mm (H)
3.2kW, 400V, 3 Phase
52kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Naboo Reloaded

Vulcan Combi Ovens

Product Features:
• The unique feature that distinguishes Naboo from other
professional ovens is called Cloud. In Cloud you find all of the
content to create the finished product, because we have put the
recipes, process, preparation system, cooking program and the
presentation of each individual plate in the Cloud
• Immediate Start – with traditional ovens you have to perform
numerous steps and selections before you start cooking. The “one
touch” philosophy of Vulcan Naboo simplifies functionality and
by merely touching the icon for the dish you wish to cook, this
intelligent device begins cooking
• Customising the display – in the home screen, anyone can enter
their own recipes, inserting only the ones they need and prepare
regularly. This complete customisation of the display with the
contents that each person wants or decides upon lets the users
have their preferred programs highlighted to start “one touch”
cooking
• Naboo has been designed to provide you with all the technology
you need to cook any type of food, thinking about the maximum
ease of use. In conventional ovens you need to make several steps
and selections before giving the start to capture. The philosophy of
“one touch” of Naboo simplifies the maximum functionality
• The Autoclima system automatically controls the perfect climate in
the cooking chamber
• With the Ecospeed function, by recognising the quantity and
type of product being cooked, Naboo optimises the controls, the
delivery of energy and maintains the correct cooking temperature,
preventing any fluctuation
• The new GFT (Green Fine Tuning) burner modulation system and
the patented high efficiency exchanger prevent power waste and
reduce harmful emissions (-10% energy)

Model with
Boiler

Chamber
Capacity 1/1 GN
(530 x 325mm)
2/1 GN
(530 x 650mm)

Gas Versions
Distance
Total Electric
Nominal
Between Number of
Power
Heating Output
Covers
Layers
(kW)
(kW/kcal)
(mm)

Dimensions (mm)

PowerSupply Voltage

NAEB071

7 x 1/1

70

50/120

10.5

-/-

875 x 825 x 820 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGB071

7 x 1/1

70

50/120

0.5

15/12.900

875 x 825 x 820 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEB101

10 x 1/1

70

80/150

16

-/-

930 x 825 x 1040 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGB101

10 x 1/1

70

80/150

1

28/24.080

930 x 825 x 1040 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEB072

7 x 2/1 - 14 x 1/1

70

70/180

19

-/-

1170 x 895 x 820 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGB072

7 x 2/1 - 14 x 1/1

70

70/180

1

30/25.800

1170 x 895 x 820 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEB102

10 x 2/1 - 20 x 1/1

70

150/300

31

-/-

1170 x 895 x 1040 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGB102

10 x 2/1 - 20 x 1/1

70

150/300

1

40/34.400

1170 x 895 x 1040 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEB201

20 x 1/1

63

150/300

31.8

-/-

960 x 825 x 1810 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGB201

20 x 1/1

63

150/300

1.8

48/41.280

960 x 825 x 1810 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEB202

20 x 2/1 - 40 x 1/1

63

300/500

61.8

-/-

1290 x 895 x 1810 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGB202

20 x 2/1 - 40 x 1/1

63

300/500

1.8

80/68.800

1290 x 895 x 1810 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Combi Ovens
Direct Steam
Models

Chamber
Capacity 1/1 GN
(530 x 325mm)
2/1 GN
(530 x 650mm)

Vulcan Naboo Reloaded

Gas Versions
Distance
Total Electric
Nominal
Between Number of
Power
Heating Output
Covers
Layers
(kW)
(kW/kcal)
(mm)

Dimensions (mm)

PowerSupply Voltage

NAEV071

7 x 1/1

70

50/120

10.5

-/-

875 x 825 x 820 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGV071

7 x 1/1

70

50/120

0.5

12/10.230

875 x 825 x 820 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEV101

10 x 1/1

70

80/150

16

-/-

930 x 825 x 1040 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGV101

10 x 1/1

70

80/150

1

18/15.480

930 x 825 x 1040 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEV072

7 x 2/1 - 14 x 1/1

70

70/180

19

-/-

1170 x 895 x 820 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGV072

7 x 2/1 - 14 x 1/1

70

70/180

1

20/17.200

1170 x 895 x 820 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEV102

10 x 2/1 - 20 x 1/1

70

150/300

31

-/-

1170 x 895 x 1040 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGV102

10 x 2/1 - 20 x 1/1

70

150/300

1

27/23.220

1170 x 895 x 1040 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEV201

20 x 1/1

63

150/300

31.8

-/-

960 x 825 x 1810 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGV201

20 x 1/1

63

150/300

1.8

36/30.960

960 x 825 x 1810 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

NAEV202

20 x 2/1 - 40 x 1/1

63

300/500

61.8

-/-

1290 x 895 x 1810 (H)

3N AC 400V, 50Hz

NAGV202

20 x 2/1 - 40 x 1/1

63

300/500

1.8

54/46.440

1290 x 895 x 1810 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

Notes
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Combi Ovens

Vulcan Sapiens Reloaded

Product Features:
• Sapiens is the oven for assisted cooking with electronically
managed manual controls
• It is equipped with Vulcan automatic programs, 95 cooking
programs already in its memory and can contain up to 99 cooking
programs saved by the user, each of which can have up to 4 cycles
in automatic sequence
• It naturally allows manual cooking, with the ability to set up to
4 cycles in automatic sequence and core temperature control
cooking using the option multi-point or needle probe
• With the Ecospeed function, by recognising the quantity and type
of product being cooked, Sapiens optimises and controls the
delivery of energy and maintains the correct cooking temperature,
preventing any fluctuations
• The new GFT (Green Fine Tuning) burner modulation system and
the patented high efficiency exchanger prevent power waste and
reduce harmful emissions (-10% energy)
• Sapiens recognises the level of steam and only uses the amount
of energy required. With the EcoVapor system, there is a definite
reduction in water and energy consumption thanks to automatic
control of the steam saturation in the cooking chamber
• The patented Fast Dry® system (active cooking chamber
dehumidification system) ensures perfect crispiness and browning
of fried foods, grilled foods, desserts and bread, even at full loads it
uses 100% of the load capacity
• The Autoclima® system automatically controls the perfect climate
in the cooking chamber
• The temperature and humidity are automatically controlled at the
ideal levels according to the food to be cooked. Juiciness and
tenderness are also ensured when warming pre-cooked foods

Model &
Product
Code

Chamber
Capacity

Distance
Between Layers
(mm)

Total
Electrical
Power
(kW)

SAEV 071
2610804

7 x 1/1

70

10.5

SAGV 071
2610804B

7 x 1/1

70

0.5

SAEV 101
2610808

10 x 1/1

70

16

SAGV 101
2610808B

10 x 1/1

70

1

SAEV 201
2610811

20 x 1/1

63

31.8

SAGV 201
2610811B

20 x 1/1

63

1.8

SAEV 202
2610813

20 x 2/1
40 x 1/1

63

61.8

SAGV 202
2610813B

20 x 2/1
40 x 1/1

63

1.8

Gas Versions
Nominal Heating
Output
(kW/kcal)

12/10.230

18/15.420

36/30.960

54/46.440

Dimensions (mm)

Power Supply Voltage

875 x 825 x 820 (H)

3N AC 400V – 50Hz

875 x 825 x 820 (H)

AC 230V – 50Hz

930 x 825 x 1040 (H)

3N AC 400V – 50Hz

930 x 825 x 1040 (H)

AC 230V – 50Hz

960 x 825 x 1810 (H)

3N AC 400V – 50Hz

960 x 825 x 1810 (H)

AC 230V – 50Hz

1290 x 895 x 1810 (H)

3N AC 400V – 50Hz

1290 x 895 x 1810 (H)

AC 230V – 50Hz

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Combi Ovens

Vulcan Neo – 5 in 1

Neo is an active space, a blast chiller that becomes a holding cabinet
or a cooking tool when needed. A space for semi-worked or finished
ingredients that are ready to use, as if they’d been freshly bought.
A space that eliminates waste, organises menus of semi-cooked
homemade frozen products, or even fresh bread that simply needs
to be finished. With Neo, the risk of Anisakis in raw fish is also
eliminated, and HACCP regulations are completely respected.
Blast Chilling +90°C/+3°C
• It rapidly brings the product core temperature to +3°C, reduces
natural product evaporation maintaining its humidity and
preventing bacterial proliferation after cooking
• Blast Chilling function lets you plan dishes in advance, increase
productivity, keep flavour, colour, fragrance and weight unaltered
and eliminate the risk of intoxication and waste
• All the organoleptic properties are kept in tact due to perfect air
and temperature control in the chamber
Shock Freezing +90°C/-18°C
• It rapidly brings the product core temperature to -18°C, keeping
product structure and consistency in tact
• Deep freezing allows you to purchase products at their peak of
freshness, maturity and availability on the market and preserve all
their properties in tact
• Thanks to a -40°C controlled air flow, the qualities of a fresh
product can be preserved in time
Thawing
• To control and determine product thawing means keeping the
organoleptic properties in tact and optimising stock, avoiding
useless waste
• Thawing occurs in maximum food safety conditions, by the slow
reabsorption of the micro-crystallised water in food
• The ideal cycle for products to be served raw or cold, like fish
or bakery products, since it does not damage the molecular
structure
Leavening Retarder
• “Just in Time” production flexibility is the best way to optimise
resources, manage time and meet demand variability
• Direct or programmed leavening can be selected – you
prepare, leave to rise, block leavening and decide baking phase
programming
• All this will allow an accurate control of humidity to always
achieve perfect results
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Model

Number of
Trays

Pitch
(mm)

NEOG051

5 x GN 1/1

60

NEOP051

4 x 600 x 400

75

NEOG081

9 x GN 1/1

60

NEOP081

7 x 600 x 400

75

NEOG121

12 x GN 1/1

60

NEOP121

10 x 600 x 400

75

NEOG161

17 x GN 1/1

60

NEOP161

14 x 600 x 400

75

NEOG122

12 x GN 2/1

60

NEOP122

10 x 600 x 800

75
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Slow Cooking and Holding
• Temperature control and keeping it within set values allows for
preparations that safeguard not only the flavour and taste, but
moistness and softness for extremely satisfying results
• This function is very easy to use and perfect to keep food warm
during service, helping to improve preparation and organisation
• This cycle can also be used in baking to melt chocolate or
candy fruit

Positive
Blast Chilling
Capacity (kg)

Negative
Blast Freezing
Capacity (kg)

Cooling Power
(1) - (W)

Heating
Power
(W)

Dimensions (mm)

Power Supply
Voltage

18

12

1430

500

790 x 720 x 850 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

25

16

2108

1000

790 x 820 x 1320 (H)

AC 230V, 50Hz

36

24

7807

1600

790 x 820 x 1800 (H)

3N AC 400V,
50Hz

55

36

7061

1600

790 x 820 x 1950 (H)

3N AC 400V,
50Hz

72

48

9986

1600

1100 x 1050 x 1800 (H)

3N AC 400V,
50Hz

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Just Duet

Vulcan Combi Ovens

Just Duet... And that’s all you need. Restaurants, banqueting, catering.
Naboo + Neo – Perfet Synchrony
• Naboo and Neo work perfectly as a team, making sure the
original freshness of every meal is brought to the table, every time
• Two essential appliances for chefs that cook with passion and
a desire to please, continuously surprising their guests with top
quality meals
• The perfect couple, offering chefs the possibility to express their
professionalism and creativity at the highest level
• Naboo and Neo are complimentary, one works better when the
other’s there
• One could say that Neo is Naboo’s right arm, its most precious ally
because it actively contributes to the success of all meals, eliminating setbacks and service delays thanks to deferred
preparation and temperature holding
The best solution, for every type of service.
Cook and serve, cook and hold, cook and chill.
Cook and Serve
• Naboo’s features allow perfect cooking every time and quick
cooking to guarantee “express” service
• In particular, the exclusive “Just in Time” feature guarantees
impeccable preparation, without any time wastage

Cook and Hold
• With Naboo, the multilevel cooking feature consistently
guarantees excellent results
• Setbacks and delays will no longer affect service, thanks to the
exclusive hot holding function featured in Neo
Cook and Chill
• The Just Duet system optimises working times, reduces
production costs and guarantees maximum reliability, thanks to
deferred preparation. You can separate the cooking times and
service times for a few days, or even a few weeks. The night
cooking feature also makes it possible to “double” Naboo’s
availability. And after cooking, you can blast chill the food
(positive blast chilling or blast freezing) for refrigerated storage at
+3°C if the food will be used within a week, or frozen at -18°C for
use even after a few months
• When subsequently reheated in a tray or on a plate, the food is
the same as if freshly cooked

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Combi Ovens

Vulcan Compact Ovens
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Super compact oven to be placed on work surfaces or its own stand
Takes up little room
Maximum cooking capacity
Infinite types of cooking
Maximum precision controls
Minimum operating costs
Easy cleaning

Vulcan Compact Oven CEV 061
Product Code:
Cavity Capacity:
External Dimensions:
Total Electric Power:
Fan Power:
Power Supply Voltage:

CEV 061
[GN] 6x1/1
Distance between layers 60mm
510 x 800 x 730mm (H)
7.75kW
0.25kW
3N AC, 400V, 50Hz

Optional Extra:
Optional for models CEV: Retractable built-in 5L tank can be used as a
reservoir for automatic washing eliminating the clutter of holding
cleanser tank
Or
Can be used in the lack of water connection for steam or combi
cookings with a range of up to 60 minutes (ideal for outside catering)
Vulcan Compact Oven CEV 101
Product Code:
Cavity Capacity:
External Dimensions:
Total Electric Power:
Fan Power:
Power Supply Voltage:

CEV 101
[GN] 10x1/1
Distance between layers 60mm
510 x 800 x 970mm (H)
15.5kW
0.5kW
3N AC, 400V, 50Hz

Optional Extra:
Optional for models CEV: Multiprogram keyboard
With Multiprogram keyboard it is possible to select with a finger a
favourite cooking program quickly and easily (ideal function for
customised and repetitive recipes)

Notes
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Vulcan Combi Ovens

Oracle
When everything needs to be fast, you need an oven that does more
to help cook delicious food. Everything is faster with ORACLE from
installation to serving customers.

New!

Power and speed for all cooking requirements – browning and
toasting guarantees flavourful dishes every time, thanks to three
heating methods:
•
•
•

Impingment: power up to 3000W guarantees toasting and
browning
Convection: temperature from 95˚C to 270˚C with adjustable fan
speed
Microwave: power up to 2000W for rapid heating and reduced
cooking times

Oracle is the ideal choice for a fast and dynamic catering service,
with an ever growing range of innovative options for premises with
open-plan kitchens, offices with limited space, or small kitchens.
Cooking, grilling, toasting, defrosting and regenerating a wide range
of fresh and frozen food, like sandwiches, pastries, pizzas, fish,
vegetables and meat, in a short amount of time is now a reality.
Occupies minimal space, optimal cooking chamber: fits on a 70cm
deep counter top and can hold pizza up to 30cm in diameter.
Connected: standard WiFi, Ethernet and USB connections.
Instantly Clean: thanks to the standard supply non-stick lining in the
oven and rapid cooling system, ORACLE is quickly cleaned at the
end of the day.

Model

Cooking Chamber
(mm)

Capacity
(L)

Electrical Power
(kW)

External Dimensions
(mm)

Power Supply

ORAC1

312 x 312 x 178 (H)

17.2

3.68

358 x 743 x 578 (H)

1N AC 230V - 50Hz

ORAC2

312 x 312 x 178 (H)

17.2

5.95

358 x 743 x 578 (H)

3N AC 400V - 50Hz

Vulcan Combi Oven Stand
Product Features:
• Stainless steel construction
• Designed to accommodate Naboo and Sapiens units
• Desgined to hold GN inserts underneath
Product Code:

3060012

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan uite

Vulcan Suite – 700 Series

New!

Product Features:
• The Vulcan 700’s modular design is ideal for kitchens with limited
space where powerful and durable equipment is required. It features
a wide range of gas and electric modules including burners, solid
top, ribbed and smooth griddles, fryers, chargrills, pasta cooker, bain
marie and oven
• Manufactured using all stainless steel construction, the Vulcan 700
Series is built to our renowned heavy duty standard
• Can be combined back to back or in a line to create complete
worktops with all the cooking functions
• Quality and functionality guarantee a perfect and consistent
performance every time
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Bertos S900

Bertos Range
New!

Product Features:
• More than 88 models in gas or electric to combine in a line, or
back-to-back to meet all professionals’ needs
• A new standard for professional cookers, designed for the
heaviest of duties – quality meets large production
• Whatever your style and wherever you are, the S900 is the right
choice to make your ideas come to life
• The use of proper insulation, the precision of power distribution
and its control, allow energy saving and a reduced environmental
impact
• Every single model is refined with laser technology, guaranteeing
a perfectly smooth worktop

•
•
•
•
•

The side panels and the closing joints in AISI 304 stainless steel
fix every component in a unique block
Only the best quality steel is used for the worktops with a 20/10
thickness to ensure long working life
All components are designed to resist the most intense duties
Cast iron burners with single and double crown, designed for an
optimal control of power
In every detail, quality and functionality guarantee perfect and
consistent performance every time

Bertos LX900

Product Features:
• The self-supporting structure – frame technology – consists of
a unique frame completely made from high resistant AISI 304
stainless steel
• All internal and external sides are made from AISI stainless steel
with working tops, side panels and handles of a 20/10 thickness
• All tanks are pressed and completely rounded
• The elegant design combines hygiene and comfort with a
modern and clean image
• The high precision laser cuts and the closing side panels make
the cooker a single block
• All functions are available for both gas and electric versions,
including the most advanced technologies such as induction,
infrared and electronic control of temperature

•
•
•

The supporting structure is designed to contain cables and wires,
which become invisible
The supporting crosspieces are equipped with a millimeter
adjustment system, which guarantees a perfect assembly
LX900 can be completely configured and customised. It can be
any length desired so as to fit into any workplace. Modules can
be positioned according to customers needs. Island or standalone versions are available and the installation can be positioned
in the middle of the room or against a wall

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Bertos Range

Bertos Macros 700

Product Features:
• Gas – modular system made up of 121 gas models with 40, 80
and 120cm modules to create complete worktops with all the
cooking functions
• Electric – a range made up of more than 90 products with
different output characteristics and sizes to create a flexible and
tailor-made kitchen. Cabinet depth 70cm
• Each detail has been made by the Bertos designers to offer
the fastest controls with the simplest settings, giving special
attention to appearance
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•
•
•
•

Every single model is refined with laser technology
All components are designed to resist the most intense duties
High energy efficiency of the cast iron burners allow a saving of
at least 30% per year
Direct temperature control system ensures high energy savings
and makes the electric stovetops perfect for keeping food warm
and boiling large amounts of water

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Bertos Plus 600

Bertos Range

Product Features:
• Designed for installation in limited space, the
600 PLUS COMPACT POWER is a line of high
performance professional cooking systems for high
productivity and rapid service
• It is a complete range composed of 148 gas and
electric models which can be combined with open
supports, or with doors to guarantee maximum
versatility of use
• Each detail has been created to offer the fastest
control execution with the simplest settings, giving
special attention to appearance
• In every detail, quality and functionality guarantee a
perfect and consistent performance every time

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Rational CombiMaster Plus
®

Rational CombiMaster ®Plus
The CombiMaster®Plus sets new standards not just in terms of
cost/benefit analysis, but also with respect to effective performance.
The energy supplied to the food is metered exactly and can be
extremely powerful if required. The sensitive measuring and control
central functions ensure a uniform cooking cabinet climate that
can be matched individually to the food. Thus, challenging and
sophisticated products such as pan-fries, gratins or grilled food are
always successful, even when the unit is fully utilised. This applies
rack after rack, piece after piece and portion after portion. This is the
difference that your guests will see, taste and enjoy.

Model CM 61

Model CM 62

Capacity:		
6 x 1/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 30 - 80 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 2/8 GN
Width:		
847mm
Depth:		
771mm
Height:		
782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Capacity:		
6 x 2/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 60 - 160 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 2/1, 1/1 GN
Width:		
1.069mm
Depth:		
971mm
Height:		
782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611150
Weight:		
110kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 16A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 10.3kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 9kW
Cable Cross-Section:		 5 x 2.5mm2

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611153
Weight:		
142kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 32A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 21.8kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 18kW
Cable Cross-Section:		 5 x 2.5mm2

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611151
Product Code (NG):		 2611152
Weight:		
126kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.3kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG: 		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 13kW/14kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 13kW/14kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 12kW/13kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611154
Product Code (NG):		 2611155
Weight:		
168kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.4kW
Fuse:		
1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG:		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 28kW/31kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 28kW/31kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 21kW/23kW
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Rational CombiMaster Plus
®

Model CM 101
Capacity:		
10 x 1/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 80 - 150 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 2/8 GN
Width:		
847mm
Depth:		
771mm
Height:		
1042mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Model CM 102

Capacity:		
10 x 2/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 150 - 300 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 2/1, 1/1 GN
Width:		
1.069mm
Depth:		
971mm
Height:		
1042mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611156
Weight:		
135.5kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 32A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 18kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 18kW

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611159
Weight:		
182kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 63A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 36kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 36kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611157
Product Code (NG):		 2611158
Weight:		
154.5kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.281mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.39kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG:		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 22kW/24kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:
22kW/24kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 20kW/22kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611160
Product Code (NG):		 2611161
Weight:		
198kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.281mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.6kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG:		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 45kW/14kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 45kW/14kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 40kW/13kW

Model CM 201

Model CM 202

Capacity:		
20 x 1/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 150 - 300 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 2/1, 1/1 GN
Width:		
879mm
Depth:		
791mm
Height:		
1.782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Capacity:		
20 x 2/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 150 - 300 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 2/8 GN
Width:		
1.084mm
Depth:		
996mm
Height:		
1.782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611162
Weight:		
258kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 63A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 36kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 36kW

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611165
Weight:		
332kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 100A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 64.2kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 54kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611163
Product Code (NG):		 2611164
Weight:		
286kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 2.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.7kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG: 		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 44kW/48kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 44kW/48kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 38kW/40kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611166
Product Code (NG):		 2611167
Weight:		
370.5kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 2.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 1.1kW
Fuse:		
1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG: 		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 90kW/100kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 90kW/100kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 51kW/56kW

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
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Rational SCC 5 Senses
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Model SCC 61

SelfCookingControl® with 7 cooking modes – meat, poultry, fish,
side dishes, egg dishes, baked products, Finishing®
Efficient LevelControl® (ELC®) – mixed loads with individual rack
monitoring and load-specific time adjustment for every rack
Combi-Steamer Mode with 3 modes – steam 30°C - 130°C,
hot air 30°C - 300°C, combination of steam and hot air
30°C - 300°C
ClimaPlus Control® – humidity measured, set and regulated to
one percent accuracy
Automatic Finishing® – processes for plated banquets, buffets,
à la carte, etc.
Delta-T cooking for gently cooking large joints
The patented HiDensityControl® redefines cooking quality, giving
30% more capacity and 20% less energy consumption

Model SCC 62

Capacity:		
6 x 1/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 30 - 80 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 2/8 GN
Width:		
847mm
Depth:		
771mm
Height:		
782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Capacity:		
6 x 2/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 60 - 160 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 2/1, 1/1 GN
Width:		
1.069mm
Depth:		
971mm
Height:		
782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611242
Weight:		
110kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 16A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 10.3kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 9kW
Cable Cross-Section:		 5 x 2.5mm2

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611173
Weight:		
142kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 32A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 21.8kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 18kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611171
Product Code (NG):		 2611172
Weight:		
126kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.3kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG: 		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 13kW/14kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 13kW/14kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 12kW/13kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611174
Product Code (NG):		 2611175
Weight:		
168kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.4kW
Fuse:		
1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG:		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 28kW/31kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 28kW/31kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 21kW/23kW
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Model SCC 102

Capacity:		
10 x 1/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 80 - 150 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 2/8 GN
Width:		
847mm
Depth:		
771mm
Height:		
1042mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Capacity:		
10 x 2/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 150 - 300 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 2/1, 1/1 GN
Width:		
1.069mm
Depth:		
971mm
Height:		
1042mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611244
Weight:		
135.5kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 32A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 18kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 8kW

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611246
Weight:		
182kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 63A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 36kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 36kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611177
Product Code (NG):		 2611178
Weight:		
154.5kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.281mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.39kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG:		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 22kW/24kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:
22kW/24kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 20kW/22kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611180
Product Code (NG):		 2611181
Weight:		
198kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 1.281mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.6kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG:		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 45kW/50kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 45kW/50kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 40kW/44kW

Model SCC 201

Model SCC 202

Capacity:		
20 x 1/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 150 - 300 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 2/1, 1/1 GN
Width:		
879mm
Depth:		
791mm
Height:		
1.782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Capacity:		
20 x 2/1 GN
Number of Meals per Day:		 150 - 300 (Guide only)
Lengthwise Loading:		 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 1/3, 2/8 GN
Width:		
1.084mm
Depth:		
996mm
Height:		
1.782mm
Water Inlet:		 R 3/4”
Water Outlet:		 DN 50
Water Pressure:		 150 - 600kPa or 0.15 - 0.6mPa

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611248
Weight:		
258kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 63A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 36kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 36kW

Electric:
Product Code:		 2611250
Weight:		
332kg
Mains Connection:		 3 NAC 400V
Fuse:		
3 x 100A
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 64.2kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 54kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611180
Product Code (NG):		 2611181
Weight:		
286kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 2.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 0.7kW
Fuse: 		 1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG: 		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 44kW/48kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 44kW/48kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 38kW/40kW

Gas:
Product Code (LPG):		 2611183
Product Code (NG):		 2611184
Weight:		
370.5kg
Height (Incl. Draft Converter): 2.021mm
Electricity Connection:		 1.1kW
Fuse:		
1 x 16A
Mains Connection:		 1 NAC 230V
Gas Supply/Connection:		 R 3/4”
Natural Gas/LPG: 		 Liquid gas
Max. Rated Thermal Load:		 90kW/100kW
“Dry Heat” Connection:		 90kW/100kW
“Moist Heat” Connection:		 51kW/56kW

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Cam GoBox
Product Features:
• Ideal for caterers looking for an ultra-lightweight transporter that
offers superior temperature retention to protect food safety and
excellent durability to withstand heavy commercial use
• Ergonomic handles – comfortable handles allow easy and safe
lifting of the GoBox
• Interior wall recesses make loading and unloading easy for both
GN 1/1 and ½ pans
• Unique design allows inter-stacking, saving 30% storage space
• Lightweight – made of EPP (expanded polypropylene) – an ecofriendly high performance foam material
• Chemically inert – unaffected by oil, grease and most chemicals
• Excellent energy absorption – can withstand substantial impact
without damage
• Cam GoBox top loading carriers are designed with enough room to
hold GN 1/1 pans along with Camwarmers or Camchillers if desired
EPP 180 Top Loader (c/w 20cm Polypropylene GN pan and seal cover)
Product Code:			
2621281
Exterior Dimensions:			
600 x 400 x 316mm (H)
Interior Dimensions:			
538 x 338 x 253mm (H)
Unit Weight:			
1.2kg
Volume:			
46L
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EPP 400 Front Loader
Product Code:			
Exterior Dimensions:			
Interior Dimensions:			
Unit Weight:			
Volume:			

2621275
645 x 440 x 630mm (H)
535 x 330 x 525mm (H)
3.9kg
86L

Camdolly CD3253EPP
Product Code:			
Unit Weight:			

2621274
4.5kg

Cambro Seal Lid
Product Code:			

2621279

Cambro 100mm Food Pan
Product Code:			

2621280

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Tablotherm Cam GoBox™ Meal Delivery System
Light, Durable and Affordable.

The Tablotherm Cam GoBox™ is the cost-effective solution for
delivering single-served meals. This lightweight insulated tray
separates hot and cold foods, keeping meals at safe temperatures for
around 60 minutes. Extra compartments can be used for beverages
and snacks for a convenient and complete meal delivery system.
•
•
•
•
•

Stackable, lightweight individual meal delivery system for easy
transportation and storage
Excellent insulation and temperature retention
Maintains hot and cold foods safe in one unit for up to 60 minutes
Made of expanded polypropylene
Various configurations available

ITENEPP
Dimensions:

370 x 530 x 1180mm

Configurations:
ITENEPP1118

2 rectangular
plates with covers
2 round bowls
with covers

Rectangular porcelain
plate
110 x 180mm

Transparent rectangular
plate cover

Round porcelain bowl
500ml

Rubber hermetic system
bowl cover
Ø145mm

Round porcelain plate
Ø210mm

Transparent plate cover
Ø215mm

Round porcelain bowl
500ml

Rubber hermetic system
bowl cover
Ø145mm

Two-compartment round
porcelain plate
Ø230mm

Transparent plate cover
Ø235mm

Round porcelain bowl
500ml

Rubber hermetic system
bowl cover
Ø145mm

ITENEPP21

1 round plate
with cover
2 round bowls
with covers
ITENEPP23

1 two-compartment plate
with cover
2 round bowls
with covers

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Tablotherm Cam GoBox™ Meal Delivery System

ITENEPP1118H

2 rectangular
plates with covers
2 round insulated
bowls with covers

Rectangular
porcelain plate
110 x 180mm

Transparent rectangular
plate cover

Shoreline insulated bowl
500ml

Polypropylene bowl cover
Ø145mm

Round porcelain plate
Ø210mm

Transparent plate cover
Ø215mm

Shoreline insulated bowl
500ml

Polypropylene bowl cover
Ø145mm

Two-compartment
round porcelain plate
Ø230mm

Transparent plate cover
Ø235mm

Shoreline insulated bowl
500ml

ITENEPP21H

1 round plate with cover
2 round insulated
bowls with covers
ITENEPP23H

1 two compartment
round plate with cover
2 round insulated bowls
with covers

Polypropylene bowl cover
Ø145mm

Ultra Pan Carriers – UPC 300/UPC 400
Product Features:
• Superior performance – keeps food hot or cold for 4 hours or more
• Polyurethane foam insulation improves temperature maintenance
and remains cool to the touch
• Durable construction will never dent, rust, chip or break
• Units are stackable
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UPC 300
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2621119
432 x 654 x 568mm (H)
10.5kg

UPC 400
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2610149
460 x 633 x 620mm (H)
10.5kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Ultra Camcarts

Product Features:
• Double-compartment, high capacity carts hold and transport hot or
cold food
• Tough, polyethylene shell and thick foam insulation
• Airtight removable gaskets maintain safe food temperatures for
hours
• Easy to maintain, won’t dent, crack, rust, chip or break
• Moulded-in handles ensure easy manoeuvring
• Two rear fixed and two front swivel castors, one with brake

UPC800
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:

2610227
520 x 690 x 1370mm
12 x 1/1 GN Pans

UPC 1200
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:

2621004
725 x 820 x 1160mm
16 x 1/1 GN Pans

UPC 1600
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:

2610181
715 x 820 x 1350mm
24 x 1/1 GN Pans

ICS Ice Caddies
Product Features:
• Polyethylene body and thick foam insulation hold ice for days
• Will not crack, dent, bubble, chip, rust or break
• Unique sliding lid slides back and under, reducing risk of cross
contamination
• Recessed well and drain shelf keep ice out of water, extending
holding times
• Moulded-in handles ease manoeuvring
• Easy to clean
• No assembly required
ICS100L
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2610005
570 x 730 x 770mm (H)
45.5kg

ICS125L
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2621127
585 x 745 x 800mm (H)
57kg

ICS175L
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2621297
610 x 745 x 955mm (H)
80kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Combo Cart Plus – CMBPH2
Product Features:
• Hold combinations of GN food pans, sheet pans, trays and pizza
boxes in one cart
• Adjustable stainless steel universal rails take the guess work out of
choosing different rail systems each time
• Perfect for applications requiring frequent door opening and closing
• Remains cool to the touch during operation
• Holds food at safe temperatures even when unplugged
• On average over 50% more efficient than leading metal carts
• Keeps food safely between 65°C to 74°C with convenient pre-set,
gentle non-radiant heat
• Separate, dual compartments with heaters on one or both doors
for maximum menu flexibility
Product Code:
External Dimensions:
Compartment Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:

2621098
702 x 851 x 1673mm (H)
537 x 737 x 673mm (H)
506W, 220V/heater
105.2kg

Bulk Food Trolley BFT 150-E
Product Features:
• Electrically heated bulk food trolley
• Pan AISI 304 CR-NI grade stainless steel
• Outer 430 stainless steel
• Fully insulated body
• 150L capacity
• Drain facility with valve
• Heavy duty castors
• Cord wrap fitted
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Castors:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3081284
700 x 880 x 910mm (H)
2 x fixed, 2 x swivel
1.2kW, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
85kg
770 x 850 x 1120mm
125kg

Optional Extra:
Two 1/1 GN stainless steel lids

Bulk Food Trolley BFT 150
Product Features:
• Insulated bulk food trolley
• Pan AISI 304 CR-NI grade stainless steel
• Outer 430 stainless steel
• Fully insulated body
• 150L capacity
• Drain facility with valve
• Heavy duty castors
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Castors:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3081187
700 x 880 x 910mm (H)
2 x fixed, 2 x swivel
74kg
770 x 850 x 1120mm
114kg

Optional Extra:
Two 1/1 GN stainless steel lids
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Mobile Serving and Holding Trolley MSHC-E

Product Features:
• Electrically heated
• Pan AISI 304 CR-NI grade stainless steel
• Outer 430 stainless steel
• Fully insulated body
• Heavy duty castors
• Removable drip tray
• Capacity 14 x 1/1 GN x 50mm or 7 x 2/1 GN x 50mm deep inserts
• Holder for 2 x 1/1 GN lids
• Cord wrap-fitted
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3081314
685 x 855 x 910mm (H)
2kW, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
83kg
770 x 930 x 1120mm
123kg

Optional Extras:
Two 1/1 GN stainless steel lids and GN pans

Dish Clearing Trolley DCT-D
Product Features:
• Standard as illustrated
• Various configurations available
• Heavy duty dish containers
• Removable stainless steel shelf
• 100mm diameter swivel castors
• Robustly constructed – stainless steel frame
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3081101 (Frame only)
890 x 525 x 940mm (H)
16kg
960 x 600 x 1150mm
41kg

Optional Extras:		
Dish box
Product Code: 2715805
Stainless steel shelf
Product Code: 2705002
Stainless steel trash bin
Product Code: 2705003

Tea Trolley TTT
Product Features:
• Stainless steel tubular frame
• Three tier stainless steel trays
• Robustly constructed
• Suitable for carrying multi pots with plinth and drip trays
• 100mm diameter swivel castors
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3081829
890 x 533 x 940mm (H)
35kg
970 x 600 x 1150mm
58kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Tray and Cutlery Trolley TCT
Product Features:
• Accommodates 2 x 4 division cutlery boxes
• Tray capacity approximately 100 items
• Robustly constructed
• Stainless steel tray shelf
• 100mm diameter castors
• Tubular baked stainless steel frame
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3081861
1090 x 530 x 970mm (H)
20kg
1160 x 600 x 1040mm
44kg

Plate-Mate
The Plate-Mate Plate Stacking & Serving System saves space, labour, time and money. If you have a space problem in your kitchen, we have
the solution. Ideal for use as a catering plate stand and catering plate carrier.
Plate-Mate plate stacking system can make multiple plate handling a cinch whether it is in your commercial kitchen, used as banquet
equipment, a catering event, or even a ship’s galley. Plate-Mate speeds service and saves labour costs with its dinner plate trees.
All Plate-Mate plate racks and trolleys are designed with adjustable arms that allow for plates, dishes, or trays of varying shapes and sizes to
be quickly, simply and securely stored as well as removed with the greatest of ease.
They are widely used in commercial kitchens: restaurants, cafeterias, resorts, casinos, hospitals, nursing homes, cruise ships, hotels and more.
Table Models
The rotating column of the table model rests on a stainless steel
star base. It has been equipped with adjustable legs to compensate
for unevenness in the surface. For an additional fee, the star base
is available with stainless steel casters (two of which have brakes).
All table models have a mounting eye, enabling them to hang in a
refrigerator or to be used on ships. The table model also comes
standard with a practical handle, allowing it to be moved more easily.
Wall Support
As an additional accessory, a stainless steel wall support is available,
turning the table model into a wall model in a jiffy, while the column
with plates can still be rotated.

New!

Four Models:
TM 12 for 12 plates, height 49cm
TM 24 for 24 plates, height 73cm
TM 36 for 36 plates, height 93cm
TM 48 for 48 plates, height 114cm
Wall Models
Our smallest Plate-Mate is your biggest help. This makes these wall
models perfect for small restaurant kitchens and take-out buffets of
cafeterias.
Installation
The wall models are mounted to the wall through a stainless steel
bracket, which makes them removable. This makes them easy to move
and clean. Separate braces are available as an additional accessory.

Table Model
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Wall Model

Five Models:
WM 6 for 6 plates, height 57cm
WM 9 for 9 plates, height 77cm
WM 12 for 12 plates, height 99cm
WM 18 for 18 plates, height 141cm
WM 21 for 21 plates, height 162cm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Plate-Mate

Standard Mobile Plate Rack

Standard Mobile Plate Rack

This is the original cart that started the whole line. The original standard
mobile plate rack unit is an 84 plate mobile, stainless steel, commercial
plate tree stand. It is ideal for use in banquet serving or banquet plating
and commercial kitchens, including those aboard ships. It can hold up
to 84 pre-plated dinners. Our swivel wheeled commercial hospitality
cart makes this 84 plate rack easy to move, and the wheel locks allow
you to make sure the rack stays where you want it.
Heavy Duty Model
•
•
•
•

Built to roll long distances – even when plated
Holds up to 84 plates or 20 trays with attachment
Can tip up to 20 degrees with no plate loss
Each of 4 sides can hold a different course

Collapsible Plate-Mate
The Collapsible Plate-Mates are mobile serving carts that have frames
that fold for easy storage.
Collapsible Plate-Mate

Our space saving transport rack is ideal for any catering facility, rental
companies, or any commercial or hospitality kitchen where floor space
is limited. We all know money is made in the dining area; not in the
kitchen. Our plate racks make it easy to work in a small space.
Holds up to 84 pre-plated courses. It makes plating in advance the
perfect solution when possible.
•
•
•
•

Frame folds for storage
Easy to take off premises
Budget-minded alternative
Each of 4 sides can hold a different course

Four Models:
Collapsible 48
Collapsible 84
Collapsible 84 – Powder Coated
Collapsible 145
Twin Plate-Mate

Twin Plate-Mate
The dual stack plate tree racks have capacities of up to 168 plates.
All twin stack carts are wheeled for easy mobility and can meet your
needs for any size event or kitchen, making banquet service fast and
efficient. They also free up valuable counter and cooler space.
Plate-Mate Covers

Holds up to 168 standard dinner, salad, or dessert plates.
•
•
•
•

Saves on labour time and costs
Heavy duty casters
Each of 4 sides can hold a different course
Can be tipped up to 20 degrees with no plate loss

Three Models:
Twin 96
Twin 120
Twin 168
Plate-Mate Covers
The plate tree covers are made of heavy, white, rip stop vinyl. They are
zippered on all four corners, and also have two clear windows. These
protective covers keep food from drying out and protects against
odours. A cover support frame designed to fit the model is included
with each cover.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Insulated Ward Service Carts – MDC1520S20
Product Features:
• Used to transport meal trays from the kitchen to patients
• Ensures optimum food quality and short delivery times
• Rail spacing holds all standard tray set-ups with clearances up to
14cm high
• Carts are easy to clean and won’t rust, dent, crack, chip or break
• Menu clips hold routing directions or content lists
Product Code:			
External Dimensions:			
Internal Dimensions:			
Tray:			
Trays Per Cart/Per Compartment:
Rail Spacing:			
Required Door Width:			
Weight:			

2610001
1400 x 965 x 1100mm
535 x 770 x 700mm
380 x 515mm
20/10
13.9cm
978mm
77kg

Insulated Ward Service Carts – MDC1520T16
Product Features:
• Used to transport meal trays from the kitchen to patients
• Ensures optimum food quality and short delivery times
• Rail spacing holds all standard tray set-ups with clearances up to
14cm high
• Carts are easy to clean and wont rust, dent, crack, chip or break
• Menu clips hold routing directions or content lists
Product Code:			
External Dimensions:			
Internal Dimensions:			
Tray:			
Trays Per Cart/Per Compartment:
Rail Spacing:			
Required Door Width:			
Weight:			
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2610144
780 x 1000 x 1480mm
370 x 550 x 1270mm
380 x 515mm
16/8
13.3cm
790mm
67kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Insulated Ward Service Carts – MDC1520T30

Healthcare

Product Features:
• Used to transport meal trays from the kitchen to patients
• Ensures optimum food quality and short delivery times
• Rail spacing holds all standard tray set-ups with clearances up to
14cm high
• Carts are easy to clean and wont rust, dent, crack, chip or break
• Menu clips hold routing directions or content lists
Product Code:			
External Dimensions:			
Internal Dimensions:			
Tray:			
Trays Per Cart/Per Compartment:
Rail Spacing:			
Required Door Width:			
Weight:			

2610128
1520 x 750 x 1620mm
390 x 530 x 1270mm
380 x 515mm
30/10
13cm
760mm
102kg

Insulated Ward Service Carts – MDCH1520S20
Product Features:
• Designed for both electric hot holding and non electric transport
• Gentle, 65°C - 73°C non-radiant heat will not cook food and
maintains food moisture
• One hour preheat time from room temperature
• Digital thermometer on the doors for checking internal temps,
without opening door to keep food at safe temperatures
• Doors open to approximately 180 degrees to allow easy cleaning
• Doors are made of polyethylene with thick polyurethane foam
for insulation
• Wheel configuration allows the cart to turn 360 degrees within its
own footprint
Electrical Specifications Per Door Heater:
Required Voltage:			
200 - 230V AC
Maximum Amp:			
2.3A
Watts:			
506W
Hertz:			
50/60Hz
Product Code:			
External Dimensions:			
Internal Dimensions:			
Tray:			
Trays Per Cart/Per Compartment:
Trays Per Rail/Rail Spacing:			
Required Door Width:			
Weight:			

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

2621099
1400 x 965 x 1098mm (H)
521 x 768 x 700mm (H)
380 x 515mm
20/10
2/140mm
978mm
81.9kg
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Hospital Trolleys – Hospital Food Service Trolley HFT
Product Features:
• Stainless steel and aluminium construction
• Dry well thermostatically controlled
• Heated and unheated storage compartments
• PVC bumper rail around top working level
• Storage compartments insulated with tip-up doors
• Electric control by On/Off Switch and indicator lamps to Bain Marie
and heated storage compartment
• Basic unit excludes inserts and lids
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight

3081349
1416 x 686 x 1035mm (H)
1.5kW, 220V, 50Hz, 1 Phase, Neutral 		
and Earth
138kg
1490 x 740 x 1250mm
186kg

Optional Extra:
Various inserts and lids to suit your application

Plate Transport Trolley (Ward)
Product Features:
• The unit is constructed of 430 stainless steel with overall
dimensions of 1150 x 650 x 1050mm high and shall be made up of
two separate, fan assisted humidified units, each heated by means
of a 1.2kW element and controlled by a pre-set thermostat set at
70°C, On/Off switch
• Total electrical loading 2.50kW. Each of the two compartments
fitted with eight sets of runners to accommodate either
Gastronorm© inserts or stainless steel Gastronorm© sized plates.
• The stainless steel plates punched to accommodate two crockery
plates or cups
• The unit fitted with 160mm rubber tyred castors, two fixed, two
swivel
• Bumpers fitted to both ends
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3081924
1150 x 650 x 1050mm (H)
2.50kW, 230V, 50Hz, 1 Phase, Neutral
and Earth

Hospital Ward Service Trolley – WST 2/10
Product Features:
• The top of the unit is constructed of 1.2mm 430 stainless steel,
the base 1.6mm 430 stainless steel, the doors 1.2mm 430 stainless
steel and the side and back panels 1.2mm 430 stainless steel
• The door opening is 850 x 1170mm and the castors are 200mm
diameter
• The unit is supplied with stainless steel handles on the side panels,
retractable doors, stainless steel tray rail along the top of the unit,
push button handles and runners to accommodate 525mm deep
x 380mm wide trays
• The unit accommodates 20 trays
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Trolley Tray Size:
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3081926
1200 x 700 x 1550 (H)
No. 14 excluded
530 x 380mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
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Hospital Ward Service Trolley – WST 3/10

Healthcare

Product Features:
• The top of the unit is constructed of 1.2mm 430 stainless steel,
the base 1.6mm 430 stainless steel, the doors 1.2mm 430 stainless
steel and the side and back panels 1.2mm 430 stainless steel
• The door opening is 850 x 1170mm and the castors are 200mm
diameter
• The unit is supplied with stainless steel handles on the side panels,
retractable doors, stainless steel tray rail along the top of the unit,
push button handles and runners to accommodate 525mm
deep x 380mm wide trays
• The unit accommodates 28 trays
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Trolley Tray Size:

3081934
1600 x 700 x 1550mm (H)
No. 14 excluded - 530 x 380mm

Heated option available:
Product Code:
Model:

3081935
WST 3/8

Camduction Complete Heat System
Product Features:
• Used to quickly heat up to 20 Camduction Bases at one time in
4 - 5.5 minutes from start up before each meal service
• A heated base will be ready for use every 12 seconds when being
removed and replace during meal service
• Revolutionary technology eliminates errors or issues with spikes
in voltage
• Unit exterior remains cool to the touch
• Camduction charger is made of high-grade durable stainless steel
• Bases are durable and dishwasher safe
• Resistant to chips, cracks and breaks
• A heated Camduction Base, combined with a properly heated
22.8cm Cambro Ceramic Plate, covered with a Cambro Shoreline
Insulated Dome will hold hot food at safe temperatures (60°C or
higher) for 45 minutes
Product Code:
Capacity:
Voltage:
Amps:
Hertz:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Initial Heat Up Time:
Heat Up Time Per Base:

2610006A
20 bases
208 - 240V, 1 Phase
18
50/60
762 x 479 x 879mm
49.2kg
4 - 5.5 minutes
12 seconds

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Healthcare

Conveyor Plating System
Product Features:
The Meal Serving Belts shall be used for portioning of cold plated food
on trays.
The unit is constructed of 1.6mm type 304 stainless steel and has a
295mm wide belt made of moisture-resistant nylon which is antistatic
and 1.2mm thick.
The unit is fitted with large-dimensioned rollers and are individually
adjustable to prevent the belt rolling or slipping off the rollers. All rollers
are supported by generously-dimensioned, sealed and permanently
lubricated ball bearings. The belt is easy to clean with the continuous
cleaning of the belt by means of wipers scraping dirt into a dirt drawer.
All parts are easily accessible for servicing and maintenance.
At the operating end of the conveyor table, the unit is provided with
a hinged table, a main switch with an emergency On/Off switch with
belt forward and reverse operation and an electromechanical speed
controller with a continuously variable range between 0 - 10.5m/min.
At the other end of the table, a swivel table for patient card files and a
limit switch rail for continuous operation are provided.
Running along the length of both sides of the conveyor table is a
protective rubber strip.
The unit has 10 15 amp plug sockets fitted along the length of the
conveyor tables.
Electric load: 40kW, 380V, 3N, AC

Burlodge RTS CT – Single Tray Meal Service
Product Features:
Cook-Serve
• On-board heating and cooling
• Active temperature maintenance
• Boost-Cycle for hot food
• Automatic holding cycle for all trays
• Sleep mode for display panel
Rethermalisation
• On-board heating and cooling
• Double refrigeration (both sides of tray)
• Rethermalisation of food
• Smart-Temp Ready
• Programmable controls
• Boost-Cycle
• Sleep mode for display panel
• Optional removable tray rack
Stainless steel interior and chassis
• Carbon fibre doors
• Antistatic high impact thermoplastic top and side panels
• Antimicrobial door latch
• High density injected insulation throughout
• Wrap around bumper
• Antibacterial door latch
Specifications:
Tray Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Dimensions:
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26/30
7.1kW, 208V, 3 Phase
1025 x 782 x 1715mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Back Bar E uipment

Optional Extra:
Overhead heating lamp
Plate holder
Range of floor stands
Capping strips
Fryer baskets
Bain Marie inserts
Conical oil filter holder

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Back Bar E uipment: Vision Range

Vision 2 x 8 Litre Deep Fryer
Product Features:
• High performance counter model deep fat fryer unit that is modular
to all Vision equipment
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3221009
800 x 600 x 400mm (H)
7.5kW, 400V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Vision Deep Fryer – CDFF
Product Features:
• High performance counter model deep fat fryer unit that is modular
to all Vision equipment
• The pan can accommodate 2 x 100mm or 1 x 175mm fryer basket
• Output of up to 15kg chips/hr
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3025132
400 x 600 x 400mm (H)
7.5kW, 400V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Vision Frytop – C-G2 and C-G3 Gas
Product Features:
• High performance counter model frytop that is modular to all Vision
equipment
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:

3025177 (C-G2)
600 x 600 x 400mm (H)
45 000kJ/hr

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:

3025183 (C-G3)
800 x 600 x 400mm (H)
75 000kJ/hr

Vision Frytop – C-G2 and C-G3
Product Features:
• High performance counter model frytop that is modular to all
Vision equipment
• Heating is controlled by a variable thermostat up to 250°C
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Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3025175 (C-G2)
600 x 600 x 400mm (H)
6.6kW, 400V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3025183 (C-G3)
800 x 600 x 400mm (H)
9.9kW 400V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Back Bar E uipment: Vision Range

Vision Chargrill – CG-2B and CG-3B

Product Features:
• High performance counter model chargrill that is modular to all
Vision equipment
• Available in 3 or 6-burner models
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:

3025179 (CG-2B)
600 x 600 x 400mm (H)
45 000kJ/hr

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:

3025188 (CG-3B)
800 x 600 x 400mm (H)
75 000kJ/hr

Vision Double Hot Plate – C-HP2
Product Features:
• Counter model double hot plate unit that is modular to all
Vision equipment
• Each hot plate is controlled by a 3-heat switch
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3025124
400 x 600 x 400mm (H)
4kW, 400V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Vision Double Hot Plate – C-HP2 Gas
Product Features:
• Counter model double hotplate unit that is modular to all
Vision equipment
• Each hot plate is controlled by a 3-heat switch
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Gas Rating:

3025126
400 x 600 x 400mm (H)
30 000kJ/hr

Vision Bain Marie – C-BM
Product Features:
• A counter model (wet or dry well) Bain Marie that is modular to all
Vision equipment
• One well to accommodate a 1/1 x 150mm deep GN pan or any
combination to that size
• Temperature is controlled by a variable thermostat up to 110°C
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3025160
400 x 600 x 400mm (H)
1kW, 400V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Back Bar E uipment: Vision Range

Vision Chip Scuttle – C-CS
Product Features:
• A counter model work chip dump with bottom heat and variable
thermostat up to 11°C
• Modular to all Vision equipment
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:

3025140
400 x 600 x 400mm (H)
1kW, 240V, 2 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Vision Work Station C-WS
Product Features:
• A counter model work station that is modular to all Vision
equipment
• A cavity is provided under the worktop to accommodate
2 x 1/1 x 100mm deep GN pans
Product Code:
Dimensions:

3025167
400 x 600 x 400mm (H)

Cabinet Base – C/W Doors
Product Features:
• Stainless steel body
• Ergonomic design
• Hygienic
• Long life
• Adjustable legs
Product Code:
Dimensions:

2618041 A
800 x 600 x 500mm (H)

Cabinet Base – C/W Door
Product Features:
• Stainless steel body
• Ergonomic design
• Hygienic
• Long life
• Adjustable legs
Product Code:
Dimensions:
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2618067
800 x 600 x 500mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

snack Range

Vulcan Orbit 30 Chicken Rotisserie
Product Features:
• Low power consumption
• No smoke extractor required
• Uniform roasting by hot air currents
• Stainless steel construction
• Interior light – highlighting roasts and attracting customers
• Touch screen
• 25 programs
• Eco mode
• Easy basket/spindle removal
• Gear driven
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Baskets:
Chickens:
Weight:
kW:

2525134
1100 x 800 x 1060mm
7
30/36
200kg
9

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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snack Range

Pie Ovens
TORCELLO T04DIS
Product Features:
• Digital control 99 programs
• Bi-directional reversing fan system
• Digital water injection regulation
• Automatic preheating setting
• n. 3 cooking cycles
• Halogen lights
• Powerful motor
Product Code:
Load Capacity:
Outside Dimensions:
Space between Trays:
Power:
Voltage/Frequency:
Temperature:
Weight:

2628005
4 trays 600 x 400 GN 1/1
750 x 695 x 560mm
75mm
6.3kW
230V
260°C
58kg

TORCELLO T04MIS
Product Features:
• Bi-directional reversing fan system
• Manual water injection regulation
• Mechanical timer 0 - 120
• Halogen lights
Product Code:
Load Capacity:
Outside Dimensions:
Space between Trays:
Power:
Voltage/Frequency:
Temperature:
Weight:

2628002
4 trays 600 x 400 GN 1/1
750 x 695 x 560mm
75mm
6.3kW
230V
285°C
58kg

Pie Warmer
Product Features:
• Illuminated display and superb product visibility offers excellent
point-of-sale value
• Convenient front and rear sliding doors
• Humidity pan prevents drying out
• Suitable for bakeries, takeaway and convenience stores
• Thermostatically controlled heater, temp range 50°C - 90°C
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Product Code:
Voltage:
Power:
Dimensions:
Weight:

PWK0002
230V
1.84kW
660 x 508 x 645mm
33.3kg

Product Code:
Voltage:
Power:
Dimensions:
Weight:

PWK0003
230V
1.84kW
896 x 508 x 600mm
50kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

snack Range

Deluxe Toaster

Product Features:
• Non-stick surface
• Adjustable handle
• Independent plate control enables operator to use a flat top only,
while the top plate is switched off
Product Code:
Voltage:
Power:
Cooking Surface:
Dimensions:
Weight:

TSA5009
230V
1.97kW
330 x 355mm
355 x 466 x 327mm
14kg

Deep Fryer
Product Features:
• Specially designed tilt-up head for easy removal of insert to remove oil
• Thermostatically controlled with automatic safety cut out at 209°C
to prevent oil flashing
• Fast recovery time
• Oil tank has slip-away handles for easy removal
Product Code:
Output:
Voltage:
Power:
Dimensions:
Volume of Oil:
Weight:

FFA2001
Approx. 4kg French fries per hour
230V
2.5kW
282 x 448 x 288mm
5L
9kg

Product Code:
Output:
Voltage:
Power:
Dimensions:
Volume of Oil:
Weight:

FFA2002
Approx. 8kg French fries per hour
2 x 230V
2 x 2.5kW
573 x 470 x 278mm
2 x 5L
12kg

Pizza Oven – Twin Shelf
Product Features:
• Robust stainless steel construction
• 3 heating elements for accurate heat distribution
• 2 ceramic plates
• Suitable for fresh or frozen pizza
• Temp range: 60°C - 400°C
• 15mins timer
Product Code:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Chamber Dimensions:
Dimensions:
Weight:

POA1001
230V
2.85kW
2 standard size pizzas – 300mm
470 x 487 x 239mm
588 x 645 x 468mm
40kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Xtreme Hi-power Blenders

Product Features:
• Heavy-duty 3.5 peak HP high-performance motor
• The strongest motor in its class, it powers through the toughest
ice and frozen fruit mixtures in seconds
• 45 000 RPM bare motor speed
• Super-high speed for the smoothest consistencies, with twospeed selection
• High-performance, high-impact stainless steel blade, easily
user-replaceable for servicing
• Simple HI, LO, OFF, and PULSE paddle switches – easy to use
and easy to find in dimly-lit locations
• Metal-on-metal stainless steel coupling system for durability and
reliability – both couplings are user-replaceable
• Easily removable container cover with removable clear cap for
adding ingredients and for pressure reduction during hot food
blending
• One-piece dishwasher-safe removable jar pad
• Sound enclosure for serious noise reduction
• Great for use in smoothie shops, coffee shops, restaurants, and
bars
• Recommended for 75+ drinks per day

NuBlend® Bar Blenders

Product Features:
• Powerful 3/4 HP motor – commercial motor and easy, two-speed
operation make quick work of perfect fruit smoothies, popular
frozen coffee drinks, soups, sauces and more
• Ultra-effective stainless steel blade crushes ice in seconds
• Removable and user-replaceable blade with new stainless steel
blade hub
• User-replaceable metal-reinforced rubber motor coupling
• 1L dishwasher-safe stainless steel container
• Easily removable container cover with removable clear cap for
adding ingredients while blending
• HI, LO, OFF, and PULSE controls
• Classic toggle switches – easy to use and easy to find in dimly-lit
locations
• Recommended for 25 - 50 drinks per day
Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

BB180SE
230V, 50Hz
346 x 198 x 244mm

Model: MX1000XTXSEE
Raptor 1.4L STACKABLE BPA-free copolyester container
• High-performance cloverleaf jar design creates a high-power
vortex, funneling food directly into the blade
• Unbreakable, dishwasher-safe BPA-free copolyester
construction
• Shorter, stackable space-saving footprint
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

230V, 50Hz
406 x 216 x 210mm

Model: MX1000XTXSEE
Raptor 2L STACKABLE BPA-free copolyester container
• Ultra-aggressive blade and jar design delivers smoother
consistencies and faster results
• Ferocious enough for anything from smoothies and frozen
drinks to thick spreads, desserts, dressings and all types of food
preparation
• Unbreakable, dishwasher-safe BPA-free copolyester
construction
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):
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230V, 50Hz
457 x 216 x 210mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Milkshake Mixers

snack Range

Product Features:
• Three-speed rocker switch – 16 000, 20 000, and 24 000 RPM
• PULSE switch will run motor at selected speed to fine-tune your
mix
• Increased cup clearance – slide cups into position without tilt –
don’t lose any ingredients before or after mixing
• Fully automatic Start/Stop operation
• Motor will run at selected speed once cup is in position
• Frees up operator for other tasks and ensures consistent results
• Heavy-duty die-cast housing – easy to clean and impressive
footprint
• Brand new ultra-aggressive agitator powers through the hardest
ice creams
• Also includes butterfly agitator for softer ice creams and use with
many types of cups
• Motors incorporate thermal protection and are easily userreplaceable
• Sealed ball bearings – ball bearings are lubed for life with no
need to replace, providing long service life
• Stainless steel malt beverage cup/s included
Single-Spindle Drink Mixer
• High performance 1 peak HP motor for durability and quickly
mixing the coldest, hardest ice creams
Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

WDM120E
230V, 50Hz
508 x 178 x 280mm

Double-Spindle Drink Mixer
• Two independent 1 peak HP motor for durability and quickly
mixing the coldest, hardest ice creams
• Independent air flow for each motor
Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

WDM240E
230V, 50Hz
546 x 305 x 343mm

Belgian Waffle Makers
Product Features:
• Heavy-duty commercial construction for durability
• Rotary feature for even baking and browning
• Triple-coated nonstick plates allow for easy removal of waffles
and quick cleanup
• Heating elements are embedded into plates for precise
temperature control and even heat distribution, for a consistent
golden-brown result
• Power On and ready-to-bake LED indicators
• Ready lights and audio beep signal when the unit is ready to
cook and when the waffle is ready to serve
• Adjustable temperature control allows you to handle the thinnest
and thickest waffle batters
• Heavy-duty die-cast housing is durable and easy to clean
• Removable, dishwasher-safe drip tray makes cleanup quick and
easy
Single Belgian Waffle Maker
Produces up to 35 Belgian waffles per hour
Model:
WW180E
Power:
230V, 50Hz
Dimensions (HxWxD):
235 x 260 x 508mm
Double Belgian Waffle Maker
Produces up to 50 Belgian waffles per hour
Model:
WW200E
Power:
230V, 50Hz
Dimensions (HxWxD):
241 x 265 x 432mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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snack Range: Food Processors

Pro Prep® Chopper Grinder

Product Features:
• Powerful 3/4 HP, high-speed 2-pole induction motor
Runs fast. Runs quiet. Runs with power. Heavy-duty design with
enlarged motor gets up to speed quickly and maintains high
speed for quick and efficient grinding and chopping  
• Dishwasher-safe parts
The blades, bowls and covers are all dishwasher safe for quick
and easy cleaning
• Stackable bowls
Bowl assemblies stack on top of one another for compact
storage. Stack multiple chopping and grinding bowls for quick
and efficient food preparation in busy kitchens
• 2 separate bowl and blade assemblies – grinding and chopping
An industry first. Engineered specifically for the professional
kitchen, this compact chopper grinder is perfect for prep jobs
and finishing touches, to give you the right tools for the right job
with no mixing of flavours
• Chopping assembly
0.75L see-through work bowl with two-blade hub is designed
for thorough, fast and efficient chopping of garlic, shallots and
onions, as well as leafy herbs like basil, rosemary, parsley and
thyme

•

•

•
•
•

Chopping cover
The chopping bowl cover has two protected openings for
addition of liquids, oils and eggs to quickly make precise
quantities of sauces, creams or toppings. Add ingredients with
the motor running
Grinding assembly
Unique patent-pending 0.75L see-through work bowl with cover
features a specially designed three-blade hub to grind spices
and hard foods, such as Parmesan and Romano cheeses, hard
chocolate, nuts, coffee beans, peppercorns, allspice, celery seed
and mustard seed
Grinding cover
The grinding bowl cover is closed on top, so nothing escapes.
Includes a handle for easy removal
Safety interlock
Prevents machine from operating unless correctly assembled
Thermal protection
Automatic reset for overload protection and safe, controlled
restarts

Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

WCG75E
230V, 50Hz
254 x 127 x 216mm

Notes
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

snack Range: Food Processors

Combination 3.35 Litre Batch Bowl with Liquilock® Seal System and
Continuous-feed Food Processor

Product Features:
• LiquiLock® sealed, clear-view 3.35L batch bowl – process
soups, sauces, marinades and more without leaks
Completely sealed for use with liquids – now you can use your
food processor for more than dry food prep! High-impact,
unbreakable and scratch-resistant polycarbonate lets you see
into the bowl. Lighter than metal, but built for tough use
• Continuous-feed chute for large-volume processing
Process large volumes continuously, right through the chute!
Rugged black polycarbonate chute stands up to heavy use –
scratch and break resistant. Durable see-through cover provides
clear view while processing
• High-performance 1 HP motor
1 HP commercial motor with thermal overload protection.
Developed especially for food service batch processing, this 1
HP motor delivers dependable, continuous-duty service and is
built to complete large jobs with ease
• Slice, shred, grate, purée, chop and more!
Quality accessories make the WFP14SCE versatile enough for
any food-processing job, with the convenience of a detachable
stem to switch tasks with ease
• Processing accessories included:
LiquiLock® Sealed Serrated S-blade (WFP14S1)
Chop, mince, purée, liquefy, and more directly in the batch bowl.
Completely sealed to avoid leakage and spills. Blade locks in
place without holding, for safe and easy pouring
LiquiLock® Sealed Whipping Disc (WFP14S11)
Make your own whipped cream, crème fraîche, butter and more!
The sealed whipping disc is a one-of-a-kind tool to help you whip
up batches quickly and with little effort
Adjustable Slicing Disc (WFP14S10)
Why buy 16 discs when you can buy 1 that does it all?
The adjustable slicing disc allows you to select 16 different
thicknesses from 1mm-6mm
Reversible Shredding Disc (WFP14S12)
2 discs in 1! With the reversible shredding disc, you can process
with either a fine (2mm) shredding or medium (4mm) shredding
all-in-one!
Fine Grating Disc (WFP1143)
2mm (5/64”) grating for creating the finest powders

•

•
•

•

Easy On and Pulse/Off control paddles
All our models have them, and you wouldn’t want it any other
way! Better than constantly pushing the START and STOP
buttons, the PULSE is perfect for fine-tuning the chop or
breaking down heavy loads
Stainless steel drive shaft
Heavy-duty construction for professional performance; built to
last
Extra-large feed chute/funnel and food pusher
A large tube reduces preparation time. The feed tube keeps a
steady supply of food coming down the chute. Or, use the small
food pusher for shorter shreds and slices. The large pusher also
doubles as the small pusher’s feed tube
Large bowl capacities
Dry: 3.35L
Wet: 1.65L
Large-volume processing
Slicing (cucumbers) – 397kg/625L per hour (continuous-feed
chute)
Shredding (carrots) – 195kg/426L per hour (continuous-feed
chute)
Grating (cheese) – 27kg per hour (continuous-feed chute)
Chopping (meat) – 163kg per hour (batch bowl)
Kneading (bread dough) – 120 loaves (0.68kg loaves) per hour
(batch bowl)
Kneading (pie crusts) – 320 pie crusts (203mm crusts) per hour
(batch bowl)
20 113gsm diets per meal for hospitals and healthcare facilities
(puréed)

Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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snack Range: Food Processors

Combination 3.75 Litre Batch Bowl with Liquilock® Seal System and
Continuous-feed Food Processor

Product Features:
• LiquiLock® sealed, clear-view 3.75L batch bowl – process
soups, sauces, marinades and more without leaks
Completely sealed for use with liquids – now you can use your
food processor for more than dry food prep! High-impact,
unbreakable and scratch-resistant polycarbonate lets you see
into the bowl. Lighter than metal, but built for tough use
• High-performance 2 Peak HP motor
2 Peak HP commercial motor with thermal overload protection.
Developed especially for food-service batch processing, this 2
HP motor delivers dependable, continuous-duty service and is
built to complete large jobs with ease
• Slice, shred, grate, purée, chop and more!
Quality accessories make the WFP16SCD versatile enough for
any food-processing job, with the convenience of a detachable
stem to switch tasks with ease
• Processing accessories included:
LiquiLock® Sealed Serrated S-blade (WFP16S1)
Chop, mince, purée, liquefy, and more directly in the batch bowl.
Completely sealed to avoid leakage and spills. Blade locks in
place without holding, for safe and easy pouring
LiquiLock® Sealed Whipping Disc (WFP16S11)
Make your own whipped cream, crème fraîche, butter and more!
The sealed whipping disc is a one-of-a-kind tool to help you whip
up batches quickly and with little effort
Adjustable Slicing Disc (WFP16S10)
Why buy 16 discs when you can buy 1 that does it all?
The adjustable slicing disc allows you to select 16 different
thicknesses from 1mm-6mm
Reversible Shredding Disc (WFP16S12)
2 discs in 1! With the reversible shredding disc, you can process
with either a fine (2mm) shredding or medium (4mm) shredding
all-in-one!
Dicing Assembly (WFP16S13)
Includes a 3/8” slicing blade (which can be used independently)
and a 3/8” dicing grid for the perfect dice. With commercial
grade blades these are built to stay sharp for seamless and
efficient food preparation. Many other discs available!
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Heavy-duty Die-cast Base
The WFP16SCD features a solid die-cast housing to support the
powerful 2-HP motor. Easy OFF, ON and PULSE controls
PULSE feature
All our models have them, and you wouldn’t want it any other
way! Better than constantly pushing the ON and OFF buttons,
the PULSE is perfect for fine-tuning the chop or breaking down
heavy loads
Stainless steel drive shaft
Heavy-duty construction for professional performance; built to
last
Extra-large feed chute/funnel and food pusher
A large tube reduces preparation time. The feed tube keeps a
steady supply of food coming down the chute. Or use the small
food pusher for shorter shreds and slices. The large pusher also
doubles as the small pusher’s feed tube!
Large bowl capacities
Dry: 4 quarts (3.75L)
Wet: 2.75 quarts (2.6L)

Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

WFP16SCD
120V, 6A, 60Hz
381 x 355 x 457mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Microwave Oven MWP 1050-30E

snack Range

Product Features:
• 1000W of power for fast heating
• 30L capacity
• Stainless steel interior and exterior for easy cleaning
• Digital display
• 20 programs
• Five power levels
• Ceramic base
Product Code:
Control System:
Power Consumption:
Output Power:
Power Source:
Nett Weight:
Exterior Dimensions:
Cavity Dimensions:

2615004
Touch
1600W
1000W
230V, 50Hz, 1 Phase
18kg
542 x 329 x 461mm (H)
350 x 230 x 357mm (H)

Kolb Atollspeed
Product Features:
• A perfect combination of impingement and microwave technology,
enabling you to bake, fry and cook up to 10x faster
• Perfect browning and crisping is guaranteed in a very short time
due to adjustable impingement heating
• Easy to use touch screen
• 10 different levels
• Thawing, heating and baking in one working-step reduces cooking
time
• Perfect insulation ensures the heat stays in the baking chamber
Product Code:
External Dimensions:
Baking Chamber Size:
Baking Plate Size:
Electrical Connection:
Weight:
Connected Load:
Max. Consumption Value:

2611512
570 x 700 x 435mm (H)
335 x 320 x 170mm (H)
295 x 310mm
220 - 230V, 50Hz
65kg
3.7kW
3.4kW

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Pizza E uipment

XLT 3855 Conveyor Pizza Oven
Product Features:
• 304 stainless steel construction
• Removable front access panel
• Simple, smart finger configurations
• Simple, state-of-the-art high efficiency burner
• Can be combined in single, double and triple stack configurations
• A front sandwich door to load or unload products for different cook
times
• Conveyors can be set up to move either right-to-left or left-to-right
• Perforated crumb trays
• Digital microprocessor controlled bake time and temperature
• Air impingement process delivering consistent heat to the product
Product Code:
Overall Dimensions:
Belt Width:
Max. Operating Temp.:
Bake Time Range:
Crated Weight:
Electrical Load:

2611475
2362 x 1708 x 1086mm (H)
965mm
Not higher than 310°C
1.30mins - 17mins
459kg
32kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

XLT 3240 Conveyor Pizza Oven
Product Features:
• 304 stainless steel construction
• Optical UV flame sensor
• Removable front access panel
• Simple, smart finger arrangements
• Simple, state-of-the-art high efficiency burner
• A front sandwich door to load or unload product for different cook
times
• Single switch design, making start up and shut down simple
• Conveyors can be set up to move either right-to-left or left-to-right
• Digital microprocessor controlled bake time and temperature
• Air impingement process delivering consistent heat to the product
Product Code:
Overall Dimensions:
Belt Width:
Max. Operating Temp:
Bake Time Range:
Crated Weight:
Electrical Load:
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2611490
2006 x 1549 x 1092mm (H)
813mm
Not higher than 310°C
1min - 17mins
363kg
32kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Pizza E uipment

PS540 – Electrically Heated Conveyor Oven

Product Features:
• Impingement PLUS! Low oven profile and dual-air return
• Patented EMS Energy Management System reduces energy
consumption and increases energy efficiency
• 1029mm long cooking chamber
• 813mm wide, 1943mm long conveyor belt
• Patented “Jet Sweep” impingement process that delivers constant
heat to the chamber
• Microprocessor controlled bake time/conveyor speed
• Reversible conveyor direction
• Stainless steel front, sides, top and interior
Product Code:
Overall Dimensions:
Belt Width:
Max. Operating Temp:
Bake Time Range:
Crated Weight:
Electrical Load:

PS640 WOW shown

2613402
2032 x 1537 x 1202mm (H)
813mm
Not higher than 290°C
3mins - 30mins
499kg
27kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

PS640 WOW – Electrically Heated Conveyor Oven
Product Features:
• Impingement PLUS! Low oven profile and dual-air return
• Patented EMS Energy Management System reduces energy consumption and increases cooking efficiency
• 1029mm long cooking chamber
• 851mm wide, 1943mm long conveyor belt
• High speed conveyor (range of 2:00 – 30:00)
• Touch Screen Control can be programmed in one energy saving mode
• Automatic “eye energy” saves energy when no pizzas are in the oven
• Patented vertical columns of hot air move heat aerodynamically instead of using high temperatures
• Designed to cook pizzas 30% faster than other conveyor ovens
Product Code:
Overall Dimensions:
Belt Width:
Max. Operating Temp.:
Bake Time Range:
Crated Weight:
Electrical Load:

2613419
1943 x 1537 x 1224mm (H)
813mm
Not higher than 290°C
2mins - 30mins
499kg
27kW, 380V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

Double Deck Pizza Ovens
Product Features:
• Ceramic pizza decks each hold 45cm diameter pizza
• Temperature range of 166°C - 449°C
• Stainless steel exterior
• Aluminised steel interior with light
• 10cm adjustable legs
Model:
Power:
Dimensions:
•
•

Manual 30-minute timer with audible alert
Independent On/Off switches for top and bottom heating elements
(centre element remains on)

Model:
Power:
Dimensions:
•
•

WPO700
240V
689 x 533 x 533mm

WPO750
240V
686 x 711 x 635mm

Two independent chambers with their own deck controls can
operate at different temperatures simultaneously
Separate 30-minute timers with audible alerts for each chamber

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Pizza E uipment

Pyralis Circle Oven
Product Features:
• Single chamber with refractory and overbuilt rotary plate
• High levels of performance, efficiency, simplicity of use and
reliability with low operating costs
• Digital – with start, end baking and 2 working programs
• Stainless steel chamber and body
• Chamber light
• Refractory bricks with heating elements at sight on the top and
refractory bricks with Activestone heating on the bottom
• The rotary 100cm surface can hold 7 x 30cm pizzas, 6 x 34cm
pizzas or 3 x 45cm pizzas
• Insulated with additional layers of rock wool to maintain chamber
temperature with minimum heat loss and therefore high energy
efficiency
Product Code:
Power:
Oven Dimensions:
Oveall Dimensions:
Nett Weight:

3600031
9.15kW
1050 x 1050 x 150mm (H)
1450 x 1360 x 580mm (H)
300kg

Compact M50/13 Single Chamber Pizza Oven
Product Features:
• Compact, practical and functional oven with a refractory brick
baking surface
• Ideal for pizzas and other bread and kitchen products
(semi-processed)
• Up to 3 chambers can be placed on each other
• Stainless steel structure and stainless steel door with glass and
handle, inner light
• Thanks to the chamber size, these ovens reach operating
temperature very quickly
• Ideal for snack bars, taverns, restaurants, pubs and fast food
operations
Product Code:
Working Temperature:
Chamber Size:
Power Supply:
Dimensions:
Crated Dimensions:
Nett Weight:
Gross Weight:

3000032
450°C max.
500 x 500 x 130mm (H)
230V, 1 Phase
730 x 660 x 440mm (H)
810 x 770 x 440mm (H)
35kg
40kg

Rolling Machine RM35A
Product Features:
• Stainless steel structure
• Roll out dough for pizzas, flat breads, pies etc
• The thickness of the base can be adjusted based on your needs
• Minimum dough thickness is 1mm whereas the maximum is 4mm
Product Code:
Dough Weight:
Pizza Diameter:
Power Supply:
Dimensions:
Crated Dimensions:
Nett Weight:
Gross Weight:
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3600186
80 - 400g
140 - 340mm
230V, 1 Phase, 50Hz
470 x 500 x 730mm (H)
510 x 670 x 530mm (H)
27kg
31kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Pizza E uipment

Pizza Top Refrigerator – SSL Series

Product Features:
• Convenient to store fruits, vegetables, sauces and pizza toppings
separately
• Automatic back door, avoid cold air escaping
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and
humidity – works normally at 40°C
• Does not include GN pans

Model and
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

Capacity
(L)

Compressor
(Hp)

Power
Supply (V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

SSL-1225C
2610775

1225 pizza top chiller
refrigerator

0

1225 x 760 x 1100

345

1/3

220

R134a

2 sets

SSL-1845C
26107761

1845 pizza top chiller
refrigerator

0

1845 x 760 x 1100

550

1/2

220

R134a

3 sets

Pizza Delivery System
Nobody orders a cold soggy pizza – so why deliver one?
For nearly a decade leading chains and savvy independent pizza
operators have used the CookTek Pizza Delivery System and
associated VaporVent™ bags to deliver piping hot, crispy pizza.
Customers can’t get enough! Loyalty remains high and even the
delivery staff see an increase in tips.
A complete 406mm standard large pizza system is comprised of at
least one Model PTDS charger, a number of 406mm VaporVent™ bag
assemblies and an equal number of FlashPak™ discs.
The FlashPak™ discs are installed in a special pouch inside the bags
and remain there for the life of the bag. The discs can be re-used in
replacement bags.
In use, a complete bag (with a disc inside) is placed on the tray of the
charger. A red light comes on automatically to indicate that heating is
in progress. When the red light turns green, the bag is ready for use.
Simple as that!
From completely cold, it can take up to two and a half minutes to heat
a bag. Once there is some residual heat in the bag, it will re-charge in
30-60 seconds.
Each bag can hold three pizzas at over 63°C for 45 minutes.
Product Features:
• Automatic and simple red light/green light operation
• Heats in only minutes
• No cords on the bags
• Keeps pizza hot and crispy for 45 minutes
• 200-240VAC
• Each bag requires Model PFPD001 disc
Models:
Dimensions:

PTDS 100
PTDS 200
495 x 541 x 217mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Veg Preparation & Processing

Combi Cutter CC-34
Product Features:
• Combined vegetable cutter and vertical cutter/mixer
• Four speeds for perfect results in all types of preparation
• Automatic speed setting
• Base is robust aluminium and bowl is stainless steel
• Thick robust professional cutting discs
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:

2613814 (without bowl: 2613814 A)
250 x 350 x 585mm (H)
2kg per minute
1000W, 240V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
Machine base – 8.6kg
Vegetable prep attachment – 1kg
Cutting discs – 0.4kg on average
Vertical cutter/mixer attachment – 1.4kg

RG-100
Product Features:
• Slices, dices, shreds, grates, makes julienne and potato chips
• Optimum utilisation of raw materials
• Fast and trouble-free cleaning
• Compact
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
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2613802
385 x 425 x 610mm (H)
5kg per minute
0.25kW, 240V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
Machine – 17.5kg
Cutting discs – 0.5kg on average

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Veg Preparation & Processing

RG-200

Product Features:
• Slices, dices, shreds, grates, makes julienne and potato chips
• Large feed head
• Sturdy anodised or polished aluminium alloy
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:

2613803
385 x 590 x 605mm (H)
10kg per minute
0.37kW 240V, 1 Phase, Neutral
and Earth
Machine – 18.3kg
Cutting discs – 0.5kg on average

RG-350
Product Features:
• Slices, dices, shreds, grates, makes julienne and potato chips
• Fast and easy processing – even of large items
• Continuous bulk feeding
• Continuous oriented slicing
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Electrical Load:
Weight:

2613804
520 x 325 x 745mm (H)
12kg per minute
One-speed, 0.75kW, 230V
Machine base – 6.4kg
Vegetable prep attachment – 3.7kg
Cutting discs – 1kg on average
Container trolley – 9.6kg

Vulcan O Series Potato Peeler PSM 30TF
Product Features:
• Peels 30kg potatoes per minute
• Stainless steel unit
• Operated with a reductor system. Timer stops the machine
automatically when scheduled time is over
• HACCP compliant
• Evacuation from the front of unit
• Stabilised feet
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:

2618097
750 x 900 x 1270mm (H)
1.5kW, 400V, 3 Phase
(1 Phase unit available – PSM 30MF)
100kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Veg Preparation & Processing

Heavy-duty Big Stix® Immersion Blenders
Product Features:
• High efficiency variable speed motor drives through the thickest
ingredients to produce sauces, batters and soups in just minutes
• Complete with rubberised comfort grip and second handle, the
lightweight, ergonomic design allows for safe and controlled
operation
• The easily removable, stainless steel shafts are completely sealed
and dishwasher safe
WSB50
Dimensions:
Electrical:
Watts:
Max. RPM:

140 x 127 x 686mm (H)
120V, 50/60Hz
750
18 000

Pro Prep® Chopper Grinder
Product Features:
• Powerful 3/4 HP, high-speed 2-pole induction motor
Runs fast. Runs quiet. Runs with power. Heavy-duty design with
enlarged motor gets up to speed quickly and maintains high speed
for quick and efficient grinding and chopping  
• Dishwasher-safe parts
The blades, bowls and covers are all dishwasher safe for quick and
easy cleaning
• Stackable bowls
Bowl assemblies stack on top of one another for compact storage.
Stack multiple chopping and grinding bowls for quick and efficient
food preparation in busy kitchens
• 2 separate bowl and blade assemblies – grinding and chopping
An industry first. Engineered specifically for the professional
kitchen, this compact chopper grinder is perfect for prep jobs and
finishing touches, to give you the right tools for the right job with no
mixing of flavors
• Chopping assembly
0.75L see-through work bowl with two-blade hub is designed for
thorough, fast and efficient chopping of garlic, shallots and onions,
as well as leafy herbs like basil, rosemary, parsley and thyme
• Chopping cover
The chopping bowl cover has two protected openings for addition
of liquids, oils and eggs to quickly make precise quantities of
sauces, creams or toppings. Add ingredients with the motor
running
• Grinding assembly
Unique patent-pending 0.75L see-through work bowl with cover
features a specially designed three-blade hub to grind spices
and hard foods, such as Parmesan and Romano cheeses, hard
chocolate, nuts, coffee beans, peppercorns, allspice, celery seed
and mustard seed
• Grinding cover
The grinding bowl cover is closed on top, so nothing escapes.
Includes a handle for easy removal
• Safety interlock
Prevents machine from operating unless correctly assembled
• Thermal protection
Automatic reset for overload protection and safe, controlled
restarts
Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):
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WCG75E
230V, 50Hz
254 x 127 x 216mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Veg Preparation & Processing

Combination 3.35 Litre Batch Bowl and Continuous-feed
Food Processor with Liquilock® Seal System

Product Features:
• LiquiLock® sealed, clear-view 3.35L batch bowl – process
soups, sauces, marinades and more without leaks
Completely sealed for use with liquids – now you can use your
food processor for more than dry food prep! High-impact,
unbreakable and scratch-resistant polycarbonate lets you see
into the bowl. Lighter than metal, but built for tough use
• Continuous-feed chute for large-volume processing
Process large volumes continuously, right through the chute!
Rugged black polycarbonate chute stands up to heavy use –
scratch and break resistant. Durable see-through cover provides
clear view while processing
• High-performance 1 HP motor
1 HP commercial motor with thermal overload protection.
Developed especially for food service batch processing, this 1
HP motor delivers dependable, continuous-duty service and is
built to complete large jobs with ease
• Slice, shred, grate, purée, chop and more!
Quality accessories make the WFP14SCE versatile enough for
any food-processing job, with the convenience of a detachable
stem to switch tasks with ease
• Processing accessories included:
LiquiLock® Sealed Serrated S-blade (WFP14S1)
Chop, mince, purée, liquefy, and more directly in the batch bowl.
Completely sealed to avoid leakage and spills. Blade locks in
place without holding, for safe and easy pouring
LiquiLock® Sealed Whipping Disc (WFP14S11)
Make your own whipped cream, crème fraîche, butter and more!
The sealed whipping disc is a one-of-a-kind tool to help you whip
up batches quickly and with little effort
Adjustable Slicing Disc (WFP14S10)
Why buy 16 discs when you can buy 1 that does it all?
The adjustable slicing disc allows you to select 16 different
thicknesses from 1mm-6mm
Reversible Shredding Disc (WFP14S12)
2 discs in 1! With the reversible shredding disc, you can process
with either a fine (2mm) shredding or medium (4mm) shredding
all-in-one!
Fine Grating Disc (WFP1143)
2mm (5/64”) grating for creating the finest powders

•

•
•

•

Easy On and Pulse/Off control paddles
All our models have them, and you wouldn’t want it any other
way! Better than constantly pushing the START and STOP
buttons, the PULSE is perfect for fine-tuning the chop or
breaking down heavy loads
Stainless steel drive shaft
Heavy-duty construction for professional performance; built
to last
Extra-large feed chute/funnel and food pusher
A large tube reduces preparation time. The feed tube keeps a
steady supply of food coming down the chute. Or, use the small
food pusher for shorter shreds and slices. The large pusher also
doubles as the small pusher’s feed tube
Large bowl capacities
Dry: 3.35L
Wet: 1.65L
Large-volume processing
Slicing (cucumbers) – 397kg/625L per hour (continuous-feed
chute)
Shredding (carrots) – 195kg/426L per hour (continuous-feed
chute)
Grating (cheese) – 27kg per hour (continuous-feed chute)
Chopping (meat) – 163kg per hour (batch bowl)
Kneading (bread dough) – 120 loaves (0.68kg loaves) per hour
(batch bowl)
Kneading (pie crusts) – 320 pie crusts (203mm crusts) per hour
(batch bowl)
20 113gsm diets per meal for hospitals and healthcare facilities
(puréed)

Model:
Power:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan C eries Meat licers

Vulcan C Series Automatic Meat Slicer SS 300A
Product Code:
2610634
Slice Thickness:
0 - 14mm
Slicing Speed:
38 - 40 pcs/min
Blade Diameter:
300mm
Blade Motor Power:
280W
Slicer Motor Power:
500W
Voltage:
220V/50Hz
Overall Dimensions:
685 x 580 x 720mm (H)
Weight:
68kg
Vulcan C Series Manual Slicers SS 250E
Product Code:
2610631
Slice Thickness:
0 - 14mm
Cut Capacity HxW:
160 x 180mm
Blade Diameter:
250mm
Blade Motor Power:
180W
Overall Dimensions:
667 x 516 x 527mm (H)
Weight:
22.5kg
Vulcan C Series Manual Slicers SS 280E
Product Code:
2610632
Slice Thickness:
0 - 14mm
Cut Capacity HxW:
170 x 190mm
Blade Diameter:
275mm
Blade Motor Power:
180W
Overall Dimensions:
667 x 532 x 530mm (H)
Weight:
23kg
Vulcan C Series Manual Slicers SS 300E
Product Code:
2610633
Slice Thickness:
0 - 14mm
Cut Capacity HxW:
180 x 210mm
Blade Diameter:
300mm
Blade Motor Power:
250W
Overall Dimensions:
750 x 564 x 562mm (H)
Weight:
27.5kg
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Vacuum Packaging Machines

UNICA

Product Features:
• Top quality structure
• High work capacity
• Accurate but simple electronic device
• Can work with a variety of different vacuum bags
• Stainless steel construction
• Equipped with printed vacuum chambers and removable
sealing bars
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

Stainless steel
470 x 550 x 430mm (H)
410 x 450 x 220mm (H)
400mm
Q = 12/14.4m³/h - oil
55kg
W 900
230V/50 - 60Hz

DG 40
Product Features:
• Top quality structure
• High work capacity
• Regulation of vacuum phase by percentage, giving the most
accurate results
• Self-cleaning pump system
• Stainless steel construction
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

Stainless steel
510 x 560 x 450mm (H)
410 x 450 x 220mm (H)
400mm
Q = 20/24m³/h - oil
60kg
W 900
230V/50 - 60Hz

DG 45
Product Features:
• Top quality structure
• High work capacity
• Regulation of vacuum phase by sensor, giving the most accurate
results
• Self-cleaning pump system
• Stainless steel construction
• LED programmable
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

Stainless steel
560 x 610 x 450mm (H)
460 x 500 x 220mm (H)
450mm
Q = 20/24m3/h - oil
68kg
W 900
230V/50 - 60Hz

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vacuum Packaging Machines

Jolly LCD
Product Features:
• Top quality structure
• High work capacity
• Regulation of vacuum phase by sensor, giving the most
accurate results
• “Step Vac” function to pack liquids
• Stainless steel construction
• Auto-cleaning system
• 10 available programs to customise
• Multifunction LCD panel

Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

Stainless steel
510 x 560 x 450mm (H)
410 x 450 x 220mm (H)
400mm
Q = 25m3/h - oil
60kg
W 900
230V/50 - 60Hz

Boxer-L LCD
Product Features:
• Top quality structure
• High work capacity
• Stainless steel construction
• Auto-cleaning system
• “Extra Vac” function
• Multifunction LCD panel
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

Stainless steel
560 x 610 x 1050mm (H)
460 x 500 x 220mm (H)
450mm
Q = 20/24m3/h - oil
90kg
W 900
230V/50 - 60Hz

CVS200 Sous Vide Machine
Product Features:
• Innovative device to cook at low temperature all kinds of food
products packed in vacuum bags
• The working cycle of this new equipment is characterised by two
distinct phases – the operator can set the desired temperature of
the water in the tank through the control board and at a second
stage, he may set the cooking time
• The static water, together with the constant monitoring through
the sensor/probe, which helps keep the temperature uniform
and constant in the bath - allows food to reach excellent cooking
results. The food is extremely soft and tasty, flavours are exalted
and ‘weight loss’ will definitely be reduced
Product Code:
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Height:
Effective Water Level: 	
Chamber Capacity:
Working Temperature:
Weight:
Voltage:
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2610778
Stainless steel
345 x 285 x 270mm (H)
150mm
120mm
9L
45°C - 100°C
6.5kg
230V/50 - 60Hz

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Medium Duty 4-Slot Toaster
Product Features:
• Brushed chrome housing
• Four extra-wide 35mm slots, great for bagels
• Up to 225 slices per hour
• Electronic browning controls
• Four self-centering bread racks
• Removable crumb trays
Model:
Power:
Dimensions:

Toasters

WCT708E
230V, 50Hz
114 x 406 x 114mm

Waring Conveyor Toasters
Product Features:
• Heavy-duty brushed stainless steel construction
• Power On and Toaster Ready indicator lights
• Cool-touch side panels
CTS1000
• Up to 450 slices per hour
• Less than 5 minute heat-up time
• Speed control and energy-saving standby functions
Dimensions:
Electrical:

461 x 394 x 343mm (H)
120V, 1800W

Economy OEK 420 Toaster (Electric)
Product Features:
• Serve slices from both back and front
• Adjustable top and bottom heat controls
• Adjustable toaster levels
• Easy cleaning
• Variable speed conveyor belt
• Up to 420 slices per hour
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:

2618001
550 x 400 x 320 mm (H)
1.9kW, 120V, 1 Phase
19kg

Deluxe Toaster
Product Features:
• Non-stick surface
• Adjustable handle
• Independent plate control enables operator to use a flat top only,
while the top plate is switched off
Product Code:
Voltage:
Power:
Cooking Surface:
Dimensions:
Weight:

TSA5009
230V
1.97kW
330 x 355mm
355 x 466 x 327mm
14kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Water Boilers

Standard Series

98

ECOD Series

Product Features:
• Interior and exterior construction – 304 stainless steel
• Safe and hygienic
• Modern design, easy to clean and maintain
• LED temperature display
• Various sizes available
• Automatic water refill
• Layered heating system saves energy and water boiling time
• Easy to install either on a benchtop or wall mounted

Product Features:
• Interior and exterior construction – 304 stainless steel
• Safe and hygienic
• Modern design, easy to clean and maintain
• Programmable – date, time, water, temperature
• Various sizes available
• Automatic water refill
• Layered heating system saves energy and water boiling time
• Easy to install either on a benchtop or wall mounted

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 4 – 2701251
230 x 265 x 390mm
220 - 240V
1.2kW
4L
1

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 8 – 2701259
300 x 330 x 460mm
220 - 240V
1.5kW
4L
1

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 8 – 2701252
300 x 330 x 460mm
220 - 240V
1.5kW
8L
1

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 15 – 2701260
350 x 360 x 525mm
220 - 240V
3kW
8L
2

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 15 – 2701253
350 x 360 x 525mm
220 - 240V
3kW
15L
2

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 30 – 2701261
520 x 360 x 575mm
220 - 240V
3kW
15L
2

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Power:
Capacity:
Taps:

DWB 30 – 2701254
520 x 360 x 575mm
220 - 240V
3kW
30L
2
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Dishwashers

Comenda Red Line – RB33

New!

Product Features:
• A truly complete washing system which operates with reduced
water and energy consumption
• Mainframe and panelling made entirely out of 18/10 AISI 304
stainless steel – guaranteeing longer lifespan
• Easy maintenance
• Well thought out design has given these products technical
and constructive details guaranteeing maximum dependability,
economical and safe operation
• Digital temperature Indicators
• Two washing cycles
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Total Electrical Load:

2614803
600 x 600 x 820 mm (H)
220/230V, 50Hz, 2.8kW

Comenda Red Line – RF45-1

New!

Product Features:
• A truly complete washing system which operates with reduced
water and energy consumption
• Mainframe and panelling made entirely out of 18/10 AISI 304
stainless steel – guaranteeing longer lifespan
• Easy maintenance
• Well thought out design has given these products technical
and constructive details guaranteeing maximum dependability,
economical and safe operation
• Digital temperature Indicators
• Two washing cycles
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Total Electrical Load:

2614827
600 x 600 x 820 mm (H)
220/230V, 50Hz, 3.45kW

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Dishwashers

AC2

Comenda Red Line – AC2 Series
Product Features:
• Compact, state-of-the-art, highly versatile machines created in full
compliance with the green philosophy applied by Comenda
• Extremely compact size
• All 304 stainless steel
• Inspection doors with integral balancing springs
• Compact installation dimensions
• Deep drawn tanks with rounded corners
• Fully self-draining vertical pumps
• Door wipe seal for constant cleaning of the inside of the door
• Electronic control panel with digital display temperature read out
• Double-wall doors
• 24V control circuit
• Economiser that activates rinsing only when rack passes through
• EOR
• Autotimer
Straight Configuration

AC2P

Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Cold Water Supply 15°C:

2614848 – AC2
100 racks per hour
1150mm
80L
220L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
19.04kW
38.94kW

Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Cold Water Supply 15°C:

2614867 – AC2P
150 racks per hour
1650mm
125L
300L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
23.74kW
38.94kW

Corner Configuration

AC2A

Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Cold Water Supply 15°C:

2614813 – AC2A
100 racks per hour
1200 x 1200mm
80L
220L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
19.04kW
38.94kW

Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Cold Water Supply 15°C:

xxxxx - AC2AP
150 racks per hour
1700 x 1200mm
145L
300L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
19.04kW
38.94kW

AC2AP
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Comenda Prime Line – PB34

New!

Dishwashers

Product Features:
• Single skin body stainless steel AISI 304
• Moulded double skin insulated door
• Built-in rinse aid dosing pump
• Provision for detergent dosing pump connection

Dimensions:		 460 x 521 x 668mm (H)
Rack Size:		 400 x 400mm
Total Electrical Load: 		 230V, 50Hz
Max. Output (rack/h): 		40
Rinse Water Consumption:
2.5L
Booster Capacity:		4.4L
Tank Capacity:		12L

Comenda Prime Line – PF45

New!

Product Features:
• Single skin body stainless steel AISI 304
• Moulded double skin insulated door
• Built-in rinse aid dosing pump
• Provision for detergent dosing pump connection
Dimensions:		 600 x 626 x 825mm (H)
Rack Size:		 500 x 500mm
Total Electrical Load: 		 230V, 50Hz
Max. Output (rack/h): 		40/60
Rinse Water Consumption:
2.5L
Booster Capacity:		7.5L
Tank Capacity:		21L

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Dishwashers

Comenda Prime Line
Product Features:
• Single skin body stainless steel AISI 304
• Hood activated cycle start and manual cycle start
• Removable rack holder
• Single piece deep drawn tank, multiple filtration system
• Built-in rinse aid dosing pump
• Provision for detergent dosing pump connection
Dimensions:
Rack Size:
Total Electrical Load:
Max. Output (rack/h):
Rinse Water Consumption:
Booster Capacity:
Tank Capacity:

624 x 740 x 1460mm (H)
500 x 500mm
230V, 50Hz, 10.5kW
65
2.8L
8.2L
48L

PC 07

Product Features:
• Single skin body stainless steel AISI 304
• Hood activated cycle start and manual cycle start
• Removable rack holder
• Single piece deep drawn tank, multiple filtration system
• Built-in rinse aid dosing pump
• Provision for detergent dosing pump connection
Dimensions:
Rack Size:
Total Electrical Load:
Max. Output (rack/h):
Rinse Water Consumption:
Booster Capacity:
Tank Capacity:

624 x 740 x 1460mm (H)
500 x 500mm
230V, 50Hz, 10.5kW
65
2.8L
8.2L
48L

PC 09

Product Features:
• Single skin body stainless steel AISI 304
• Hood activated cycle start and manual cycle start
• Removable rack holder
• Single piece deep drawn tank, multiple filtration system
• Built-in rinse aid dosing pump
• Provision for detergent dosing pump connection
Dimensions:
Rack Size:
Total Electrical Load:
Max. Output (rack/h):
Rinse Water Consumption:
Booster Capacity:
Tank Capacity:

624 x 740 x 1460mm (H)
500 x 500mm
230V, 50Hz, 10.5kW
65
2.8L
8.2L
48L

PC 12
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
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Comenda Blue Line – AC2E Series

AC2E P5

AC2E P6

AC2E P9

Dishwashers

Product Features:
• Each dishwasher consists of individual modules that can be
assembled according to clients productivity requirements
• All 304 stainless steel
• Inspection doors with integral balancing springs
• Compact installation dimensions
• Self-draining vertical pumps
• Door wipe seal for constant cleaning of the inside of the door
• Electronic control panel with digital display temperature read-out
• Double-wall doors
• Economiser that activates rinsing only when rack passes through
• Digital water flowmeter with total rinse water consumption and
machine run time
• All pre-wash sections with inspection door
• EOR
• Autotimer
Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Hot Water Supply 15°C:

2614868 – AC2EP5
195 racks per hour
2250mm
139L
180L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
25.72kW
38.80kW

Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Hot Water Supply 15°C:

2614866 – AC2EP6
205 racks per hour
2350mm
139L
190L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
25.88kW
38.80kW

Product Code:
Output:
Maximum Length:
Wash Tank Capacity:
Water Consumption:
Electrical Load:
Hot Water Supply 55°C:
Hot Water Supply 15°C:

Xxxxx - AC2EP9
220 racks per hour
2550 mm
174L
200L per hour
400V, 3 Neutral, 50Hz
27.14kW
42.14kW

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Dishwashers

Dishwash Tabling and Overhead Spray
Product Features:
• All 430 stainless steel top
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty galvanised backing sheet with bitumastic sound
deadening
• Various sizes available

Pre-wash

Roller Conveyors

Dump Table

Spray & Mixer Tap

Outlet Tables
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:

3013960
1150 x 620mm
3013961
1650 x 620mm
3013962
2250 x 620mm

Bridging Sinks
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:

3013970
1000 x 620mm right hand entry
3013971
1000 x 620mm left hand entry
3013972
1600 x 620mm right hand entry
3013973
1600 x 620mm left hand entry

Prewash Sink/Table
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Product Code:
Dimensions:

Basket Shelf

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl

3013965
1150 x 620mm left hand entry
3013966
1150 x 620mm right hand entry
3013963
1650 x 620mm left hand entry
3013980
1650 x 620mm right hand entry
3013964
2250 x 620mm right hand entry
3013975
2250 x 620mm left hand entry
3013976
1650 x 620mm left hand entry
double bowl
3013977
1650 x 620mm right hand entry
double bowl
3013978
2250 x 620mm right hand entry
double bowl
3013979
2250 x 620mm left hand entry double

Overhead Spray and Mixer Tap
Product Code:
2714001
Dimensions:
Mixer tap hot and cold 15mm
Product Code:
2613001
Dimensions:
Overhead pre-rinse spray
Dump Tables
Sizes Available:
Basket Shelf
Sizes Available:

Bridging Sink

Outlet Table
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Roller Conveyors
Sizes Available:
Unpowered:
Powered:

1650 x 620mm, 1650 x 930mm,
2250 x 620mm, 2250 x 930mm
1150mm, 1550mm, 2150mm
1000mm, 1500mm, 2250mm
90° curved
90° curved
180° curved

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Dishwashers

Cambro Mobile Drying Rack

The vertical drying rack provides foodservice operators with a
non-corrosive storage solution while keeping warewashing areas
organised and efficient. Securely store trays, cutting boards, lids and
sheet pans upright to promote faster and more sanitary drying.
•
•
•
•
•

Light-weight, break resistant and easy to assemble
Mobile unit allows for easy clean-up and mobility
Drying cradles are removable and dishwasher safe
7-slot drying cradles are made of high impact ABS material
Lifetime warranty against rust and corrosion on posts and
traverses

Racking – Wire Type Racks – Crockery Racks
Product Features:
• Mobile
• Removable plate inserts
• Plate inserts plasticised
• Frame epoxy coated
Product Code:
Mobile:
Capacity:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

2745001 – MCR4
Yes		
400 piece			
840 x 610 x 1650mm (H)
39kg			
910 x 770 x 1900mm – 62kg

Product Code:
Mobile:
Capacity:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

2745007 – MCR6
Yes
600 piece		
1140 x 610 x 1650mm (H)
47kg		
1210 x 770 x 1900mm – 78kg

Dishwasher Racks
The Vulcan full size (508 x 508mm) dishwasher racks have four-way tracking for fast loading in any direction. Various types are stocked to suit
different requirements.

Open Cup/Bowl Rack

Product Code: 2618035
Suitable for cups and odd bowls
508 x 508mm. Also available for flatware/cutlery (smaller openings)

Glass Rack – 25 Compartment

Product Code: 2618031
Compartmented glass racks for various sizes of glasses
Options – height extenders

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Dishwashers

Peg Type Plate Rack

Glass Rack – 36 Compartment

Product Code: 2618032
Compartmented glass racks for various sizes of glasses
Options – height extenders
Product Code

Rack Type

Height (mm)

Compartment Size

2618030

Peg rack (plates)

100

508 x 508mm - 1.8kg

2618035

Flat open (cups)

100

508 x 508mm - 1.8kg

2618033

Flat open (cutlery)

100

508 x 508mm - 1.8kg

2618029

9 compartment (glasses)

80

508 x 508mm 1.8kg

2618031

25 compartment (glasses)

80

90 x 90mm - 1.4kg

2618032

36 compartment (glasses)

80

75 x 75mm - 1.4kg

2618029A

9 compartment (extender)

40

508 x 508mm - 0.8kg

2618031A

25 compartment (extender)

40

90 x 90mm - 0.08kg

2618032A

36 compartment (extender)

40

75 x 75mm - 0.08kg

Contact your Vulcan sales consultant for further information
on other sizes/models

Salvajor Waste Disposers
Product Features:
• Corrosion-resistant body – permanent moulded from heat treated
aluminium alloy
• Teflon lip water seal – protects motor from damage by water
• Tapered roller bearing – provides long motor life, quiet operation
and shock absorption
• Water-cooled motor – provides maximum efficiency and longer life
• Quiet operation – extra thick rubber mounting adaptor and drain
isolates sound and eliminates vibration
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electric Load:

2610265 – model 150 – CA – MRSS
402mm (H)
1.12kW/1.5 hp, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral
and Earth

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electric Load:

2610266 – model 200 – CA – MRSS
402mm (H)
1.5kW/2 hp, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral
and Earth

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electric Load:

2610267 – model 300 – CA – MRSS
689mm (H)
2.25kW/3 hp, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral
and Earth

All machines constructed according to national and international standards and
CE approved in conformity to relative directives
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
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Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Desmon Reach-in Refrigerators
Product Features:
• Reach-in depth 71.5cm
• Electronic control
• Ventilated
• Automatic defrost
• Automatic evaporation on freezers only
• Exterior and interior in plastic coated steel
(optional stainless steel interior and exterior)
• Polyurethane insulation CTC free adjustable plastic feet
• Reversible door
• Ambient temperature +43˚C
• Gas: R404a

Also available as a freezer

ISM7
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Litres:
Packing:
Temperature Range:
Weight:

2616168
720 x 800 x 2120mm (H)
50Hz, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
700
790 x 860 x 2280mm (H)
-2˚C - 8˚C
120kg

ISM14
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Litres:
Packing:
Temperature Range:
Weight:

2616169
1440 x 800 x 2120mm (H)
50Hz, 230V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
1400
1510 x 860 x 2280mm (H)
-2˚C - 8˚C
190kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

GBC-15G/GBF – 15G Blast Chiller
Product Features:
• 15 shelves
• Distance between racks 68mm
• Output kg (90min) 40kg
• Refrigerating power 3110W
• Power 2980W
• Racks/roll-ins 15 (not included)
• Max. ambient temperature 38˚C
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Packing:
Temperature Range:
Weight:

2616024
800 x 830 x 2000mm (H)
50Hz, 220V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
840 x 870 x 2150mm (H)
-3˚C - 70˚C
150kg

Also available as a freezer

Blast Chiller and Shock Freezer – GBC-7/GBF-7
Product Features:
• Seven shelves
• Distance between racks 60mm
• Output kg (90mins) 18kg
• Refrigerating power 1836W
• Power 933W
• Racks/roll-ins 7 (not included)
• Max. ambient temperature 38˚C
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Packing:
Temperature Range:
Weight:
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2616023
800 x 830 x 1110mm (H)
50Hz, 220V, 1 Phase, Neutral and Earth
840 x 870 x 1270mm (H)
-3˚C - 70˚C
110kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Vulcan Upright Cooler – VR 430HD

Product Features:
• Adjustable shelves
• Illuminated header with light switch
• Fan assisted cooling
• Equipped with heavy duty castors
• Auto defrost
• Double layered tempered glass doors with argon injection
• Lockable
Product Code:
Certification:
Dimensions:
Voltage:
Capacity:
Refrigerant:
Temperature Range:

2610639
CB, CE, ETL, RoHS, MEPS
600 x 665 x 2020mm (H)
220V
430L
R134a
0ºC - 10ºC (average 5ºC)

Vulcan Upright Coolers – Sliding Doors
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelves
• LED digital temperature display
• Illuminated header with light switch
• Fan assisted cooling
• Equipped with heavy duty castors
• Auto defrost
• Double layered tempered glass doors with argon injection
• Lockable
• Refrigerant: R134a
• Certification: CB, CE, ETL, RoHS, MEPS
• Temperature range: 0°C - 10°C (average 5°C)
• 220V
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:

2610641 – VR 800 SD
1050 x 750 x 2100mm (H)
600L

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:

2610640 – VR 1000 SD
1130 x 750 2100mm (H)
744L

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:

2610642 – VR 1200 SD
1380 x 750 x 2100mm (H)
815L

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Upright Half Door Refrigerators – RA Series
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and high
humidity – works normally at 40ºC
• Freezer refrigerators use open type large evaporators. Reducing
the refrigeration time by half that of other brands. Fast-cooling
effect and temperature equalisation
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing the refrigeration efficiency
by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Environmentally friendly refrigerant – R404a for freezers and R134a
for chillers
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units

Power
Compressor (Hp) Supply
(V)

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

Capacity (L)

RA-680C
2610714

2 half door – S/S chiller
refrigerator

0

680 x 760 x 1950

550

1/3

RA-680F
2610715

2 half door – S/S
freezer refrigerator

-20

680 x 760 x 1950

550

RA-1200C
2610716

4 half door – S/S chiller
refrigerator

0

1200 x 760 x 1950

RA-1200F
2610717

4 half door – S/S
freezer refrigerator

-20

1200 x 760 x 1950

Refrigerant

Shelf

220

R134a

4 sets

1/2

220

R404a

4 sets

980

1/3

220

R134a

8 sets

980

3/4

220

R404a

8 sets

Upright Full Door Refrigerators – RB Series
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and high
humidity – ambient temperature 40ºC
• Freezer refrigerators use open type large evaporators, reducing the
refrigeration time by half that of other brands. Fast-cooling effect
and temperature equalisation
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing the refrigeration efficiency
by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Environmentally friendly refrigerant – R404a for freezers and R134a
for chillers
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units
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Power
Capacity (L) Compressor (Hp) Supply
(V)

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

RB-680C
2610718

1 full door – S/S chiller
refrigerator

0

680 x 760 x 1950

550

1/4

RB-680F
2610719

1 full door – S/S freezer
refrigerator

-20

680 x 760 x 1950

550

RB-1200C
2610720

2 full door – S/S chiller
refrigerator

0

1200 x 760 x 1950

RB-1200F
2610721

2 full door – S/S freezer
refrigerator

-20

1200 x 760 x 1950
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Refrigerant

Shelf

220

R134a

4 sets

1/2

220

R404a

4 sets

980

1/3

220

R134a

8 sets

980

3/4

220

R404a

8 sets

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Upright Half Door Display Refrigerators – RD Series

Product Features:
• S/S material inside and outside and LED illumination – increases
the level of displayed product
• Freezers have triple layer conductive glass and chillers have double
layers conductive glass – preventing condensation and drop in
temperature, also providing a food display effect
• Freezer refrigerators use open type large evaporators
• Reducing the refrigeration time by half that of other brands
• Fast-cooling effect and temperature equalisation
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing refrigeration efficiency by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Environmentally friendly refrigerant – R404a for freezers and R134a
for chillers
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

Capacity (L)

Compressor (Hp)

Power
Supply
(V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

RD-680C
2610722

2 half door – S/S chiller
refrigerator

0

680 x 760 x 1950

550

1/3

220

R134a

4 sets

RD-680F
2610723

2 half door - S/S freezer
refrigerator

-20

680 x 760 x 1950

550

1/2

220

R404a

4 sets

Wall Mounted Refrigerator Solutions – WA Series
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Especially for narrow and open kitchens
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing refrigeration efficiency by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• LED illumination
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

WA-1430C
2610724

1430 wall mounted
chiller refrigerator

0

1430 x 500 x 600

WA-1430F
2610725

1430 wall mounted
chiller freezer

-12

1430 x 500 x 600

Compressor (Hp)

Power
Supply
(V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

290

1/4

220

R134a

2 sets

290

1/3

220

R404a

2 sets

Dimensions (mm) Capacity (L)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Under Counter Refrigerators – UD Series
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Suited for fast food chains, coffee shops and open kitchens –
mobile, easy to remove and clean
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing the refrigeration efficiency
by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions
(mm)

Capacity (L)

Compressor (Hp)

Power
Supply
(V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

UD-695C

695 counter
chiller refrigerator

0

695 x 760 x 850

185

1/4

220

R134a

1 set

UD-695F
2610726

695 counter
chiller freezer

-12

695 x 760 x 850

185

1/3

220

R404a

1 set

Counter Refrigerators – RC Series
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and high
humidity – works normally at 40ºC
• Freezer refrigerators use open type large evaporators, reducing the
refrigeration time by half that of other brands. Fast-cooling effect
and temperature equalisation
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing the refrigeration efficiency
by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units
Optional Extra:
Splashback
Castors
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Power
Capacity (L) Compressor (Hp) Supply
(V)

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

RC-1200C
2610728

1200 counter
2 door chiller
refrigerator

0

1200 x 650/750 x 900

290

1/4

RC-1500C
2610729

1500 counter
2 door chiller
refrigerator

0

1500 x 650/750 x 900

390

RC-1800C
2610730

1800 counter
3 door chiller
refrigerator

0

1800 x 700 x 900

530
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Refrigerant

Shelf

220

R134a

2 sets

1/4

220

R134a

2 sets

1/3

220

R134a

3 sets

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Counter Display Refrigerators – RF Series

Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and high
humidity – works normally at 40ºC
• Freezer refrigerators use open type large evaporators, reducing the
refrigeration time by half that of other brands. Fast-cooling effect
and temperature equalisation
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing the refrigeration efficiency
by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units
Optional Extra:
Splashback
Castors
Power
Supply
(V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

1/4

220

R134a

2 sets

390

1/4

220

R134a

2 sets

530

1/3

220

R134a

3 sets

Capacity Compressor
(L)
(Hp)

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

RF-1200C
2610745

1200 counter
2 door display
chiller refrigerator

0

1200 x 650/750 x 900

290

RF-1500C
2610746

1500 counter
2 door display
chiller refrigerator

0

1500 x 650/750 x 900

RF-1800C
2610747

1800 counter
3 door display
chiller refrigerator

0

1800 x 650/750 x 900

GN Pan Counter Refrigerators – EA Series
Product Features:
• Adjustable shelving
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and high
humidity – works normally at 40ºC
• Freezer refrigerators use open type large evaporators, reducing the
refrigeration time by half that of other brands. Fast-cooling effect
and temperature equalisation
• Evaporators and condensers adopt copper pipes and hydrophilic
aluminium foil material – increasing the refrigeration efficiency
by 18%
• Microcomputer Temperature Control
• Door frame heaters
• Locks standard
• Rounded corners
• Package refrigeration units
Optional Extra:
Splashback
Castors

Model &
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

EA-2435C - 800L
2610728

2435 counter chiller
left compressor

0

2435 x 700 x 900

EA-2435C - 800R
2610729

2435 counter chiller
right compressor

0

2435 x 700 x 900

Compressor
(Hp)

Power
Supply
(V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

800

1/2

220

R134a

4 sets

800

1/2

220V

R134a

4 sets

Dimensions (mm) Capacity (L)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Pizza Top Refrigerator – SSL Series
Product Features:
• Convenient to store fruits, vegetables, sauces and pizza toppings
separately
• Automatic back door, avoid cold air escaping
• Specially designed for kitchens with high temperature and
humidity – works normally at 40°C
• Does not include GN pans

Model and
Product Code

Description

Temp
(°C)

Dimensions (mm)

Capacity
(L)

Compressor
(Hp)

Power
Supply (V)

Refrigerant

Shelf

SSL-1225C
2610775

1225 pizza top chiller
refrigerator

0

1225 x 760 x 1100

345

1/3

220

R134a

2 sets

SSL-1845C
26107761

1845 pizza top chiller
refrigerator

0

1845 x 760 x 1100

550

1/2

220

R134a

3 sets

Oscartielle Island Freezers – Urano

Product Features:
• Cabinet with static refrigeration system for the display of frozen
foods and ice creams
• Equipped with sliding covers, having low-emission glass
that grant heat losses reduction and excellent visibility of the
displayed products

•

•

Urano allows a remarkable flexibility of application, thanks to the
possibility to be positioned as a single cabinet, back-to-back or
in a case with a header – giving more merchandising impact to
the product in the display area
Working temperature: -18ºC/-23ºC

Product Code

Model

Length (mm)

Internal Length (mm)

Horizontal Display Surface (m2)

Net Volume (dmw)

2613061

210

2100

1960

1.41

720

2613062

250

2500

2360

1.70

878

2613060

Panoramic

1820

1680

1.23

430

Notes
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Vulcan Professional Refrigeration

Tefcold Island Freezers

Product Features:
• Designed for island installation
• Sliding curved lids
• Adjustable dividers
• Static cooling
• Adjustable legs
• Automatic defrost version available
Product Code

Model

Length (mm)

Temperature Range (°C)

Net Volume (L)

2624006

Super-B250

2506

-18 to -24

786

2624005

Super-B45

1856

-18 to -24

468

Plug-in Refrigerated Cabinets – Serve-over Counter

Sweet 2
The higher level pastry finds its ideal placement in this refrigerated
serve over cabinet, thanks to the wide vertically developed surface,
the efficient illumination and maximum visibility of the displayed
product. Both the open and closed spherical corners enhance the
round shape of the counter and allow for various display solutions.

Product Features:
• Built-in condensing unit
• Static refrigeration
• Off-cycle defrost
• Normal temperature

Model

Length
(mm)

Length Without Ends
(mm)

Horizontal Display Surface
(m²)

Net Volume
Display Area (dm³)

Display Drawers

100

1018

938

1.51

120

1

200

1955

1875

3.02

240

2

300

2893

2813

4.53

360

3

AI 45°

-

-

1.10

110

-

AE 45°

-

-

1.20

120

-

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Working Temperature
(°C)

+4/+8
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Ice Machines

AF80 Scotsman Ice Flaker
Scotsman has revolutionised the ice maker, to provide state-of-the art
dimensional and operational features. Today with its new aesthetics
you may proudly display your ice maker. At the same time, the reduced
dimensions allow you to place it under the counter or wherever you
prefer, with the utmost freedom even with water drain constraints.
Daily production and storage capacity have been optimised in relation
to overall dimensions, while innovative features create and allow the
maintenance of the highest food safety standards.
Product Code:
Ice Output:
Storage Bin Capacity:
Power Consumption:
Drainage Required:
Watt & Fuse Rating:
Voltage:
Dimensions (WxHxD):
Weight:

2727004
85kg per 24hours
32kg
9kWh
At floor level
400W 10A
220V (1 Phase)
592 x 1006/11262 x 622mm
63kg

NW Modular Range
Product Features:
• Models available: NW308, NW458, NW608, NW1008
• The range produces between 160 and 485kg of ice per day
• Vertical cube system
• T304 stainless steel panels
• Auto-alert indicator lights
• Global standard footprint: strictly follows international imperial
standards commonly adopted in the industry for reference
• One touch cleaning: reduces labour costs and saves time and
simplifies cleaning process
• Front evaporator access: immediate access to evaporating plate
for quick self-maintenance operations
• Head only ice maker: requires a separate storage bin to collect the
ice produced
• CFC Free R-404a refrigerant
Scotsman Ice Storage Bins
Storage bins are used with modular ice makers, enabling production
and storage capacities to be matched to customer requirements more
accurately in high production situations. The range has a storage
capacity of 129 to 500kg.

EC Series Undercounter Range
Product Features:
• Produces individual gourmet crystral clear supercubes
• Resistant stainless steel exterior
• Simple and reliable electromechanical controls
• Front panel in and out airflow for built-in installation
• Front access condenser air filter, removable and washable
• Easily accessible front On/Off switch
• Routine maintenance visible alarm light on front panel
• PWD – Progressive Water Discharge: pumps excess residual water
up to a distance of 15m
• Six models in the range producing between 31 and 130kg of ice
per day
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shelving & Racking

Camshelving® Elements Series

Product Features:
• Composite material is as strong as steel
• 60% lighter in weight, easy to set up, adjust and change
configurations
• Resistant to moisture – won’t rust or corrode
• Non-porous surface simply wipes clean
• Shelf plates are easily removed for thorough dishwasher cleaning
• Camguard® antimicrobial protection is permanently embedded in
shelf plates
• Lifetime warranty against corrosion and rust
• Withstands temperatures as cold as -38°C or warm environments
up to 88°C
• Ideal for wet, dry, cold or hot environments
• Impervious to moisture and chemicals
4-Shelf Stationary Starter Units
Product Code
Dimensions		
2610134
910 x 460 x 1830mm (H)
2610135A
1070 x 460 x 1830mm (H)
2610137
1220 x 460 x 1830mm (H)
2610136
910 x 540 x 1830mm (H)
2610151
1070 x 540 x 1830mm (H)
2610138A
910 x 610 x 1830mm (H)
2610139A
1070 x 610 x 1830mm (H)
2610141A
1220 x 610 x 1830mm (H)

Case Kg/Cube m³
23.26 (0.17)
25.32 (0.17)
27.32 (0.17)
25.50 (0.21)
27.90 (0.21)
27.57 (0.24)
30.21 (0.24)
33.11 (0.24)

4-Shelf Add On Units
Product Code
Dimensions		
2610134A
910 x 460 x 1830mm (H)
2610135
1070 x 460 x 1830mm (H)
2610137A
1220 x 460 x 1830mm (H)
2610136A
910 x 540 x 1830mm (H)
2610151A
1070 x 540 x 1830mm (H)
2610138
910 x 610 x 1830mm (H)
2610139
1070 x 610 x 1830mm (H)
2610141
1220 x 610 x 1830mm (H)

Case Kg/Cube m³
19.50 (0.17)
21.56 (0.17)
23.56 (0.17)
21.67 (0.21)
24.07 (0.21)
23.65 (0.24)
26.29 (0.24)
29.20 (0.24)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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shelving & Racking

Modular Storage Shelving
Product Features:
• Fully modular
• Fully adjustable
• Robust construction
• Easily assembled
• Choice of finish to suit application
• Easy to clean
• Order only what you require
When two or more modules are joined lengthwise, a common end
frame is used. Uprights have holes punched to fix shelves at the
following centres from floor level: 211, 616, 886, 1021, 1156, 1426,
1696 and 1966mm.

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043471 – GS8
Shelf
Galvanised
850 x 500mm
5.5kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043463 – EP19
End frame
Epoxy coated
1982mm (H)
7kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043544 – SS14
End frame
Stainless steel
1442mm (H)
5kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043498 – GS11
Shelf
Galvanised
1150 x 500mm
6.5kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043595 – SS8
Shelf
Stainless steel
850 x 500mm
5kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043552 – SS19
End frame
Stainless steel
1982mm (H)
6kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043455 – EP14
End frame
Epoxy coated
1442mm (H)
6kg

Product Code:
Description:
Finish:
Dimensions:
Weight:

3043625 – SS11
Shelf
Stainless steel
1150 x 500mm
7kg

Econo Shelving – Storage Shelving “Econo” Construction
Galvanised
Product Code
3043714
3043718
3043721
3043722
3043723
		

Type			
“Econo” shelf 		
“Econo” shelf 		
“Econo” shelf upright
“Econo” shelf upright
“Econo” shelf corner
gusset

Stainless Steel Type 430
Product Code
Type			
3043700
“Econo” shelf 		
3043705
“Econo” shelf 		
3043708
“Econo” shelf upright
3043709
“Econo” shelf upright
3043710
“Econo” shelf corner
		
gusset
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Dimensions
820 x 380mm wide solid
1120 x 380mm wide solid
1750 x 1.6mm thick
1400 x 1.6mm thick

Dimensions
820 x 380mm wide solid
1120 x 380mm wide solid
1750 x 1.6mm thick
1400 x 1.6mm thick

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Wire Type Racks – Vegetable Racks

Product Features:
• Robustly constructed
• Removable baskets for easy cleaning
• Epoxy coated frame and baskets
• Four tier
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Number of Baskets:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

2745024 – VR-9
915 x 560 x 1600mm (H)
4
28kg
980 x 710 x 1800mm – 49kg		

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Number of Baskets:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

2745026 – VR-18
1830 x 560 x 1600mm (H)
8
49kg		
1900 x 710 x 1800mm – 74kg

Racking – Wall Mounted Shelving
Product Features:
• Wall mounted type 430 stainless steel shelving is available
in widths:
- 300mm (1.2mm thick)
- 400mm (1.6mm thick)
- 500mm (1.6mm thick)
- Made in lengths to suit available space

Racking – Wire Type Racks – Crockery Racks
Product Features:
• Mobile
• Removable plate inserts
• Plate inserts plasticised
• Frame epoxy coated
Product Code:
Mobile:
Capacity:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

2745001 – MCR4
Yes		
400 piece			
840 x 610 x 1650mm (H)
39kg			
910 x 770 x 1900mm – 62kg

Product Code:
Mobile:
Capacity:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

2745007 – MCR6
Yes
600 piece		
1140 x 610 x 1650mm (H)
47kg		
1210 x 770 x 1900mm – 78kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Racking – Wall Mounted Crockery Racks
Product Features:
• Epoxy coated frame
• Illustrated Product Code: 2745008
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Tiers:

2745008 – WMCR 97
1120 x 285 x 455mm (H)
57 plates and 40 cups
2

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Capacity:
Tiers:

2745009 – WMCR 154
1120 x 285 x 655mm (H)
114 plates and 40 cups
3

Racking – Mobile Cold Room Trolley
Product Features:
• AISI 304 CR-NI stainless steel construction
• Tubular frame
• Stainless steel angular tray runners
• Capacity of 16 x 2/1 or 32 x 1/1 Gastronorm© trays
• Castors are 125mm fully swivel type
Product Code:
Model:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3043404
CRR
630 x 680 x 1760mm (H)
38kg			
700 x 720 x 1980mm
63kg

Optional Extra:
Pans and trays

300 piece also available

Racking – Pot Rack PR and MPR
Product Features:
• Robust construction
• Four tiers
• Mobile rack available
• Grade 304 stainless steel uprights 45mm diameter
• 20mm galvanised tubes to form storage platforms
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3043447 – MPR (mobile)
1200 x 600 x 1450mm (H)
52kg
1270 x 670 x 1660mm
87kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3043617 – PR
1200 x 600 x 1450mm (H)
49kg
1270 x 670 x 1660mm
84kg

Optional Extra:
All stainless steel construction
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shelving & Racking

Racking – Wall Mounted Tubular Pot Racks

Product Features:
• Available in galvanised steel and stainless steel
• Standard sizes available:
900 x 400mm
1000 x 400mm
1500 x 400mm
2000 x 400mm
2500 x 400mm
• Intermediate sizes can be manufactured

Racking – Cambro Dunnage Racks
Product Features:
• Dunnage racks for storage off the floor, avoiding contaminants
• One-piece polyethylene construction
• Super resistant
• Loads of 680 to 1.360kg depending on size
• Ideal for walk-in coolers and freezers or dry inventory
• 30cm above the floor, compliant with HACCP
• Connectors available to lock racks together for greater stability
• Easy to clean
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Load Capacity:

2610094 – DRS36480
910 x 530 x 310mm (H)
680kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Load Capacity:

2610095 – DRS48480
1220 x 530 x 310mm (H)
1360kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Load Capacity:

2610096 – DRS360480
910 x 530 x 310mm (H)
680kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Load Capacity:

2610097 – DRS480480
1220 x 530 x 310mm (H)
1360kg

Racking – Dunnage Racks
Product Features:
• Ideal for storage of dry goods and bagged or boxed vegetables
• Robust construction
• AISI 304 CR-NI stainless steel uprights 45mm diameter
• 20mm galvanised tubes to form storage platforms
• Optional all stainless steel construction
Product Code:
Model:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:

3043331
DR
860 x 600 x 300mm (H)
10kg
930 x 670 x 370mm
22kg

Optional Extra:
All stainless steel construction

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Tables

Tables

Available in series 700

Stainless Steel Table with Splashback
Product Features:
• All 430 stainless steel top (optional 304)
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty galvanised backing sheet with bitumastic sound
deadening
• 150mm high splash back to rear
• Other sizes available: SWB 1200 Product Code: 3044100
		
SWB 1400 Product Code: 3044101

Optional Extra:
Solid galvanised shelf, solid stainless steel 430 shelf, stainless steel
tubular rack, galvanised tubular rack, polypropylene cutting board,
stainless steel faced drawer with provision for lock-fitted, castors –
set of four, plain fixed or swivel with brakes
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Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044700 – model SWB 1050
1050 x 650 x 910mm (H)
38kg
1110 x 720 x 575mm – 58kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044701 – model SWB 1650
1650 x 650 x 910mm (H)
51kg
1720 x 720 x 575mm – 76kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044702 – model SWB 1840
1840 x 650 x 910mm (H)
60kg
1940 x 720 x 575mm – 86kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044703 – model SWB 2250
2250 x 650 x 910mm (H)
66kg
2320 x 720 x 575mm – 97kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Stainless Steel Table with Plain Top

Tables

Product Features:
• All 430 stainless steel top (optional 304)
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty galvanised backing sheet with bitumastic sound
deadening
• Other sizes available: SST 1200 Product Code: 3044110
SST 1400 Product Code: 3044111

Optional Extra:
Solid galvanised shelf, solid stainless steel 430 shelf, stainless steel
tubular rack, galvanised tubular rack, polypropylene cutting board,
stainless steel faced drawer with provision for lock-fitted, castors –
set of four, plain fixed or swivel with brakes

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044705 – model SST 1050
1050 x 750 x 910mm (H)
38kg
1110 x 820 x 365mm – 58kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044706 – model SST 1650
1650 x 750 x 910mm (H)
52kg
1720 x 820 x 365mm – 76kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044707 – model SST 1840
1840 x 750 x 910mm (H)
60kg
1940 x 820 x 365mm – 86kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044708 – model SST 2250
2250 x 750 x 910mm (H)
69kg
2320 x 820 x 365mm – 97kg

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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sinks

SBPS Single Bowl Pot Sink
Product Features:
• All 430 type stainless steel
• Cold pressed bowl AISI 304CR NI grade stainless steel with 40mm
waste outlet hole
• 150mm high splash back to rear
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty backing sheet with bitumastic sound deadening

1650

650

910

615

1060

900

Model 1

Model 2

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044419
900 x 650 x 910mm (H)
605 x 505 x 280mm (D)
33kg
1100 x 720 x 1200mm – 45kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044427
1650 x 650 x 910mm (H)
605 x 505 x 280mm (D)
50kg
1750 x 720 x 1200mm – 68kg

DCBPS Double Bowl Pot Sink
Product Features:
• All 430 type stainless steel
• Cold pressed bowl AISI 304CR NI grade stainless steel with 40mm
waste outlet hole
• 150mm high splash back to rear
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty backing sheet with bitumastic sound deadening

615

910

1060

(1850) 2250

Model 1
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Model 2

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044428
1850 x 650 x 910mm (H)
605 x 505 x 280mm (D)
57kg
1920 x 720 x 690mm – 88kg

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044430
2250 x 650 x 910mm (H)
605 x 505 x 280mm (D)
72kg
2320 x 720 x 690mm – 96kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

sinks

SCBS Single Bowl Preparation Sink

Product Features:
• All 430 type stainless steel
• Cold pressed bowl AISI 304CR NI grade stainless steel with 40mm
waste outlet hole
• 150mm high splash back to rear
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty backing sheet with bitumastic sound deadening

665

685

910

1060

150

1650

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044362
1650 x 650 x 910mm (H)
505 x 505 x 250mm (H)
49kg
1720 x 720 x 525 – 68kg

Double Bowl Preparation Sink

685

910

1060

150

Product Features:
• All 430 type stainless steel
• Cold pressed bowl AISI 304CR NI grade stainless steel with 40mm
waste outlet hole
• 150mm high splash back to rear
• Heavy duty backing sheet with bitumastic sound deadening
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces

1850
655

540

2250
655

855

540

855

Model Dcbs/22

Model Dcbs/18

Model DCBS/18
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044363
1850 x 650 x 910mm (H)
505 x 505 x 250mm (D)
51kg
1920 x 720 x 525mm – 76kg

Model DCBS/22
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

3044370
2250 x 650 x 910mm (H)
505 x 505 x 250mm (D)
61kg
2320 x 720 x 525mm – 83kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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sinks

VPS-L and VPS-R Double Bowl Vegetable Sink
Product Features:
• VPS-L left hand bowls - Product Code: 3044451
• VPS-R right hand bowls - Product Code: 3044478
• All 430 type stainless steel
• Cold pressed bowl AISI 304CR NI grade stainless steel with 40mm
waste outlet hole
• 150mm high splash back to rear
• Stainless steel legs with adjustable foot pieces
• Heavy duty backing sheet with bitumastic sound deadening
1850
660

840

Product Code:
Dimensions:
Bowl Dimensions:
		
Weight:
Crated Size & Weight:

650

915

615

1080

350

3044451 / 3044478
1850 x 650 x 910mm (H)
1 bowl - 605 x 505 x 280mm (D)
1 bowl - 505 x 505 x 250mm (D)
54kg
1920 x 720 x 690mm – 85kg

Knee Operated Basin
Product Features:
• Hot and cold adjustment
• 304 stainless steel construction
• Complete with stainless steel tap
• Complete with waste hose
• Complete with high splash back for mounting of chemicals/hand
sanitiser units
Product Code:
Dimensions:

2618109
400 x 330 x 230mm

Hand Basin
Product Features:
• Wall mounted handwash basin
• Stainless steel construction
• Comes with hot and cold tap holes
Product Code:
Dimensions:
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2618110
400 x 310 x 190mm

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Butchery E uipment

Vulcan Band Saw

Product Features:
• Hygienically designed for ease of cleaning
• Finish – 304/430 stainless steel bead blasted
• AISI 304 CR-NI stainless steel work surfaces, carriage track and
lower wheel door
• Auto brake instant stop (two second delay)
• Upper wheel assembly, table top and carriage removable for cleaning
• Doors removable for cleaning
• Safety cut-out switch
Pedestal Band saw (illustrated)
Head, body and base constructed of 304/430 stainless steel
Stainless steel working surfaces
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Motor:
Weight:
Crated Size:
Crated Weight:
Stainless Steel Table:
Cutting Clearance:

8402498
970mm x 800mm x 1860mm (H)
1.5kW, 400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
175kg
1750 x 1150 x 200mm
240kg
920mm long x 445mm deep x 920mm 		
minimum height from floor
415mm vertical x 325mm horizontal

Bowlcutter
Product Features:
• Aluminium castings bowl and lid
• Stove enamelled body and lid
• Heavy guage stainless steel frame
• Special steel hot tin-dipped shafts and bearing housing
• Supplied with blade spanner
• Safety cut-off lid
• Bowl capacity: 20L
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Power Requirements:

8405131
860 x 660 x 550mm (H)
175kg
4.5kW - 400V, 3 Phase

Notes
For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Butchery E uipment

Floor Mincer No. 52
Product Features:
• Complete with 1 food safe stomper
• 1 splash paddle, 1 knife and 1 plate
• Supplied with spanner for lock ring
• Stainless steel cladding
• Hot tin-dipped worm, barrel and ring nut
• Extra large 304 stainless steel tray for convenience
• Tray size: 1300 x 765 x 155mm
• Capacity: 500kg per hour
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Power Requirements:

8417353
1435 x 840 x 1050mm (H)
130kg
5.5kW - 400V, 3 Phase

30 Litre Sausage Filler
Product Features:
• Hydraulically operated
• Easy clean construction
• Filling speed control
• Adjustable feet
• Easy interchangeable filling nozzles
• Independent oil tank
Product Code:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Nozzle Height:

2790552
690 x 510 x 1240mm (H)
380V, 3 Phase, 50Hz
205kg (with oil)
1130mm

Marinator
Product Features:
• Tubular stainless steel chassis, control box and clad in stainless
steel, mixing drum and lid in AISI 304 CR-NI grade polished
stainless steel
• Two fixed stainless steel paddles in drum for better tumbling
• On/Off buttons linked to adjustable cycle timer
• Control box fitted with emergency stop button
• Mixing drum indexes easily for ease of emptying
• Fitting with castors (two-locking)
Product Code:
Model:
Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
Product Code:
Model:
Overall Dimensions:
Electrical Load:
Weight:
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8402020
38L model
490 x 980 x 1110mm (H)
0.25kW, 230V, 1 Phase, 6-pole motor, 		
35:1 ratio gearbox
65kg
8402021
78L model
490 x 1150 x 1110mm (H)
0.25kW, 230V, 1 Phase, 6-pole motor, 		
35:1 ratio gearbox
70kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Butchery E uipment

DG 40

Product Features:
• Top-quality structure
• High work capacity
• Regulation of vacuum phase by percentage giving the most
accurate results
• Self-cleaning pump system
• Stainless steel construction
Product Code:
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

2610761
Stainless steel
510 x 560 x 450mm (H)
410 x 450 x 220mm (H)
400mm
Q = 20/24m³/h - oil
60kg
W 900
230V/50-60Hz

Boxer-L LCD
Product Features:
• Top-quality structure
• High work capacity
• Stainless steel construction
• Auto-cleaning system
• “Extra Vac” function
• Multifunction LCD panel
Product Code:
Structure:
Dimensions:
Chamber Size:
Sealing Bar:
Vacuum Pump:
Weight:
Absorption:
Voltage:

2610766
Stainless steel
560 x 610 x 1050mm (H)
460 x 500 x 220mm (H)
450mm
Q = 20/24m3/h - oil
90kg
W 900
230V/50-60Hz

150 Litre Butchery Trough
Product Features:
• 150L capacity
• Used to mix the mince and spice mixture for making sausage,
patties etc.
• Tank – 1.5mm grade 304 SS
• Frame – 40 sq tube grade 304 SS
• Heavy duty DIA 150mm nylon wheels
• Drain DIA 32mm (w) threaded stopper
Product Code:
Dimensions:

2515751
1200 x 650 x 660 (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Bar E uipment

Keep your bar operational and running as smoothly as possible with our selection of equipment every bar needs. The placement and
functionality of the bar equipment must fit your operations to enhance the customer experience. Bar equipment is designed for small spaces
and high performance – refrigeration, sinks, wait stations, ice bins, rail lines, all need to be considered for ultimate performance and profitability.
Vulcan will work with you to find the right combination and size of equipment to maximise your operations.
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Extraction / Ventilation

Extraction Canopies
Extraction canopies are crucial for the safety of any industrial kitchen. As well as keeping the areas well ventilated, they also provide protection
from poisonous gases which industrial kitchens can emit.
Extraction canopies enable busy kitchens to function efficiently and safely, while providing kitchen staff with a comfortable workplace.
Regardless of whether you are designing a new kitchen or revamping an old one, it is crucial you check that the ventilation system meets
SANS standards.
It is also crucial that, along with the extraction canopy, a fire suppression and detection system is installed alongside. High profile kitchen fires
have made the industry very aware of the need to install efficient systems.
Vulcan consultants are well versed on which solution will suit your requirements and budget.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Fire uppression & Detection

Fire Suppression
A complete detection & suppression system

Everything you need together in one box

•
•
•
•

Reduces even the most critical electrical fire risks:
• Combustion from short circuits, overloading or overheating
• Extensive damage to circuitry
• Work stoppage
• Extensive cleanup if sprinkler system discharges

Easy/flexible installation
Quick and effective suppression
Highly dependable: no electricity or moving parts
Highly economical

The BRIGITDETEC difference
BRIGITDETEC systems use a proprietary continuous linear sensor tube that reliably detects and actuates release of the extinguishing agent
using pneumatic technology. It is more flexible, space efficient and cost effective versus alternative mechanical or electronic systems.
Quick and Easy installation directly inside electrical cabinets
The flexible sensor tubing is easily installed inside the electrical cabinet directly above the wires and circuitry where a fire could start.
When in service, the tubing is pressurised with dry nitrogen to 16 bar. The dynamics of pressurisation make the tubing more reactive to heat.
Early fire detection
If a flame-up occurs, the heat of the fire causes the pressurised sensor tube to burst at the hottest spot (approx. 110°C).
Instant suppression
The sudden tube de-pressurisation actuates the special pressure differential valve and instantly floods the entire cabinet area with CO2
extinguishing agent. The fire is quickly suppressed just moments after it began, minimising damage and downtime.
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Cold / Freezer Rooms

Product Features:
• All panels are totally sealed with PVC profiles to ensure
permanent vapour barriers
• High impact interlock profiles that snap together easily
• Strippable plastic on all panel surfaces to ensure scratch-free
surfaces
• Simple design with high quality materials for ease of erection

•
•
•
•

Door-opening profiles of thick PVC, reinforced with aluminium
corners that house the anti-sweat heaters (freezer application).
This feature has quick access to heaters for replacement
Ease of operation of high quality, cost-effective sliding doors and
hinged doors
Meat rail system that bolts together as a kit
Rails are adjustable and galvanised or stainless steel

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Laundry E uipment

Laundry Equipment
Vulcan supplies a full range of innovative commercial and industrial laundry equipment.
Our range includes sortation and materials handling, wash room equipment, barrier washers, finishing equipment, ironing, garment handling
and folding.
We have expertise in the following market sectors and can supply appropriate equipment for specific processes: Hospitality, Healthcare,
Mining, Factories and general industry.

Notes
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Container Kitchens

Container Solutions
Cost effective solution providing a temporary, permanent or movable fixture.
Completely customised to suit your business conditions, whether it’s a field kitchen, catering or events, function kitchen or construction
catering.
All container solutions are designed with client’s requirements and budgets in mind. We can work with you to design and deliver a solution that
suits your needs.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Ultimate Bakery Solutions
After these many years of service to the food service industry,
South Africa’s preferred supplier of food service equipment took the
decision to invest in a bakery division due to demand from clients.
Now Vulcan is a one-stop-shop for establishments with bakery
equipment needs, as well as standard catering equipment needs,
with a comprehensive range that will suit all clients – from entry-level
to big store bakeries.

For the past 60 years, Vulcan Catering Equipment has manufactured
and supplied commercial and industrial catering equipment to the
South African and Sub-Saharan Food Service Equipment markets.
Through constant innovation and adaptability, Vulcan has been
able to meet the needs of this ever-changing market while offering
the impeccable service and superior products that the brand is
renowned for.
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Vulcan represents and is sole distributor for a number of worldleading brands, marketing a comprehensive range of equipment
designed for food preparation, cooking, ware-washing, bakery, pointof-sale display, storage and food distribution.
These strong relationships allow us to source the best equipment
and pricing for our customers.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Minuetto

Minuetto Mario Basic
The Mario Basic pizza oven gives you the perfect opportunity to create a stone-baked rustic pizza. The independent top and bottom high heat
setting and imported stone floor gives the perfect crust pizza base. The special insulation and small baking chamber keeps the heat where you
need it the most. The ovens modular design allows you to add up to 4 decks.
Mario Basic 4.6

Mario Basic 6.8

Chamber Size (mm)

440 x 640

640 x 840

Pizza Capacity 20cm

4

8

Total Power Per Deck

4kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

6kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

Optional Extra:
Pizza shovel
Pizza shovel stand for 3 shovels
Oven stand
Minuetto Mario Plus Pizza Deck Oven
Pizza Deck Mario Plus comes with all the features of the Basic and adds the advanced iTouch control system. The iTouch helps you achieve
optimum baking results while utilising less energy. The picture-based memory on the iTouch helps the operator load the baking program easily
and quickly.

Chamber Size (mm)

Mario Plus 4.6

Mario Plus 6.8

440 x 640

640 x 840

Pizza Capacity 20cm

4

8

Total Power Per Deck

4kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

6kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

Optional Extra:
Pizza shovel
Pizza shovel stand for 3 shovels
Oven stand

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Minuetto

Minuetto Nasi Basic Artisan Deck Oven
The Nasi Basic Artisan Deck Oven helps the baker achieve a proper artisan stone-baked crusty bread. The independent top and bottom heat
setting and imported stone floor gives the perfect base for any bread. The swing-in clear glass door, enables all customers and staff to view
bread baking in the oven for improved theatre of baking. The special insulation and small baking chamber keeps the heat where you need it
the most. The ovens modular design allows you add up to 5 decks.

Chamber Size (mm)

Nasi Basic 4.6

Nasi Basic 6.8

440 x 640

640 x 840

Capacity Pans 400 x 600mm

1

2

Total Power Per Deck

3.5kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

5kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

Optional Extra:
Steam per deck
Loading stretcher 600 wide
Oven stand
Minuetto Nasi Plus Artisan Deck Oven
The Nasi Plus Artisan deck oven is the perfect oven for the master baker. The Nasi Plus has all the features of the Basic plus more. The iTouch
helps you achieve optimum baking results while utilising less energy. The picture-based memory on the iTouch helps the operator load the
baking program easily and quickly. iTouch 5 step program will assist to achieve consistent and accurate results. The oven can be used with the
Milano Forni Stretcher loader. The oven can be stacked 5 decks high.
Nasi Plus 4.6

Nasi Plus 6.8

Chamber Size (mm)

440 x 640

640 x 840

Capacity Pans 400 x 600mm

1

2

Total Power Per Deck

3.5kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

5kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

Optional Extra:
Loading stretcher 600 wide
Oven stand
Minuetto Ion Basic 4.6
The Ion Basic 4 Pan Bake-Off Oven is perfect for baking any confectionery and pastries. The compact size and rigid stainless steel
construction makes the Ion a perfect addition to all deli, C Stores, coffee shops, hospitality sector, supermarkets and bakeries. The large glass
door gives a perfect viewing stage for your pastries.
Ion Basic 4.6
Pan Capacity

4

Pan Size (mm)

400 x 600

Total kW

6.2kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

Optional Extra:
Oven stand
Minuetto Ion PLUS 4.6
The Ion Plus is the ultimate 4 Pan Bake-Off Oven you will ever need. The oven comes complete with all the features of the Basic, plus lots
more. Like the iTouch control system, 3-speed fan for all those delicate products, the ability to have fast dry and continuous steaming during
the baking phase, this helps with frozen products. The iTouch helps you achieve optimum baking results while utilising less energy. The
memory picture display on the iTouch screen makes using the Ion Plus easy and reliable.
The Ion Plus comes standard with an AutoWash function helping you keep your oven hygienically clean. The baking chamber is made of 304
stainless steel ensuring a corrosive free and long life for your oven.
Ion Plus 4.6
Pan Capacity

4

Pan Size (mm)

400 x 600

Total kW

6.6kW, 400V, 3 Phase and Neutral

Optional Extra:
Oven stand
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni VF8 Piccolo Bake-off Oven

Product Features:
•
Made of stainless steel
•
Advanced control panel
•
Automatic steam timer
•
Automatic damper
•
Double glass fitted in the oven door
•
Modern door handle
•
2-stage door lock
•
Advanced baking technology
•
Slim footprint
Optional Extra:
Touch control panel
Underbuilt prover
Stainless steel stand
Pans
Canopy with fan
Specifications:
Model

VF8 Piccolo Oven

VF8 Prover

Maximum Pan Size (mm)

600 x 400

600 x 400

Total Pan Capacity

8

8

Bread Pan Size

BO3

Maximum Bread Per Bake 800g

24

Total Power (kW)

16kW

3

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

220V

External Dimensions (mm)

950 x 890 x 1050

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Eco VF80 Fixed Rack Oven

Product Features:
•
Made of stainless steel
•
Basic control system
•
Air cool system
•
Four fan Advanced Air
•
Glove holder
•
Split system (optional)
•
Super stream
•
Double glass fitted in the oven door
•
Slim footprint
All BASIC features plus:
•
Programmable iTouch control panel
•
Automatic damper
•
3ZONE baking
•
InsulSaver
Optional Extra:
PlusAIR Speed – 3 speed fan control
Specifications:

140

Model

Eco VF80 Fixed Rack Oven

Maximum Pan Size (mm)

750 x 450mm

Bread Pan Size

BO4

Maximum Bread Per Bake 800g

80

Total Power (kW)

42

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

External Dimensions (mm)

1250 x 1550 x 2500
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Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Mini Rotary Rack Oven – V10

Product Features:
•
Made of stainless steel
•
Programmable control panel
•
Automatic steam timer
•
Double glass fitted in the oven door
•
Slim footprint
Optional Extra:
Touch control panel
Oven roll in racks
Pans
Canopy with fan
Underbuilt prover
Stainless steel stand
Specifications:
Model

Piccolo Oven V10

Maximum Pan Size (mm)

600 x 400

Total Pan Capacity

8

Bread Pan Size

BO3

Maximum Bread Per Bake 800g

24

Total Power (kW)

15

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

External Dimensions (mm)

1200 x 1300 x 1300

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni V80 Rotary Rack Oven

Product Features:
•
Made of stainless steel
•
Programmable control panel
•
Automatic steam timer
•
Automatic damper
•
Double glass fitted in the oven door
•
Rotating hook system
•
Slim footprint
Optional Extra:
Touch control panel
Oven roll-in racks
Pans
Canopy with fan
Specifications:
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Model

V80 Rotary Oven

Maximum Pan Size (mm)

600 x 400 or 450 x 750

Total Pan Capacity

18

Bread Pan Size

BO4

Maximum Bread Per Bake 800g

80

Total Power (kW)

41

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

External Dimensions (mm)

1450 x 1250 x 2550
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Rotary Rack Oven – V120

Product Features:
• Made of stainless steel
• Programmable control panel
• Automatic steam timer
• Automatic damper
• Double glass fitted in the oven door
• Platform system with ramp
Optional Extra:
Touch control panel
Oven roll-in racks
Pans
Split system – the oven is split in 3 parts for delivery
Oven hood
InsulSaver
Specifications:
Model

V120 Electric

Total Power (kW)

48

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

Current Rating at 400V

100A

Total Rack Capacity

1 rack

Maximum Production Per Bake
Sandwich bread 600 – 800g

120

(BO4 shapes)

45 Dozen

Bun rolls

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

45 Dozen

Hotdog rolls

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

45 Dozen

Pies

100g

(600 x 800mm pan)

108

Baguettes

500g

(6 fluted tray)

Dimensions (mm)

1750 x 1350 x 2600

Model

V120 Fuel

Total Power (kW)

3

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

Current Rating at 400V

8A

Total Rack Capacity

1 rack

Maximum Production Per Bake
120

Sandwich bread 600 – 800g

45 Dozen

Bun rolls

45 Dozen
45 Dozen
Dimensions (mm)

(BO4 shapes)

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

Hotdog rolls

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

Pies

100g

(600 x 800mm pan)

2000 x 1350 x 2600

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Rotary Rack Oven – V240

Product Features:
• Made of stainless steel
• Programmable control panel
• Automatic steam timer
• Automatic damper
• Double glass fitted in the oven door
• Accommodates 2 racks
• Platform system with ramp
Optional Extra:
Touch control panel
Oven roll-in racks
Pans
Split system – the oven is split in 3 parts for delivery
Oven hood
InsulSaver
Specifications:
Model

V240 Electric

Total Power (kW)

75

Voltage (V)

400V, Neutral and Earth

Current Rating at 400V

125A

Total Rack Capacity

2 rack

Maximum Production Per Bake
Sandwich bread 600 - 800g

240
90 Dozen

Bun rolls

(BO4 shapes)

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

90 Dozen

Hotdog rolls

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

90 Dozen

Pies

100g

(600 x 800mm pan)

216

Baguettes

500g

(6 fluted tray)

Dimensions (mm)

2990 x 2290 x 2600

Model

V240 Fuel

Total Power (kW)

4

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

Current Rating at 400V

8A

Total Rack Capacity

2 rack

Maximum Production Per Bake
240

(BO4 shapes)

90 Dozen

Bun rolls

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

90 Dozen

Hotdog rolls

60g

(600 x 800mm pan)

90 Dozen

Pies

100g

(600 x 800mm pan)

216

Baguettes

500g

(6 fluted tray)

Dimensions (mm)

144

Sandwich bread 600 – 800g
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2990 x 2290 x 2600

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Milano Forni Modular Deck Oven

Product Features:
• External made of stainless steel
• Programmable control panel per deck
• Top and bottom heating
• Glass fitted in the oven door
• Modular control
• On wheels
Optional Extra:
Steam per deck
Touch control panel per deck
Ceramic floors per deck
Stainless steel hood
Underbuilt provers for 1 and 2 deck
Specifications:

Model

1 Deck

2 Deck

3 Deck

4 Deck

600 x 800

600 x 800

Milano Forni 2 Pan Electric Modular Deck Oven
Maximum Pan Size (mm)

600 x 800

600 x 800

Total Pan Capacity

2

4

6

8

Total Power (kW)

12

24

36

48

Total Power (kW)
with Steam

14

27

41

54

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

400V, Neutral and Earth

400V, Neutral and Earth

400V, Neutral and Earth

Baking Chamber
Dimensions (mm)

1250 x 850

1250 x 850

1250 x 850

1250 x 850

External Dimensions (mm)

1700 x 1070 x 660

1700 x 1070 x 1800

1700 x 1070 x 1900

1700 x 1070 x 1990

Milano Forni 3 Pan Electric Modular Deck Oven
Maximum Pan Size (mm)

450 x 750

450 x 750

450 x 750

450 x 750

Total Pan Capacity

3

6

9

12

Total Power

12

24

36

48

Total Power (kW)
with Steam

14

27

41

54

Voltage

400V, Neutral and Earth

400V, Neutral and Earth

400V, Neutral and Earth

400V, Neutral and Earth

Baking Chamber
Dimensions (mm)

1470 x 850

1470 x 850

1470 x 850

1470 x 850

External Dimensions (mm)

1990 x 1070 x 660

1990 x 1070 x 1800

1990 x 1070 x 1900

1990 x 1070 x 1990

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

MIWE

146
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With high-performance products, comprehensive expertise in baking
processes, highly competent consulting and first-class service, MIWE
has been a leader in the world of baking for over 95 years.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Kolb Roll-in Retarder Proofer

Product Features:
• Multifunctional with chilling and proofing
• Automatic and manual control
• Fermentation and refrigeration work simultaneously
• Use of CFC-free refrigerants R-404A and R-134A
Specifications
Model

GC-1109-1

Dimensions (mm)

1070 x 1310 x 2675 (H)

Dimension Door Open (mm)

D = 2120

Rack Capacity for
600 x 800mm

1 trolley

Electrical Requirements

2.7kW, 230V, 1 Phase

Weight (kg)

150

Model

GC-1109-2

Dimensions (mm)

1070 x 2210 x 2675 (H)

Dimension Door Open (mm)

D = 3020

Rack Capacity for
600 x 800mm

2 trolley

Electrical Requirements

2.7kW, 230V, 1 Phase

Weight (kg)

300

2 Door Reach-in Retarder Proofer
Product Features:
• Multifunctional with chilling and proofing
• Automatic and manual control
• Fermentation and refrigeration can work simultaneously
• Door frames and windows with anti-fog function
• Safe light setting to prevent leakage of electricity
• Glass window design for easy monitoring
• Use of CFC-free refrigerants R-404A and R-134A
Specifications
Model

GC-1183

Dimensions (mm)

810 x 1160 x 216 (H)

Dimension Door Open (mm)

D = 1840

Rack Capacity for
600 x 800mm

16 levels 32 pcs

Electrical Requirements

2.63kW, 230V, 1 Phase

Weight (kg)

177

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

BakeStar Deck Oven
BakeStar Deck ovens are designed for start-up bakeries or to
complement artisan bakers, kitchens, pizzerias. The BakeStar Deck
Oven design makes it highly efficient and a reasonable cost. The oven
is available from 1 to 3 decks 2 pan or 3 pan wide.
Product Features:
• 1 - 3 deck
• Easy to clean
• Dual glass in door
• Optional ceramic floors
• Easy to use		
Optional Extra:
Steam per deck

BakeStar Pro Deck Oven
BakeStar Pro Deck Oven Range is designed for artisan bakers
wanting a reliable and efficient oven at a reasonable cost. The oven
is available from 1 to 3 decks 2 pan or 3 pan wide. With additional
optional features like steam and ceramic floors, it makes the Bakestar
Pro a must have for any artisan bakery, confectionary bakery, pizzeria,
restaurant, etc.
Product Features:
• 1 - 3 deck
• Easy to clean
• Dual glass in door
• Optional ceramic floors
• Easy to use
Optional Extra:
Steam per deck
Specifications:

Power (kW)

Total Pans
Per Oven

Pan Size (mm)

Weight (kg)

400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

9

2

600 x 400

430

1400 x 1070 x 600

400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

18

4

600 x 400

590

1400 x 1070 x 1820

3 Deck 2 Pan

400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

27

6

600 x 400

690

1400 x 1070 x 1820

1 Deck 3 Pan

400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

10

3

450 x 750

590

1940 x 1070 x 600

2 Deck 3 Pan

400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth

20

6

450 x 750

870

1940 x 1070 x 1820

9

450 x 750

980

1940 x 1070 x 1820

Model

Voltage (kW)

1 Deck 2 Pan
2 Deck 2 Pan

3 Deck 3 Pan

148

400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
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Dimensions (mm)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Vulcan Provers

Single Rack
- Single Door

Two Rack Deep
Walk Through
- Two Door

Two Rack Side
by Side
- Two Door

Three Rack
Walk Through
- Two Door

Three Rack
Side by Side
- Three Door

Four Rack 2
Trolley Deep x 2
Trolley Wide
- Four Door

Six Rack 3
Trolley Deep x
3 Trolley Wide
- Four Door

Capacity
(mm)

1 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

2 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

2 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

3 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

3 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

4 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

6 trolley
(480 x 750) or
(600 x 800)

Electric
Requirements

4kW, 220V,
1 Phase,
Neutral and
Earth - 20A C/B

6kW, 220V,
1 Phase,
Neutral and
Earth - 30A C/B

6kW, 220V,
1 Phase,
Neutral and
Earth - 30A C/B

9kW, 220V,
1 Phase,
Neutral and
Earth - 40A C/B

9kW, 220V,
1 Phase,
Neutral and
Earth - 40A C/B

External
Dimensions
(mm)

(L) 1100 x
(D) 1000 x
(H) 2000

(L) 1000 x
(D) 2000 x
(H) 2000

(L) 2000 x
(D) 1000 x
(H) 2000

(L) 1100 x
(D) 3000 x
(H) 2000

(L) 3000 x
(D) 1000 x
(H) 2000

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

15kW, 220V,
10kW, 400V,
3 Phase,
3 Phase,
Neutral and
Neutral and
Earth - 25A C/B Earth - 25A C/B

(L) 2000 x
(D) 2000 x
(H) 2000

(L) 2000 x
(D) 3000 x
(H) 2000
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Vulcan Bread Moulder
Product Features:
• Simple to use
• Adjustable pressure board
• Mobile
• Small footprint
• Consistent output
• Ideal for moulding of bread, hot dog rolls, French loaves etc.
Product Code:
Scaling Range:
Belt Width:
Voltage:
Total Power:
Weight:
Dimensions:

2610675
50 - 1200g
300mm
400V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
1kW
140kg
1400 x 660 x 1060mm (H)

Vulcan Roll Moulder
Product Features:
• Simple to use
• Stainless steel construction
• Consistent output
• Can mould multiple types of rolls and sizes
Product Code:
Scaling Range:
Belt Width:
Voltage:
Total Power:
Weight:
Dimensions:

3600195
50 - 500g
500mm
380V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
0.75kW
160kg
810 x 1130 x 1240mm (H)

Vulcan Bun Divider and Rounder
Product Features:
• Simple to use
• Solid construction
• Adjustable pressure
• Comes with 3 dividing plates
• Divides and rounds dough evenly
Product Code:
Scaling Range:
Belt Width:
Voltage:
Total Power:
Weight:
Dimensions:

150
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2610676
40 - 120g
30
380V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
0.75kW
340kg
600 x 590 x 1250mm (H)

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Vulcan Bread Divider

Product Features:
• Suitable for division of soft dough
• Emergency stop button
• Easy controls
• Solid construction
Product Code:
Scaling Range:
Belt Width:
Voltage:
Total Power:
Weight:
Dimensions:

3600194
100 - 800g
20
380V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
0.75kW
270kg
570 x 690 x 1100mm (H)

Bread Slicer
Product Features:
• Gravity feed
• 14mm slice thickness
• Hardened shaft with roller bearing block
Dimensions:
Weight
Electrical:
Slice Thickness:

600 x 1200 x 1800mm (H)
130kg
220V,1 Phase
14mm (Optional Thickness: 12, 13, 16, 18)

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Vulcan Table Top Sheeter

Product Features:
• Table top model
• Foldable belts
• Precision operation
• Easy to clean
Product Code:
Belt Width:
Voltage:
Total Power:
Weight:
Dimensions:

2704123
400mm
380V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
0.75kW
95kg
1460 x 940 x 580mm (H)

Vulcan Floor Model Sheeter

Product Features:
• Floor model
• Foldable belts
• Precision operation
• Easy to clean
Product Code:
Belt Width:
Voltage:
Total Power:
Weight:
Dimensions:
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2610677
500mm
380V, 3 Phase, Neutral and Earth
0.75kW
225kg
2610 x 1030 x 1170mm (H)
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Automated Plants

Volumetric Dough Divider

Conical Rounder

Volumetric suction piston divider, suitable for dough from 50% up
to 70% water content with a weighing accuracy ± 2%. Heavy-duty
construction, adapted for all types of bakeries with a max. 2000pcs./
per hour dividing capacity. Low-consumption oiling system, stainless
steel covers, 80kg cap. standard hopper, flour duster, manual speed
and weight control.

Conical rounder adjustable fixed channels, rounding length up
to 4.80m. Cast aluminium cone and channels stainless steel
construction with standard flour duster and out feed chute. Comes
on wheels for easy moving.

Bread Moulder

Intermediate Pocket Prover

Long loaf moulder suitable for up to 40cm length of loaf. Adjustable
horizontally placed rollers and a wheel adjustable pressure board.
420mm of belt, flexible moulder for all types of dough handling in
small and medium size bakeries. On wheels for easy moving and
cleaning.

Intermediate pocket prover with alternative pocket swing options.
Two different in feed systems available. Completely stainless steel
structure, covers and swings. Photocell dough in feed control
as standard. Standard features include air circulation fan, sliding
windows, detachable circle nylon pockets. Electric sockets for
divider, rounder and moulder as standard.

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Water Meter and Water Chillers

Vulcan Water Meter

Vulcan Water Chillers

Product Features:
• Accurate water dispensing

Product Features:
• Stainless steel construction
• Simple to use

Water Temperature:
Dimensions:
Electrical Requirements:

0.5 - 7 bar
305 x 180 x 500mm (H) wall mounted
0.3kW, 230V, 1 Phase

100L
Water Temperature:
Dimensions:
Electrical Requirements:

18°C - 4°C
905 x 730 x 1160mm (H)
1.5kW, 220V, 1 Phase

200L
Water Temperature:
Dimensions:
Electrical Requirements:

18°C - 4°C
905 x 730 x 1540mm (H)
1.5kW, 230V, 1 Phase

Plug-in Refrigerated Cabinets – Serve-over Counter
Product Features:
• Built-in condensing unit
• Static refrigeration
• Off-cycle defrost
• Normal temperature
Sweet 2
The higher level pastry finds its ideal placement in this refrigerated
serve-over cabinet, thanks to the wide vertically developed surface,
the efficient illumination and maximum visibility of the displayed
product. Both the open and closed spherical corners enhance the
round shape of the counter and allow for various display solutions.

154

Model

Length
(mm)

Length Without Ends
(mm)

Horizontal Display
Surface (m²)

Net Volume Display
Area (dm³)

Display
Drawers

100
200

1018

938

1.51

120

1

1955

1875

3.02

240

2

300

2893

2813

4.53

360

3

110

-

120

-

AI 45°C

-

-

1.10

AE 45°C

-

-

1.20
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Working Temperature
(°C)

+4/+8

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Bakery E uipment

Plug-in Refrigerated Cabinets – Serve-over Counter

Product Features:
• Built-in condensing unit
• Static refrigeration
• Off-cycle defrost
• Normal temperature
Sweet 2 LX
The LX is characterised by the superstructure, that allows the lifting-up of the front glasses and by the standard lighting of intermediate shelves.
It provides the best functionality to the operator as the sliding drawers and intermediate shelves improve the access to the display cabinet.

Length Without
Ends (mm)

Horizontal Display
Surface (m²)

Net Volume Display
Area (dm³)

Display
Drawers

1018

938

1.51

120

1

1955

1875

3.02

240

2

2893

2813

4.53

360

3

Model

Length (mm)

100
200
300
AI 45°C

-

-

1.10

110

-

AE 45°C

-

-

1.20

120

-

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Working
Temperature (°C)

4/8
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Vulcan C eries piral Dough Mixers

VSM-18kg Spiral Dough Mixer
Product Features:
• Stainless steel bowl, spiral and hook
• Two speed timer
• Heavy-duty construction
• Belt-driven
• Full mechanical drive and reliable performance
• Overload protection
Product Code:
Dough Capacity:
Bowl Capacity:
Electrical Requirements:
		
Special Features:
		
Weight:

VSM-18kg
18kg
30L
0.5/1.5kW, 220V, 2 Phase or 3 Phase,
Neutral and Earth - 15A C/B
2 speed, stainless steel bowl, spiral and
cutting bar, manual operations
80kg

VSM-25kg Spiral Dough Mixer
Product Features:
• Stainless steel bowl, spiral and hook
• Two speed timer
• Heavy-duty construction
• Belt-driven
• Full mechanical drive and reliable performance
• Overload protection
Product Code:
Dough Capacity:
Bowl Capacity:
Maxi Flour Capacity:
Electrical Requirements:
Special Features:
		
		
Weight:

VSM-25kg
25kg
40L
12kg
1/2kW, 380V, 3 Phase and Earth - 15A C/B
Stainless steel bowl, spiral and cutting bar, 		
heavy-duty structure, German switchgear, 		
Italian timers, auto or manual operation
135kg

VSM-50kg Spiral Dough Mixer
Product Features:
• Stainless steel bowl, spiral and hook
• Two speed timer
• Heavy-duty construction
• Belt-driven
• Full mechanical drive and reliable performance
• Overload protection
Product Code:
Dough Capacity:
Bowl Capacity:
Maxi Flour Capacity:
Electrical Requirements:
		
Special Features:
		
		
Weight:
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VSM-50kg
50kg
75L
25kg
1.5/3kW, 380V, 3 Phase and Earth 15A C/B
Stainless steel bowl, spiral and cutting bar,
heavy-duty structure, German switchgear, 		
Italian timers, auto or manual operation
250kg

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan C eries piral Dough Mixers

VSM-80kg Spiral Dough Mixer

Product Features:
• Stainless steel bowl, spiral and hook
• Two speed timer
• Heavy-duty construction
• Belt-driven
• Full mechanical drive and reliable performance
• Overload protection
Product Code:
Dough Capacity:
Bowl Capacity:
Maxi Flour Capacity:
Electrical Requirements:
		
Special Features:
		
		
Weight:

VSM-80kg
80kg
134L
50kg
2.6/5.2kW, 380V, 3 Phase and Earth 25A C/B
Stainless steel bowl, spiral and cutting bar, 		
heavy-duty structure, German switchgear, 		
Italian timers, auto or manual operation
385kg

VSM-120kg Spiral Dough Mixer
Product Features:
• Stainless steel bowl, spiral and hook
• Two speed timer
• Heavy-duty construction
• Belt-driven
• Full mechanical drive and reliable performance
• Overload protection
Product Code:
Dough Capacity:
Bowl Capacity:
Maxi Flour Capacity:
Electrical Requirements:
Special Features:
Weight:

VSM-120kg
120kg
186L
75kg
3.7/7.5kW, 380V, 3 Phase and Earth 25A C/B
Stainless steel bowl, spiral and cutting bar, 		
heavy-duty structure, German switchgear, 		
Italian timers, auto or manual operation
505kg

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan C eries piral Dough Mixers
Sprint V2 Spiral Mixer

Product Features:
• Fixed bowl
• Heavy-duty painted steel structure
• Plastic anti-shock safety guard
• Head covered by thick ABS plastic anti-UV
• High-resistance stainless steel spiral and breaking bar
• AISI 304 stainless steel bowl
• Bowl and spiral rotation by means of belts driven by two powerful
motors
• Two speed spiral rotation with mixing time to set by means of
double timers
• Impulse button for bowl rotation
• Motor protection from overload and overvoltage

Um

Sprint V2 130

Sprint V2 160

Sprint V2 200

Dough Capacity

kg

130

160

200

Flour Capacity

kg

80

100

120

Bowl Capacity

L

190

250

280

Spiral Motor Power at First Speed

kW

2.06

3.7

3.7

Spiral Motor Power at Second Speed

kW

4.7

5.9

5.9

Nett Weight

kg

430

585

700

Dimensions

mm

805 x 1271 x 1359

900 x 1392 x 1457

900 x 1450 x 1588

EVO Plus DD Spiral Mixer
Product Features:
• Heavy-duty painted steel structure
• Plastic anti-shock safety guard
• Head covered by thick ABS plastic anti-UV
• High resistance stainless steel spiral and breaking bar
• AISI 304 stainless steel bowl
• Ideal for hard and elastic dough
• Two speed spiral rotation with mixing time to set by means of
double timers
• Automatic trolley hooking with new self-centering system
• Motor protection from overload and overvoltage
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ECO Plus DD 130

ECO Plus DD 160

ECO Plus DD 200

ECO Plus DD 250

ECO Plus DD 300

Dough Capacity

kg

130

160

200

250

300

Flour Capacity

kg

80

100

125

157

185

Bowl Capacity

L

190

261

286

398

435

Spiral Motor Power at
First Speed

kW

3.7

4.5

4.5

7.1

7.1

Spiral Motor Power at
Second Speed

kW

5.9

7.8

7.8

12.1

12.1

Nett Weight

kg

1230

1300

1330

1380

1400

Dimensions

mm

952 x 1800 x 1470

1000 x 1960 x 1520

1000 x 1960 x 1520

1100 x 2170 x 1570

1100 x 2170 x 1570
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan C eries Planetary Mixers
VFM 10B

Product Features:
• Planetary transmission at high speed
• Three attachments to suit most confectionery requirements
• Gear configuration
• Three fixed speeds
• Easy to operate
• Low noise and power savings
Product Code:
Rated Pressure:
Rated Power:
Capacity:
Weight:
Dimensions:

2610673
220V
0.5kW
10L
75kg
491 x 389 x 620mm

VFM 20B
Product Features:
• Planetary transmission at high speed
• Three attachments to suit most confectionery requirements
• Gear configuration
• Three fixed speeds
• Easy to operate
• Low noise and power savings
Product Code:
Rated Voltage:
Rated Power:
Bowl Capacity:
Weight:
Dimensions:

2610655
220V
1.1kW
20L
108kg
555 x 558 x 794mm

Notes

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan C eries Planetary Mixers
VFM 40

Product Features:
• Planetary transmission at high speed
• Three attachments to suit most confectionery requirements
• Gear configuration
• Three fixed speeds
• Easy to operate
• Low noise and power savings
Rated Voltage:
Rated Power:
Bowl Capacity:
Weight:
Dimensions:

220V
1.3kW
40L
153kg
590 x 580 x 1230mm

VFM 60
Product Features:
• Planetary transmission at high speed
• Three attachments to suit most confectionery requirements
• Gear configuration
• Three fixed speeds
• Easy to operate
• Low noise and power savings
Rated Voltage:
Rated Power:
Bowl Capacity:
Weight:
Dimensions:

400V
1.8kW
60L
250kg
964 x 810 x 1372mm

Only available in white

Notes
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For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Tables & Racks

Bread Dump Table

Dimensions (mm)

1000 (L) x 600 (B) x 820 (H)

Floor Tile
Description

Dimensions (mm)

9 floor tiles per square meter

1.6 mild steel

Bread and Confection Rack
Oven

Rack

Milano V10

12-tier confectionery rack for pan
400 x 600mm

Milano V10

6-tier bread rack for BO3
36 loaves

Milano Piccolo VF80

18-tier confectionery rack for pan
450 x 750mm

Milano Piccolo VF80

10-tier bread rack for BO4
80 loaves

Milano V120

18-tier confectionery rack for pan
800 x 600mm

Milano V120

10-tier bread rack for BO4
120 loaves

Bakestar Pro

18-tier confectionery rack for pan
450 x 750mm

Bakestar Pro

10-tier bread rack for BO3
90 loaves

Bakestar

18-tier confectionery rack for pan
400 x 600mm

Bakestar

10-tier bread rack for BO5
100 loaves

Display Trolley

4-tier chrome display trolley

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Baking Pans & Trays

Vulcan Bread Pans
Lids
Description

Dimensions (mm)

Lid instore BO3

356 x 286

Lid instore BO4

476 x 286

Lid instore BO5

586 x 286

Lid jumbo BO3

356 x 256

Lid jumbo BO4

476 x 256

Vulcan Bread Pans
Mild Steel and Perforated Pans
Available in (mm):
400 x 600 x 10
450 x 750 x 15
600 x 800 x 15

Vulcan Muffin Pans
Standard Muffin Pans
Description

Dimensions (mm)

6 x 4 pan

600 x 400

8 x 4 pan

762 x 457

8 x 6 pan

780 x 580

Small Muffin Pans
Description

Dimensions (mm)

7 x 5 pan

600 x 400

10 x 6 pan

762 x 457

10 x 7 pan

780 x 580

Large Muffin Pans
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Description

Dimensions (mm)

5 x 3 pan

600 x 400

7 x 4 pan

762 x 457

6 x 5 pan

800 x 600

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.

Vulcan Baking Pans & Trays

Baguette Pans

Description

Dimensions (mm)

5 flute

600 x 400

6 flute

762 x 457

7 flute

780 x 580

8 flute

800 x 600

Hamburger Tray
Description

Dimensions (mm)

Standard hamburger tray (5x3) 600 x 400

Shape 104/96dia x 25

Standard hamburger tray (6x3) 762 x 457

Shape 104/96dia x 25

Standard hamburger tray (6x4) 780 x 580

Shape 104/96dia x 25

Junior hamburger tray (5x3) 600 x 400

Shape 90/85dia x 12

Junior hamburger tray (6x4) 762 x 457

Shape 90/85dia x 12

Junior hamburger tray (6x5) 780 x 580

Shape 90/85dia x 12

Hot Dog Tray
Description

Dimensions (mm)

Hot dog tray 6 batch (1x3) 600 x 400

170/165 x 45/40

Hot dog tray 6 batch (2x2) 762 x 457

170/165 x 45/40

Hot dog tray 6 batch (3x2) 780 x 580

170/165 x 45/40

Chelsea Bun Tray
Description

Dimensions (mm)

Chelsea bun tray (2x2) 600 x 40

220 x 154 x 30

Chelsea bun tray (3x2) 762 x 457

220 x 154 x 30

Chelsea bun tray (4x2) 780 x 580

220 x 154 x 30

For extended and complete range visit www.vulcan.co.za. Dimensions generally shown in mm and subject to technical change. Vulcan codes and descriptions have been used above.
Use Vulcan product type for spec purposes. Refer to www.vulcan.co.za for additional information, certification required and full technical specification from the supplier. The Terms and
Conditions which are set out at the end of this catalogue shall apply.
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Vulcan Baking Pans & Trays

Vulcan Bread Pans
Standard Bread Pans
Description

Dimensions (mm)

Standard BO3 bread pan

350 x 280

Standard BO4 bread pan

470 x 280

Standard BO5 bread pan

580 x 280

Plant Bread Pans
Description

Dimensions (mm)

Jumbo bread pan BO1

240/230 x 125/115 x 128

Jumbo bread pan BO3

470 x 250

Jumbo bread pan BO4

580 x 250

Half loaf pan BO1

195/185 x 100/90 x 115

Half loaf pan BO3

350 x 205

Half loaf pan BO4

470 x 205

Half loaf pan BO5

580 x 205

Farm loaves 1.5kg

300/290 x 100/90 x 112

Farm loaves 2kg

355/345 x 135/125 x 112

Sultana pans

195/185 x 100/90 x 75

Description

Dimensions (mm)

Sponge tin 0.9mm alusteel

200dia x 70

Sponge tin 0.9mm alusteel

250dia x 75

Sponge tin 1.2mm aluminium

150dia x 75

Sponge tin 1.2mm aluminium

180dia x 75

Cake tin ring 0.9mm s/steel

200dia x 70

Milk tart tin 1.2 aluminium

240/220dia x 35

Tins and Shapes
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Kitchen Type:
Bakery
Franchise
Government
Institutions
Hotel & Guest Houses
Restaurants
Retail
Need Help?

Designing a commercial kitchen has never been easier!
Design your own kitchen

Professional, hobbyist or amateur

Kitchen Design is designed to provide you with all of the tools
necessary to design all sorts of commercial kitchens including:

Whether you’re an architect, professional designer or just a
wannabe, Kitchen Design is the perfect tool to design your
own kitchen concept. You’re setting yourself up to save time
and money while accomplishing the kind of meticulously
crafted commercial kitchen layout that turns a fledgling
business into a hospitality juggernaut.

•
•
•
•

Bakery
General Sales and Institutions
Restaurants
Franchise

• Government
• Hotels and Guest Houses
• Retail

Plan your ideal kitchen

Kitchen design wizard

Select the type of kitchen you want to design, then simply
customise it to fit your needs. Kitchen Design provides
hundreds of ready-made product symbols that you can ‘dragand-drop’ into your design.

A professional kitchen is like the wizard behind the curtain —
execute well back there and everybody dining out front will
reap the delicious rewards. At Kitchen Design we give you
the design tools that inspire success.

Top reasons to use Kitchen Design
• It’s free and fun!
• Create a detailed floor plan of your very own kitchen
• Obtain professional advice once you’ve submitted your
kitchen design

You can design your own kitchen today... Visit www.vulcan.co.za/kitchen-design-plus
For design support on your project, contact our experts today!
+27 (0) 11 249 8500

support@kitchen-design-plus.co.za

Proudly brought to you by

REPRESENTATION IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Toll Free: 0860 Vulcan / 885226

HEAD OFFICE & FACTORY
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2172 Albertina Sisulu Road, Industria, 2093, South Africa.
PO Box 60188, Langlaagte, 2102, South Africa.
Tel:
+27 11 249 8500
Fax: +27 11 249 8534
Email: vulcan@vulcan.co.za

EXPORT DIVISION NATIONAL SALES OFFICE
JOHANNESBURG
Email: exports@vulcan.co.za

NATIONAL SALES OFFICE & SHOWROOM
JOHANNESBURG
2172 Albertina Sisulu Road, Industria, 2093, South Africa.
PO Box 60188, Langlaagte, 2102.
Tel:
+27 11 249 8500
Fax: +27 11 249 8534
Email: jhbsales@vulcan.co.za

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES
Bloemfontein

14 Kraal Street, East End, Bloemfontein, South Africa.
Tel:
+27 51 430 6167
Email: pierres@vulcan.co.za

Cape Town

31 Paarden Eiland Road, Paarden Eiland,
Cape Town, 8000, South Africa.
Tel:
+27 21 510 5010
Fax: +27 21 510 3780
Email: ctsales@vulcan.co.za

Durban

1 Island Grove, Riverhorse Valley Business Estate,
Effingham, Durban, 4051, South Africa.
Tel:
+27 31 569 7800
Fax: +27 31 569 7804
Email: dbnsales@vulcan.co.za

East London

36B Chamberlain Road, Cnr Chamberlain
and Tindale Road, Berea, East London,
South Africa.
Tel:
+27 43 722 2883/5
Fax: +27 43 722 2888
Email: elsales@vulcan.co.za

Nelspruit

422 Central Park, Suikerriet Street, Nelspruit,
Mpumalunga, South Africa.
Tel:
+27 13 753 3282
Email: jolenedw@vulcan.co.za

Port Elizabeth

1 Roshan Road, Linton Grange, Port Elizabeth,
6001, South Africa.
Tel:
+27 41 360 0807
Fax: +27 41 360 0819
Email: pesales@vulcan.co.za

An ISO 9001:2015
Accredited Company

